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Abstract

Continuously tightening pollutant and noise emission regulations have
been the key motivation for engine –and engine related technology– re-
search, development and optimization. Such trend gave rise to the grad-
ual introduction of after-treatment systems to reduce pollutant emis-
sions in automotive applications. However, in the last two decades the
level of restrictions have made the use of after-treatment systems in-
tensive and mandatory, evolving from small individual devices to very
complex systems often including more than one device.

Even though the main purpose of after-treatment systems is pollu-
tant emissions abatement, they also exert a strong influence on wave
dynamics, back-pressure and acoustic behaviour of the exhaust line,
therefore changing the flow, acoustic and pressure characteristics of the
exhaust flow. This in turn redefines the boundary conditions for the
main silencing device (muffler) placed downstream. A better under-
standing of the sound attenuation and pressure drop due to the pres-
ence of after-treatment systems could have beneficial impacts, allowing
the optimized design of the devices and the complete exhaust lines, es-
pecially the muffler. It was considered that a promising approach to
reach a better understanding on the matter would be to account for the
influence that usual components and characteristics of after-treatment
systems have on their actual behaviour.

Experimental and modelling approaches were used to study and
characterize the acoustic and fluid-dynamic behavior of a diverse set
of state-of-the-art after-treatment systems and devices, covering a wide
range of elements and characteristics representative of after-treatment
applications of commercial use. Transmission loss and pressure drop
were selected as the key parameters to account for the sound attenuation
and back-pressure generated by each device. Well established measure-
ment facilities and procedures were used for the experimental character-
ization. In parallel, 1D, 3D CFD and even coupled 1D-3D simulation
approaches on the basis of the “virtual twinning” concept were im-
plemented on commercial software, aiming to replicate the experimen-
tal results in order to provide additional information and help deepen
the understanding of internal phenomena, three-dimensional flow and
acoustic effects.
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Prior to the thorough characterization of the devices, the validity
and significance of acoustic cold (ambient) condition measurements, as
those to be taken, to represent the devices in their actual operating con-
dition, i.e. hot and pulsating-flow as in the hot-end of exhaust lines were
after-treatment systems are usually placed, was verified. Once such vali-
dation was done, for each system or device pressure drop measurements
were performed for a range of mass flow rates, usually between 0 to
800 kg/h. Similarly, transmission loss measurements were performed at
no-flow condition and with three different superimposed mean mas flow
rates, commonly 100, 200 and 300 kg/h. The information produced,
with some post-processing, decomposition and comparative analysis,
and the use of inductive reasoning were used to account and relate each
element with their effects.

Additionally, some other topics were assessed, such as the compli-
ance of the additivity property of pressure drop and the transmission
loss when several after-treatment devices are arranged together as an
after-treatment system, the actual importance of auxiliary devices of-
ten overlooked, the changes in the early service life of a device with a
GPF monolith, the benefits of performing decomposition analysis to the
transmission loss, the capabilities of 1D and 3D CFD to produce useful
information and the eventual benefits of 1D-3D co-simulation.

Overall, a comprehensive database on the pressure drop and trans-
mission loss of state-of-the-art after-treatment devices and systems was
produced. The experimental methodologies used, with their correspond-
ing post processing, proved to be adequate and to produce significant
information, especially after the validation of ambient condition acous-
tic measurements regarding engine-like conditions. The computational
modelling approaches were also found capable of producing significant
results; the 1D models were found to be very indicative with proper
tuning and to produce fairly useful information on both pressure drop
and transmission loss while mimicking the geometry and working princi-
ples of the measurements. 3D modelling allowed to further analyze the
internal and three-dimensional effects, and 1D-3D integration, while
demanding in terms of preparation, produced significant improvements.
By using the proposed methodologies and guidelines excellent pressure
drop and good transmission loss results (up to the 500-700 Hz at least)
can be produced with the models being fed only with geometrical data,
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i.e. without the need of experimental measurements for tuning. Addi-
tionally, the decomposition analysis approaches presented proved to be
a versatile and profitable tool, as valuable information was produced for
the analysis of all the specific topics assessed.

Regarding those topics, the check of the additivity property con-
firmed that pressure drop is essentially additive, whereas in the case of
transmission loss, the additivity varies with the frequency: at low to mid
frequencies dominated by reactive effects it is not additive, whereas mid
to high frequencies where the dissipative effects dominate have a consid-
erable level of additivity. The study of an auxiliary device, with a static
swirl mixer inducer as representative part, lead to determine that, while
usually overlooked, auxiliary elements in fact contribute significantly to
pressure drop and may have a significant influence on the acoustic at-
tenuation of the after-treatment system. It also filled a knowledge gap
as these are the first reference results published for the kind of mixer
element characterized. Finally, both experimental and modelling ap-
proaches helped identify the influence of in-pore soot deposition during
the first few uses of a GPF on reactive and dissipative effects.

Overall, it was found that taking special care in certain aspects, the
models can be used to provide adequate inlet conditions for the design
of the exhaust line. This thesis and the data produced contribute to
fill the knowledge gap in the acoustics of after-treatment systems and
related elements. It also provides several tools and approaches useful
for the improvement and optimization of exhaust line design procedures,
which eventually could also be transferred to other applications.
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Resumen

Las normativas sobre emisiones contaminantes y sonoras, cada vez más
estrictas, han sido la principal motivación para la investigación, el desar-
rollo y la optimización de los motores de combustión y demás tecnoloǵıas
relacionadas. Esta tendencia ha dado lugar a la introducción paulatina
de sistemas de postratamiento para reducir las emisiones contaminantes
provenientes de la automoción. Sin embargo, en las dos últimas décadas
el nivel de restricciones impuestas ha hecho que el uso de sistemas de
postratamiento sea intensivo y obligatorio, pasando de ser pequeños dis-
positivos individuales a sistemas muy complejos que a menudo incluyen
más de un dispositivo.

Aunque el objetivo principal de los sistemas de postratamiento es
la reducción de las emisiones contaminantes, estos también ejercen una
gran influencia en la dinámica de las ondas, la contrapresión y el com-
portamiento acústico de la ĺınea de escape, por lo que modifican las
caracteŕısticas del flujo, la acústica y la presión del flujo de escape.
Lo que a su vez redefine las condiciones de diseño para el silenciador
(mofle) situado aguas abajo. Una mejor comprensión de la atenuación
acústica y la cáıda de presión debidas a la presencia de sistemas de pos-
tratamiento podŕıa tener repercusiones beneficiosas, ya que permitiŕıa
optimizar el diseño de los mismos dispositivos y de las ĺıneas de escape
completas, especialmente del silenciador. Se consideró que un enfoque
prometedor para obtener una mejor comprensión del tema seŕıa tener
en cuenta la influencia que los componentes individuales y las carac-
teŕısticas más frecuentes de los sistemas de postratamiento tienen en su
desempeño final.

Se emplearon diferentes enfoques experimentales y de modelado
computacional para estudiar y caracterizar el comportamiento acústico
y fluidodinámico de un conjunto diverso de sistemas y dispositivos de
postratamiento, abarcando aśı una amplia gama de elementos y car-
acteŕısticas representativos de las aplicaciones de postratamiento más
avanzadas de uso comercial. La pérdida por transmisión y la cáıda
de presión fueron seleccionadas como parámetros clave de estudio para
cuantificar la atenuación acústica y la contrapresión generada por cada
dispositivo. Para la caracterización experimental se utilizaron insta-
laciones y procedimientos de medición bien establecidos. Por su parte,
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para el modelado computacional se emplearon distintos enfoques de sim-
ulación, tales como el unidimensional, el CFD (tridimensional) e incluso
la co-simulación 1D-3D, siguiendo en la medida lo posible el concepto
o principio “gemelos digitales” (virtual twinning), en programas com-
erciales con el objetivo de replicar los resultados experimentales, a fin
de obtener información complementaria y ayudar a profundizar en la
comprensión de los fenómenos internos, los efectos tridimensionales del
flujo y los efectos acústicos.

Previo a la caracterización minuciosa de los dispositivos, se verificó
la validez y significancia de las medidas acústicas en condiciones fŕıas
(ambiente), como las que se iban a tomar, para representar los dis-
positivos respecto a sus condiciones reales de funcionamiento, es de-
cir, expuestos a flujo caliente y pulsante como en el extremo caliente
de las ĺıneas de escape donde habitualmente se sitúan los sistemas de
postratamiento. Una vez realizada esta validación. Comenzó se dio
paso a la caracterización experimental, para cada sistema o disposi-
tivo se registraron mediciones de cáıda de presión para un rango de
caudales másicos, normalmente entre 0 y 800 kg/h. Del mismo modo,
se efectuaron mediciones de pérdida de transmisión en condiciones de
ausencia de flujo y con tres caudales másicos diferentes superpuestos,
por lo general 100, 200 y 300 kg/h. La información producida, tras
cierto post-procesamiento, análisis por descomposición y comparativo,
sumado al uso del razonamiento inductivo fueron empleados para cuan-
tificar y relacionar cada elemento con sus efectos.

Adicionalmente otros temas fueron evaluados, como el cumplimiento
de la propiedad aditiva en los resultados de cáıda de presión y pérdida
por transmisión cuando varios dispositivos de postratamiento se dispo-
nen juntos formando un sistema, la importancia real de los dispositivos
auxiliares que a menudo son pasados por alto , los cambios en los ini-
cios de la vida útil de un dispositivo con filtro de part́ıculas tipo GPF,
las ventajas de realizar análisis por descomposición en los resultados de
pérdida por transmisión, las capacidades de 1D y 3D CFD para producir
información útil y los beneficios eventuales de la co-simulación 1D-3D.

En conjunto, se elaboró una base de datos exhaustiva sobre la cáıda
de presión y la pérdida de transmisión de los dispositivos y sistemas
de postratamiento más avanzados. Las metodoloǵıas experimentales
utilizadas, con su correspondiente posprocesado, demostraron ser ade-
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cuadas y producir información significativa. Especialmente tras la vali-
dación realizada con las mediciones acústicas en condiciones ambientales
relativas a condiciones similares a las reales en el motor. Los modelos
1D resultaron ser muy indicativos, dado un ajuste adecuado, y produ-
jeron información bastante útil sobre la cáıda de presión y la atenuación
acústica, al tiempo que imitaban la geometŕıa y los principios de fun-
cionamiento de las mediciones. El modelado computacional 3D permitió
analizar más a fondo los efectos internos y tridimensionales, entre tanto
la integración 1D-3D, aunque más exigente en términos de preparación,
produjo mejoras significativas. Utilizando las metodoloǵıas y directrices
propuestas se pueden obtener excelentes resultados de cáıda de presión
y buenos resultados de atenuación acústica (como mı́nimo hasta los
500-700 Hz) alimentándose únicamente de datos geométricos, es decir,
independientemente de cualquier medición experimental. Además, los
enfoques de análisis por descomposición presentados demostraron ser
una herramienta versátil y provechosa, ya que se produjo información
valiosa para el análisis de todos los temas espećıficos evaluados.

Con respecto a dichos temas, la comprobación de la propiedad adi-
tiva confirmó que la cáıda de presión es esencialmente aditiva, mientras
que, en el caso de la pérdida de transmisión, la aditividad vaŕıa con
la frecuencia, para frecuencias entre bajas y medias, dominadas por
efectos reactivos no se encontró aditividad, mientras que de frecuencias
medias a altas donde dominan los efectos disipativos si se evidencio un
nivel considerable de aditividad. El estudio de un dispositivo auxiliar
con un inductor de mezclado estático tipo “swirl” como pieza repre-
sentativa, llevó a determinar que, aunque normalmente se pasan por
alto, los elementos auxiliares contribuyen de forma significativa a la
cáıda de presión y pueden tener una influencia notable en la atenuación
acústica del sistema de postratamiento. Este último estudio también
contribuyó a llenar una brecha de conocimiento, ya que se trata de los
primeros resultados publicados para el tipo de elemento mezclador car-
acterizado. Finalmente, ambos enfoques, experimental y de modelado
computacional, ayudaron a identificar la influencia de la deposición de
holĺın en los poros de un filtro de part́ıculas GPF durante los primeros
ciclos de uso sobre los efectos reactivos y disipativos.

En general, se encontró que, prestando especial atención a deter-
minados aspectos, los modelos computacionales pueden utilizarse para
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proporcionar condiciones iniciales adecuadas para el diseño de la ĺınea de
escape. Esta tesis y los datos producidos contribuyen a llenar la brecha
de conocimiento en la acústica de sistemas postratamiento y elementos
relacionados, también proporciona varias herramientas y enfoques útiles
para mejorar el procedimiento de diseño de las ĺıneas de escape y por lo
tanto su optimización, las cuales eventualmente podŕıan ser transferidas
a otras aplicaciones.
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Resum

Les normatives sobre emissions contaminants i sonores, cada vegada més
estrictes, han sigut la principal motivació per a la investigació, el desen-
volupament i l’optimització dels motors de combustió i altres tecnologies
relacionades. Aquesta tendència ha donat lloc a la introducció gradual
de sistemes de post-tractament per a reduir les emissions contaminants
provinents de l’automoció. No obstant això, en les dues últimes dècades
el nivell de restriccions imposades ha fet que l’ús de sistemes de post-
tractament siga intensiu i obligatori, passant de ser xicotets dispositius
individuals a sistemes molt complexos que sovint inclouen més d’un
dispositiu.

Encara que l’objectiu principal dels sistemes de post-tractament és
la reducció de les emissions contaminants, aquests també exerceixen una
gran influència en la dinàmica de les ones, la contrapressió i el compor-
tament acústic de la ĺınia de escapament, per la qual cosa modifiquen
les caracteŕıstiques del flux, l’acústica i la pressió del flux de escapa-
ment. El que al seu torn redefineix les condicions de disseny per al
silenciador situat aigües avall. Una millor comprensió de l’atenuació
acústica i la caiguda de pressió degudes a la presència de sistemes de
post-tractament podria tindre repercussions beneficioses, ja que per-
metria optimitzar el disseny dels mateixos dispositius i de les ĺınies de
escapament completes, especialment del silenciador. Es va considerar
que un enfocament prometedor per a obtindre una millor comprensió del
tema seria tindre en compte la influència que els components individu-
als i les caracteŕıstiques més freqüents dels sistemes de post-tractament
tenen en el seu compotarment final.

Es van emprar diferents enfocaments experimentals i de modelatge
computacional per a estudiar i caracteritzar el comportament acústic
i fluidodinàmic d’un conjunt variat de sistemes i dispositius de post-
tractament, abastant aix́ı una àmplia gamma d’elements i caracteŕısti-
ques representatius de les aplicacions de post-tractament més avançades
d’ús comercial. La pèrdua per transmissió i la caiguda de pressió van ser
seleccionades com a paràmetres clau d’estudi per a quantificar l’atenuació
acústica i la contrapressió generada per cada dispositiu. Per a la carac-
terització experimental es van utilitzar instal·lacions i procediments de
mesura ben establits. Per part seua, per al modelatge computacional es
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van emprar diferents enfocaments de simulació, com ara l’unidimensio-
nal, el CFD (tridimensional) i fins i tot la co-simulació 1D-3D, seguint en
la mesura del possible el concepte o principi “bessons digitals” (virtual
twinning), en programes comercials amb l’objectiu de replicar els resul-
tats experimentals, a fi d’obtindre informació complementària i ajudar
a aprofundir en la comprensió dels fenòmens interns, els efectes tridi-
mensionals del flux i els efectes acústics.

Previ a la caracterització minuciosa dels dispositius, es va verificar
la validesa i significança de les mesures acústiques en condicions fredes
(ambient), com les que s’anaven a prendre, per a representar els dis-
positius respecte a les seues condicions reals de funcionament, és a dir,
exposats a flux calent i periòdic com en l’extrem calent de les ĺınies de
escapament on habitualment se situen els sistemes de post-tractament.
Una vegada realitzada aquesta validació, per a cada sistema o disposi-
tiu es van registrar mesures de caiguda de pressió per a un rang de
cabals màssics, normalment entre 0 i 800 kg/h. De la mateixa man-
era, es van efectuar mesures de pèrdua de transmissió en condicions
d’absència de flux i amb tres cabals màssics diferents superposats, en
general 100, 200 i 300 kg/h. La informació prodüıda, després d’un cert
post-processament, anàlisi per descomposició i comparatiu, sumat a l’ús
del raonament inductiu van ser emprats per a quantificar i relacionar
cada element amb els seus efectes.

Addicionalment altres temes van ser avaluats, com el compliment de
la propietat additiva en els resultats de caiguda de pressió i pèrdua per
transmissió quan diversos dispositius de post-tractament es disposen
junts formant un sistema, la importància real dels dispositius auxiliars
que sovint són passats per alt, els canvis en els inicis de la vida útil d’un
dispositiu amb filtre de part́ıcules tipus GPF, els avantatges de realitzar
anàlisis per descomposició en els resultats de pèrdua per transmissió, les
capacitats dels models 1D i 3D CFD per a produir informació útil, i els
beneficis eventuals de la co-simulació 1D-3D.

En conjunt, es va elaborar una base de dades exhaustiva sobre la
caiguda de pressió i la pèrdua de transmissió dels dispositius i sistemes
de post-tractament més avançats. Les metodologies experimentals util-
itzades, amb el seu corresponent post-processament, van demostrar ser
adequades i produir informació significativa. Especialment després de la
validació realitzada amb les mesures acústiques en condicions ambien-
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tals relatives a condicions similars a les reals en el motor. Els models 1D
van resultar ser molt indicatius, donat un ajust adequat, i van produir
informació prou útil sobre la caiguda de pressió i l’atenuació acústica,
al mateix temps que imitaven la geometria i els principis de funciona-
ment dels mesuraments. El modelatge computacional 3D va permetre
analitzar més a fons els efectes interns i tridimensionals, mentre que la
integració 1D-3D, encara que més exigent en termes de preparació, va
produir millores significatives. Utilitzant les metodologies i directrius
proposades es poden obtindre excel·lents resultats de caiguda de pressió
i bons resultats d’atenuació acústica (com a mı́nim fins als 500-700
Hz) alimentant-se únicament de dades geomètriques, és a dir, indepen-
dentment de qualsevol mesurament experimental. A més, els enfoca-
ments d’anàlisis per descomposició presentats van demostrar ser una
eina versàtil i profitosa, ja que es va produir informació valuosa per a
l’anàlisi de tots els temes espećıfics avaluats.

Respecte a aquests temes, la comprovació de la propietat additiva
va confirmar que la caiguda de pressió és essencialment additiva, mentre
que, en el cas de la pèrdua de transmissió, la additivitat varia amb la
freqüència: per a freqüències entre baixes i mitjanes, dominades per
efectes reactius no es va trobar additivitat, mentre que de freqüències
mitjanes a altes on dominen els efectes dissipatius si es fa palès un
nivell considerable d’additivitat. L’estudi d’un dispositiu auxiliar amb
un inductor de mescla estàtic tipus “swirl” com a peça representativa,
va portar a determinar que, encara que normalment es passen per alt, els
elements auxiliars contribueixen de manera significativa a la caiguda de
pressió i poden tindre una influència notable en l’atenuació acústica del
sistema de post-tractament. Aquest últim estudi també va contribuir a
omplir una bretxa de coneixement, ja que es tracta dels primers resultats
publicats per al tipus d’element mesclador caracteritzat. Finalment,
tots dos enfocaments, experimental i de modelatge computacional, van
ajudar a identificar la influència de la deposició de sutge en els porus
d’un filtre de part́ıcules GPF durant els primers cicles d’ús sobre els
efectes reactius i dissipatius.

En general, es va trobar que prestant especial atenció a determinats
aspectes, els models computacionals poden utilitzar-se per a propor-
cionar condicions inicials adequades per al disseny de la ĺınia de es-
capament. Aquesta tesi i les dades prodüıdes contribueixen a omplir
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la bretxa de coneixement en l’acústica de sistemes de post-tractament
i elements relacionats; també proporciona diverses eines i enfocaments
útils per a millorar el procediment de disseny de les ĺınies de escapa-
ment i per tant la seua optimització, les quals eventualment podrien ser
transferides a altres aplicacions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter serves as the introduction to the research work developed;
it first contextualizes the Background and Motivation of the research,
then presents the Research Objectives and Scope to delimit what was
assessed; afterwards, details on the overall Research Methodology fol-
lowed in the development of the study are commented, and finally an
overall view of the document is given in the Thesis Outline.

1.1 Background

Environmental awareness has been on the rise for decades, driving the
development of technologies and impacting on consumer preferences in
response for the need to ensure energy security, by protecting and giv-
ing proper administration to natural resources, and to control pollution,
in particular to minimize the greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions asso-
ciated with climate change and to improve air quality for the sake of
public health [6, 7]. Reducing oil dependence is currently one of the key
objectives of governments around the world, as it directly impacts in
both the energy security and pollutant emissions derived from its use.
Latest update of bp Statistical Review of World Energy, published in
2022 with data up to 2021, reports a world overall energy demand of
about 595.15 exajoules, with an increase of 5.8% to 2020, bouncing back
from the COVID pandemic decrease, and an average yearly increase of
1.3% in the last decade, being oil the source of up to 33% of the global
energy demand [8]. In spite of environmental concerns, worldwide en-
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ergy consumption is growing alongside population and living standards,
and an overall 15% increase is expected for 2050 if current trends and
policies are kept [7, 9]. Fig. 1.1 shows such a projection detailed by
sector.

Figure 1.1: Global energy demand by sector, projection for 2050 ex-
pressed in quadrillion Btu, took from [7]

As shown, the transport sector is expected to increase its energy
demand in about 30% driven by the rise in population and prosperity.
This increase internally has two opposing trends, the demand from light-
duty passenger transport would decrease as more efficient technologies
and electrification (either partial or total) are implemented even though
of expected increase in the access to personal mobility. In the opposite
side, commercial transport (heavy-duty land, aviation, marine and rail)
energy demand would increase due to the increased acquisition power
of population acquiring goods or travelling carrying the overall sector
increase [7, 9].
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Regarding the transportation sector, the International Energy Agency
have recently published their World Energy Outlook 2022 [9], where
three main scenarios for 2050 were considered: STEPS (Stated Policies
Scenario) considering the prevalence of current policy settings, APS
(Announced Pledged Scenario) considering the full completion of all as-
pirational targets announced by governments, and the NZE (Net Zero
Emissions) scenario which, optimistically, projects a way to achieve a
1.5◦C stabilization in the rise in global average temperature, alongside
universal access to modern energy by 2030. Fig. 1.2 shows the three sce-
narios. In the STEPS [7] oil and natural gas would account for about
55% of the world energy mix in 2050, and even in the NZE scenario, for
the transportation sector oil would still be a considerable energy source
as of 2040 and still residual for 2050.

Figure 1.2: Energy use in transportation by scenario, 2000−2050, taken
from [9]

Nowadays the transportation sector (both commercial and light-
duty) accounts for about 25% of the global energy demand, is responsi-
ble of around 40% of the emissions from end-use sectors (23% of global
carbon dioxide emissions) and about 90% of the energy used comes
from oil [9, 6]. Roughly 60% of crude oil production is used to make
petroleum-derived liquid fuels for transportation: diesel, gasoline and
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jet fuel [7, 10, 8, 9]. To be precise, it is estimated that the global daily
demand of these fuels is at around 4.9 billion litres each for gasoline
and diesel and 1.3 billion liters for jet fuel [11], with an expected yearly
growth of around 1% [7, 9].

Powerplants for transportation are almost entirely (> 99.9%) in-
ternal combustion engines (ICEs), with reciprocating engines powering
land and marine transport, and jet engines powering air transport [6].
Spark ignition (SI) engines power around 80% of all passenger cars
across the world [8], while diesel engines dominate the commercial sec-
tor (road and marine use). Light-duty Vehicles use around 44% of the
global transportation energy [9] although they are much greater in num-
ber compared to commercial vehicles [6].

Alternatives to fossil-fueled ICE powertrains have been on the rise
and receiving lots of attention, for example, battery electric vehicles
(BEV) and fuel cell technology. There have been also efforts to estab-
lish other fuels such as natural gas, biofuels and e-fuels [6]. However, two
points need to be considered; firstly, that every alternative must be an-
alyzed on a complete life-cycle basis to be sure that environmental and
other benefits are real, as otherwise the problems are just being moved
from the tailpipe to somewhere else without solution [12, 13, 14]. Sec-
ondly, these alternatives start from scratch in terms of massive support-
ive infrastructure and face significant barriers to fast and unrestrained
growth in comparison to the deep-rooted fossil fuel based ICEs and all
the decades of technological maturity and consolidated infrastructure.

In this light, one may expect that most of the transportation will
continue to rely on ICE-powered vehicles for several years or decades to
come [6, 7, 9, 10]. Projections suggest that, within this transition period,
shortage of crude oil should not constrain growth in transportation as
known reserves of oil have increased faster than consumption for several
years, and the current reserves should last for at least the next 50 years
even if current consumption rates are maintained [11, 8].

Therefore, the safest path to ensure the compliance of environmental
policies and guarantee in the short-run the sustainability of transporta-
tion, in terms of availability, reliability and emissions, is by improving
the efficiency and fuel consumption of current ICEs and related tech-
nology, for example, through improvements in combustion, control, and
after-treatment systems, assisted by partial electrification in the form
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of hybridization [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. For instance, advanced combus-
tion technologies (ACTs), such as pre-chambered lean burn combustion
and homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI), have been re-
searched for long as new options to evolve or replace conventional diesel
and gasoline engines, evidencing a great potential for NOx and PM
reduction [21].

Examples of ICE related technology already helping ICEs to com-
ply with regulations include the broad use of Direct Injection in gasoline
engines, “downsizing” or “right-sizing” thanks to turbochargers and su-
perchargers, and the standard approach of incorporating ATS into the
exhaust line to eliminate the pollutant species before they are emitted
into the atmosphere [22]. Particularly ATS development has been deliv-
ering new combinations or improvements of pre-existing after-treatment
devices (ATD) on a regular basis to match the ever increasingly restric-
tive emission regulations [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

1.2 Motivation

As exposed in the Background, still a few decades will pass before ICE
can be fully replaced; meanwhile current and upcoming ICE powered
means of transportation are equipped in their intake and exhaust lines
with numerous elements whose main function is related to regulate
or improve engine performance or to reduce pollutant emissions, see
Fig. 1.3 for reference. However, all these elements change the condi-
tions for the flow passing-by, affecting the back-pressure and propaga-
tion of waves, which translates into secondary but non-negligible silenc-
ing effects, either by dissipation or absorption means, which are seldom
considered [23].

This research is focused on ATS, elements placed in the exhaust line
whose main function is emissions abatement, but whose presence defines
the effective boundary conditions perceived by any silencing element
(muffler) located downstream. It is considered that understanding the
effects of the presence of ATS on acoustics and back-pressure, and the
possibility to include the consideration of such effects as an integral part
of the design of the noise control system, can lead to improvements
in the design of the complete exhaust line, for example requiring a
smaller, simpler, and cheaper silencing element by optimizing the design
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Figure 1.3: General scheme showing most common elements in intake
and exhaust systems for automotive engines, adapted from [23].

and arrangement of the ATS elements, or even possibly not requiring a
muffler any more.

There is a large amount of literature and research focused on ATS
and ATD in terms of their effectiveness in emission control, their main
function, alongside with their pressure drop, chemical reactivity and
thermal behaviour, allowing for a considerably high understanding of
the mechanisms involved. In the opposite end, there is comparatively
scarce literature on their acoustic effects. Some of the first publications
assessing the influence of ATDs on exhaust noise date back to the 90's.
These first studies were focused on the acoustics of catalytic converters
[24, 25, 26, 27]. By this time, all the articles published addressed the
study necessarily by experimental methodologies as in [28, 29, 30], given
the lack of mathematical models and specialized software dealing with
the acoustics of these elements.

The research publications focused on the acoustics of these systems
present a pattern of appearance that closely follows the development of
each device on which they focus; for this reason in the period between
2005 and 2006 there was much research interest focused on particulate
filters [31, 32, 33]; later, from 2010 on, publications covering various
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types of devices began to be found as exhaust lines with multiple after-
treatment systems arranged together became more common [34, 35, 36].
More recent publications have resumed the trend of studying particular
devices, but now focusing on the use of software and the development of
models and tools that allow the study of the acoustics of these devices
making use of numerical and computational tools [37, 38, 39, 40].

This research intends to help fill the knowledge gap in the acous-
tic effects of several State-of-the-Art Exhaust After-treatment Systems,
specially in the effects of some specific aspects, as well as the experi-
mental and computational approaches to characterize the acoustic and
wave-dynamic behaviour as a whole.

The opportunity and convenience of developing this research is justi-
fied because the CMT University Institute has had lots of projects with
companies and manufacturers that open the possibility of accessing a
great variety of ATDs, as well as information from previous projects
that can still be taken advantage of by revisiting it with a different ap-
proach. This wide range of information would make it possible to study
the influence of various aspects of ATDs on wave dynamics and exhaust
line acoustics, most notably of:

� Geometric aspects such as length, diameter, bends, shapes, etc.

� Presence and configuration of cavities.

� Presence and configuration of sensors, mixers and other obstacles.

� Types of monolithic elements and their order.

� Particle accumulation in filter elements.

A secondary benefit of this research is the opportunity to propose
and validate changes in the test benches, or the development of new
experimental installations that allow the measurement of the acous-
tic behaviour and pressure drop of the systems in pressure amplitude
and temperature conditions that are more representative of the real op-
erating conditions that occur in the exhaust lines of current internal
combustion engines.
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1.3 Research Objectives and Scope

Considering the aforementioned context and motivation, the objectives
for this research were set as follows:

� To generate a comprehensive experimental database concerning
the acoustic and fluid-dynamic behaviour of after-treatment de-
vices, using the three characterization facilities available: cold
flow bench, hot and pulsating flow bench (unsteady gas stand)
and impulse test bench.

� To develop and refine modelling methodologies and models, us-
ing different computational tools, of various levels of complexity,
mainly one-dimensional (1D), three-dimensional (3D), and cou-
pled (1D-3D), as required by the cases studied for the interpreta-
tion and simulated reproduction of experimental results.

� To perform the joint evaluation of experimental and modelling re-
sults to narrow down the impact of these devices on back-pressure
(pressure drop) and engine exhaust noise in real conditions and
the potential implications on exhaust line design to reduce unde-
sired effects or incorporate improvements.

These objectives were applied within certain scope: as stated in the
thesis title, the idea was to cover a wide range of the existing, State-of-
the-art after-treatment systems or technologies, specifically to the device
level. Therefore, what is understood as a system and as a device within
this research has to be defined:

� System: Refers to the complete array of devices that work to-
gether to accomplish the emission abatement function, i.e. the ex-
haust line downstream of the manifold, or of the turbine if present,
and down to the silencing element but excluding it.

� Device: Refers to a component composed by inlet and outlet
sections (usually pipework) with some special non-pipe elements
in between which are the ones with a definite function in terms of
the ATS operation.
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Figure 1.4: Scheme of the flow path in the open channels of flow-through
monoliths.

The main group of after-treatment devices includes all those that
have monoliths, whose main function is related to emission abatement.
There are two main kinds of monoliths in terms of their constructive
and fluid-dynamic characteristics, namely flow-through (FT) and wall-
flow (WF) monoliths. A scheme representing the flow path through FT
monoliths is shown in Fig. 1.4; similarly, the typical flow path in WF
monoliths is shown in Fig. 1.5. These figures illustrate how each kind
of monolith imposes different conditions to the passing flow, so that
different wave dynamics, back-pressure and acoustic effects arise.

Figure 1.5: Scheme of the flow path in the alternatively plugged channels
of wall-flow monoliths.

ATDs containing monoliths often require some specific conditions
in order to accomplish their function effectively, and there are several
kinds of auxiliary devices that help fulfil those conditions; for example,
injectors to supply certain chemicals or fuel, heaters to control temper-
ature, mixing inducers to guarantee homogeneity of mixtures or sensors
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to monitor parameters that may be the signal to activate other systems
only under preset conditions.

Devices studied here include different combinations of all the afore-
mentioned ones, with several levels of “geometrical complexity”, this
is: presence or absence of bends, flexible elements, irregular shapes and
tapered elements. The specific details on each device is presented in Sec-
tion 3.1, but all of the following elements or characteristics are covered
in at least one device.

� Flow-Through monoliths.

– DOC.

– TWC.

– SCR.

– SCR-CUC.

� Wall-flow monoliths.

– DPF.

– DPFc/SCRf.

– GPFc.

� Mixers.

– Static Swirl Mixer.

– Perforated Tunnel.

– Perforated Plate.

� Injectors.

� Sensors.

� Separator.
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1.4 Research Methodology

Fig. 1.6 summarizes in a flowchart the overall methodology used to de-
velop the research. Three work fronts were defined: A passive one,
the review of the state-of-the-art, and two active ones, the data collec-
tion and the development of computational models. The experimental
measurements were the main source of information within the data col-
lection, and 1D modelling the most exhaustively used approach in the
computational modelling.

Figure 1.6: Research's methodology flowchart.

The review of the state-of-the-art is considered as a passive, yet rel-
evant, work front, as third party information available in the literature
served well as guidance in the preliminary and early steps of the active
work fronts, and it also allowed for the identification of certain knowl-
edge gaps that this research seeks to help fill. An initial exhaustive
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literature review was made, and periodic literature searches, approxi-
mately twice per year, helped keep the initial revision updated.

Data collection in turn also started by retrieving pre-existing rele-
vant information available, as previous projects with OEMs had already
produced reference information, and helped improve the experimental
test facilities and acquire know-how in their usage. For instance, the
initial validation on the significance of cold condition measurements in
regards to actual operating conditions presented in Chapter 4, responds
to one of the knowledge gaps identified in the Literature Review and
also integrates in a new methodology experimental test rigs, procedures
and concepts previously developed. Even the device was readily avail-
able from the start of the research as it was used in a preceding project.
Then, a partner OEM supplied a complete prototype ATS, several indi-
vidual ATDs, alongside their corresponding CAD files and information
on the monoliths contained. The information on these devices is pre-
sented in Section 3.1.

Later on, the measurement campaign started with the reception of
devices and information from the OEM, the preparation of devices for
their testing, which includes preparing adapters to fit each device into
the test facilities, to cut-off pipe sections in excess to the interest of
the research, soot loading for some devices containing PF, and finally
performing all the required measurements. All of these were performed
with the valuable help of the technicians. The information produced was
then post-processed as required in each case (e.g. corrections, smooth-
ing, wave decomposition). Details on the measurements, experimental
test facilities, and post-processing are presented in Section 3.2.

The computational modelling performed pursued the vision of as-
sessing the possibility of developing 1D models in a commercial gas
dynamic code, that can replicate as accurately as possible the char-
acteristics of the devices, as well as the logic and methodology of the
experimental study, using the approach of digital or simulated twinning,
validating in case of success the possibility of using the simpler level of
modelling with a high level of confidence as sources of information and
convenient tools to be incorporated into the design process of complete
exhaust lines. The most suitable approach, the one recommended by ex-
perts, for reference, PWT CFD and powertrain simulation experts con-
sulted within the doctoral research placement, is to use post-processed
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experimental data as the benchmark for 3D CFD models using CAD
files as the input, then use 3D CFD results as the benchmark to develop
and evaluate 1D models. Then if the complexity of a device results to
be beyond base 1D simulations, an additional 1D-3D coupled simulation
can be used to assess it. In any case, most of the work was focused on
the use of 1D models, which produced satisfactory results even when
compared directly to the post-processed (smoothed) experimental data.

The computational workfront also had three separated stages: the
preliminary steps, the 3D modelling, and the 1D modelling, consider-
ing the 1D-3D coupling as a last resource to further improve 1D mod-
elling when needed. The preliminary steps include the CAD file pre-
processing, which includes from removing elements out of the research
interest, to repairing gaps or filling sensor holes, to the preparation of
simplified copies for the 1D modelling discretization and meshing for
the 3D modelling. In the 1D modelling, the preparations included sen-
sitivity studies and parameter definition, and the preparation of Virtual
Twins for the Experimental Facilities in order to be used as templates.
Then the 3D modelling started from the post-processed CAD files, and
the 1D modelling by preparing models in the PD digital twin template.
This was based on previous experience from the research institution
that models validated in the PD aspect are the best starting point to
assess the acoustic behaviour. Both 3D and 1D required an iterative
optimization process until both the acoustic and the pressure drop be-
haviour were satisfactorily represented. The comparative analysis is not
considered a workfront on its own, as it is a continuous process with ex-
perimental data serving as benchmark for the iterative improvement of
computational models.

It was decided that the computational modelling was to be assessed
in the order of increasing complexity of the devices. The subject devices
were classified into three categories: simple, intermediate and complex
geometry. This choice is justified on the grounds of previous research,
in which the consideration of only complex realistic systems did not
allow to obtain conclusive results. In fact, the experimental results
did not provide sufficient information about the eventual source for the
discrepancies observed between the results of the experiments and the
results of the models developed.

Starting with the assessment of a complete ATS which consisted of
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three geometrically simple devices, which only had practically straight
and aligned pipe sections, flow-through monoliths, straight tapered el-
ements and common auxiliaries such as injector and sensor ports and a
static swirl mixer. This initial limitation in complexity allowed to focus
on structuring the base of the methodology, to test software capabili-
ties under a theoretically understood situation and to adjust the virtual
twin templates previously prepared. The opportunity of these ATDs
being part of a unique ATS, also enabled to assess their interactions
when put together. From this point on, the assessment moved into in-
creasingly complex geometries and traits until the full set of ATDS was
characterized, delivering a depurated and validated methodology.

Following is the breakdown of tasks and activities developed in the
research carried out:

Review of the state-of-the-art:

� Initial exhaustive literature review.

� Periodical (six months) complementary updates.

Data collection:

� Gathering of available experimental information from previous
projects.

� Validation of cold measurement significance (Unsteady Flow Gas
Stand).

� Conducting experimental characterization.

– Reception and preparations of subject devices.

– Make required measurements in the experimental facilities
available.

* Pressure drop measurements in the cold flow test bench.

* Transmission loss measurements in the impulse test rig.

� Post-processing of experimental data.
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Development of computational models:

� Sensitivity studies and parameter definition.

� Preparation of virtual twins of experimental facilities (templates).

� CAD files pre-processing.

� Development of models in specialized software packages.

– 3D Modelling.

– 1D Modelling (Iterative).

* First round on simple geometry devices.

* Second round on intermediate complex geometry devices.

* Final round (validation) on highly complex geometry de-
vices.

Development of research outcomes:

� Related articles published during the research period.

� Exhaustive state-of-the-art ATS acoustic and fluid-dynamic char-
acterization:

– Depurated ATS modelling methodology, with best practices
and discretization guidelines.

– Experimental database.

– PD and TL validated models and results (Computational
characterization outcome).

Finally, all the process and results are consigned in this doctoral
thesis.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

The following is a brief summary on the outline followed in this docu-
ment. The current chapter, Chapter 1, was devoted to the Introduction,
presenting some background information, the motivation for developing
this research, stating the objectives set, some insights on the methodol-
ogy and this summary of the thesis structure. Immediately after Chap-
ter 2 presents the literature review, covering general information rele-
vant to the field of research, and then in further detail an introduction
to the state-of-the-art in automotive acoustics, after-treatment systems,
and research and methodologies applied to the fluid-dynamic and acous-
tic characterization of such systems.

Then Chapter 3 is devoted to presenting the materials and methods
used. This includes relevant information on the devices studied, the
experimental test facilities and their usage and related post-processing,
the various modelling and computational tools and approaches applied
for the simulated reproduction of experimental results and their process-
ing, and special attention is given to the decomposition analysis applied
to some of the transmission loss results. Several examples are presented
in this chapter to illustrate the application and results obtained by each
procedure.

Subsequently, three chapters are devoted to the main body of the
research: Chapter 4 assesses the significance of cold condition measure-
ments to actual in-engine conditions and some other aspects in order
to ensure that the measurements used to characterize the devices ac-
tually generate relevant and useful information for the pursued charac-
terization. Chapter 5 presents the first detailed characterization per-
formed, the case study of a complete SCR exhaust line with static swirl
mixer, which includes the characterization of individual monolithic de-
vices with one and two monoliths, and shed light on the interaction
between different elements on a unique exhaust line, and the effects of
auxiliary elements, in this case a static swirl mixer, which are usually
neglected in these kind of studies, thus covering the simple geometry
category. Chapter 6 continues with the characterization of several other
individual after-treatment devices from the intermediate and complex
geometry categories, allowing to investigate the effects of special fea-
tures, such as intricate geometries, flexible elements, additional kinds of
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mixer inducers, the presence of wall-flow monoliths and a novel check
on the changes that take place in the first few load-regeneration cycles
of a device containing a GPF.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main findings and contributions
of this research in the conclusions, and presents some insights on the
possibilities of related future work, and Chapter 8 condenses the com-
plete references and bibliography cited.





Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, the first part is dedicated to introduce the theoretical
framework and background knowledge needed to contextualize the re-
search here presented. Afterwards, the state-of-the-art description is
focused on the acoustic and fluid-dynamic characterization of exhaust
systems, devices or components, either by experimental or computa-
tional approaches.

2.1 Theoretical Framework

Several key concepts relevant to the research hereby presented are in-
troduced briefly, starting with some concepts on acoustics.

General Acoustic Concepts

Acoustics is the branch of science, in concrete of physics, dedicated to
the study of sound; including its generation, propagation, control, re-
ception and perception [41]. Sound is always originated by the vibration
of an object or an unsteady flow, which in turn creates pressure waves
that travel through the air or other mediums. Sound is a form of energy
that is transmitted as mechanical waves; this means it needs a physi-
cal medium to propagate, particularly as vibrations in the particles of
the medium itself. The medium can be gaseous, liquid or solid. Sound
is audible, and this refers to the fact that it can be detected, at least
certain sounds, by the human ear or other types of sound sensors.

19
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The basic properties of sound are:

� Frequency, usually denoted as f , refers to the number of vibrations
per second, measured in Hertz (Hz).

� Wavelength (λ), is the distance between two successive points on
the wave that are in phase, for example two consecutive peaks or
troughs; it is inversely proportional to frequency.

� Amplitude (A), refers to the intensity or loudness of a sound wave,
and is related to the amount of energy carried by the wave, mea-
sured usually in decibels (dB).

� Velocity (a or c, usually), also known as propagation speed, is
the speed at which sound waves travel through a medium, and is
determined by the properties of the medium itself.

Figure 2.1: Properties of acoustic waves.

As the acoustics waves, in the form of pressure waves, travel through
the propagation medium, they cause its molecules to vibrate back and
forth, thus changing the local density of the medium. Regions were
the local density is increased are called compressions, whereas regions
with decreased density (molecules spread apart) are rarefactions. The
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frequency of these compressions and rarefactions is what determines the
frequency of the sound wave.

There are several aspects of sound that can be measured, for example
the energy transferred by an acoustic wave can be defined as the pressure
difference over a given period of time. Pressure is another important
quantity as certain levels of sound pressure can cause actual pain; given
the previously presented properties of sound, sound pressure is basically
the amplitude of the sound wave. Sound pressure level is a quantification
of the pressure variations in the air due to sound waves.

Noise is a denomination usually given to any sound that is unwanted
or considered unpleasant, usually because it disrupts or interferes with
communication or other activities. Noise can be generated by a wide
range of sources, including industrial processes, transportation, con-
struction, equipment, appliances, music, and people. In acoustics, noise
is defined as any sound that is not related to the intended signal or
source. Additional to sound properties it is also characterized by dura-
tion, and spectral content.

Both sound pressure level and noise are commonly measured in deci-
bels (dB). The decibel is a unit of measurement that expresses the ratio
between two physical values, this means it always expresses the mea-
surement of something compared to a reference. Even though its most
common uses are related to acoustics, as to express the acoustic power
and the sound pressure level of sound waves, it has other uses, for exam-
ple to account for the gain or loss or a signal in electronic systems. In
acoustics, the usual reference level is the threshold of human hearing,
which is defined as the 0 dB. As the scale of the unit is logarithmic,
small values can represented a significant difference. A 3 dB is equiva-
lent to double the sound energy, and a about 23% increase in perceived
loudness, while a 10 dB increase is about 10 times the sound energy and
twice as loud. Table 2.1 illustrates some everyday examples for some
decibel levels. [42]

The lowest sound pressure which can be heard by humans is called
the hearing threshold, whereas the highest that can be endured is known
as the pain threshold. Additionally human sound perception is also
limited in frequency: the average audible spectrum for human adults
goes between 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
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Table 2.1: Everyday examples of the decibel scale.

Reference
Sound Level

Everyday
example

Reference
Sound Level

Everyday
example

0 dB Silence 90 Motorcycle

10 dB
Normal
breathing

100
Lively audience
at sportgame

20 dB
Leaves
rusting

110
Maximum level
of personal

listening devices

30 dB Whispering 120 Siren

40 dB
Average

home noise
130 Jet engine

50 dB Bird calls 140 Fireworks

60 dB
Normal

conversation
150 Shotgun

70 dB Dishwasher 160
Loud concert
near speakers

80 dB City traffic 170 Rocket launch

85 dB Lawnmowers 180 Explosion

Continuous exposure to noise can have prejudicial effects on hu-
man health and well-being including physical disability in the way of
hearing damage[42], cardiovascular and pulmonary illness and sleep dis-
turbances. It also has been found to increase levels of stress, anxiety
and depression, cognitive impairment ranging from difficulties with at-
tention up to memory loss and several other effects. [43]. The World
Health Organization recommends that average noise levels should not
exceed 53 dB during the day and 45 dB at night to avoid adverse health
effects.
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Acoustic power refers to the rate at which sound energy is transmit-
ted through a medium, typically air. It is a measure of the total amount
of sound energy produced by a sound source per unit time. The unit
of measurement for acoustic power is watt (W). It relates the sound
pressure, the area over which the wave have propagated and the speed
of the vibration of particles due the sound wave. It is often used to
describe the sound output of a source.

Noise control encompasses all actions and strategies aimed to reduce
the level of noise in a given environment or from a given source. Noise
control techniques can either be centred on the source, for example
making improvements to a noisy machine, applying sound insulation,
or applying active noise cancellation, or centred on the receiver as when
masking noise with ambient sound or personal protective equipment
which indirectly reduces the noise perceived.

Sound attenuation refers to the process in which the intensity or am-
plitude of the sound wave is reduced as it propagates. The attenuation
occurs because the kinetic energy being transferred is either absorbed,
reflected, or dispersed as it travels through the medium. Several factors
contribute to such attenuation:

1. The distance travelled: the longest the distance the greater the
attenuation as energy is dispersed, i.e. its density is in decrease.

2. The absorption coefficient of the medium, as it represents the
amount of energy that it can absorb, by converting it into other
forms of energy, usually heat.

3. Reflection and diffraction: Sound waves impinging into an obstacle
or a medium change can be partially reflected, or diffracted. The
first phenomena correspond to the wave bouncing back and the
latter to the wave being scattered in all directions.

Transmission Loss

The most common metrics to quantify the acoustic attenuation of de-
vices, usually mufflers –as attenuation is their main function–, are inser-
tion loss (IL), transmission loss (TL), and noise reduction (NR) [37]. TL
represents the difference of acoustic energy between that reaching the
device, and that emitted into an anechoic environment or termination.
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In other words, it represents the capability of the measured system to
attenuate sound if both the source and termination are assumed to be
anechoic [44]. It has the advantage that it can be reliably measured and
numerically simulated without the need of having the system connected
to an acoustic source [37].

Pressure drop

Pressure drop (PD) refers to the decrease in the pressure of a fluid
as it flows through a given system. Such decrease is caused by the
resistance of the system to permit flow, which depends on several aspects
including: the geometry of the system, the properties of the fluid, and
the flow rate.

The magnitude of PD has to be measured by comparing to a refer-
ence level, which can be either ambient or another point on the flow. In
general, pressure drop magnitude exhibits a direct relation to the flow
rate, viscosity, and length of the system. Some other factors that could
affect it are changes in temperature and the presence of obstacles.

PD is an important factor to consider in the design, operation and
analysis of fluid systems, as excessive PD can lead to reduced efficiency,
increased energy consumption, and other operational issues. Given its
relevance it is commonly used to evaluate, study and optimize the design
and operation of fluid systems.

Pressure drop coefficient

Pressure drop coefficient, also known as pressure loss coefficient or loss
factor, is a dimensionless factor that characterizes the PD through a
specific element or component in a fluid system, such as a valve, pipe,
or fitting. It is expressed as the ratio of the pressure loss across the
component to the dynamic head of the fluid. The pressure drop coeffi-
cient is an important parameter in fluid flow analysis, commonly used
to predict the PD across various components in a fluid system. It is
often used to evaluate the efficiency and performance of pumps, valves,
and other fluid system components.
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Scattering Matrix

In acoustics, the scattering matrix is a mathematical tool used to de-
scribe the scattering of sound waves in a system. The scattering matrix
relates the incident and scattered sound waves in terms of their am-
plitude and phase. The scattering matrix is typically represented as
a square matrix with elements that describe the amplitude and phase
shift of the scattered wave relative to the incident waves for each pos-
sible scattering event. The number of rows and columns in the matrix
correspond to the number of incident and scattered waves, respectively.

Within acoustic characterization, the scattering matrix is often used
to calculate the acoustic scattering properties of objects, this is, the re-
flection and transmission coefficients. These properties are important
for predicting the behaviour of sound waves in complex acoustic envi-
ronments; nowadays such predictions are made by using the scattering
matrix alongside numerical methods or simulation tools.

Transfer Matrix

The transfer matrix is a mathematical formulation used to relate inlet
and outlet acoustic pressure and velocity (or volume velocity or mass
velocity), as seen in the equation below. It contains exactly the same
information as the scattering matrix, but with these magnitudes in the
state vectors instead of pressure components. [44]

2.2 Background

Moving into more specific topics of the thesis, first a brief introduc-
tion to automotive acoustics centred in the exhaust noise source is pre-
sented, and then complementary general information on after-treatment
systems, with special attention to those studied in this research, is pro-
vided.

2.2.1 Automotive Acoustics

Alongside pollutant emissions and dependence on fossil fuels, probably
the third major issue of internal combustion engines (ICE) is that of
noise emission. The extended use of vehicles, specially in urban areas,
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has given rise to awareness of the impact of vehicle noise on public
health. For that reason, many countries have started enforcing spe-
cific regulations to establish noise limits for different types of vehicles
and environments (countryside or urban, day or night) and requiring
manufacturers to develop vehicles that meet those standards.

Noise emissions from vehicles are directly linked to their operation;
as vehicles are very complex systems the overall noise emission comes
from several sources, including the engine, the interactions of component
of the vehicle body with the surroundings, and ancillary systems like
the air conditioning. Engine related noise is the major source, and
regarding it in detail two physical mechanisms of transmission and two
noise sources can be identified. The mechanisms are the vibration of
components, called structure-borne sound transmission, and air-borne
sound transmission. On the other hand, the two noise sources are the
engine block, and the intake and exhaust systems. Fig. 2.2 illustrates
hot these noise sources and transmission mechanisms relate.

Figure 2.2: Engine noise transmission map. Took from [45]

To reduce the noise generated, solutions and palliative strategies
implemented by manufacturers range from traditional ones as the use
sound insulation materials and the inclusion of silencing systems (muf-
flers) in the exhaust line, to design considerations as improving the
aerodynamics and system operation by including acoustic criteria to
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the design process, and some top notch vehicles are even equipped with
active noise-cancelling technologies that use microphones and speakers
to cancel out unwanted noise.

Exhaust Noise

Back in Chapter 1, Fig. 1.3 already presented a scheme of a typical
engine, with the intake and exhaust system indicating also the noise
emissions. As this research is devoted to exhaust ATS, this noise source
is presented with some more detail. Fig. 2.3 portrays a schematic
representation of exhaust noise source and emission. It is to mention
that even if intake and exhaust system are similar in nature as noise
sources for being ancillary systems to the engine itself, and share the
contributions of mechanical, pulsating and turbulent noise, the exhaust
is considerably noisier than the intake.

Figure 2.3: Sources of exhaust noise emission. Adapted from [45]

Even though the exhaust line is regarded as the integral noise source,
the noise originates in the rapid discharge of hot gases as they exit
the engine through the exhaust valves and pass through the exhaust
system. Such discharge creates pressure waves that travel along the
exhaust pipes and eventually are emitted at the tailpipe open end as
sound waves.

The level of exhaust noise emitted depends on the type of engine,
particularly on its power output, but also to an important extent on
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the design of the exhaust system in terms of geometry and silencing ele-
ments (if any). Due to regulations, the baseline noise from a commercial
vehicle should fall within the acceptable levels of its year of production,
and therefore sudden or excessive exhaust noise might indicate prob-
lems with either the engine or the elements of the exhaust line, such as
leaks or damaged components.

2.2.2 After-treatment Systems

After-treatment systems comprise a wide variety of technological appli-
cations designed to reduce in-situ, by direct (trapping and catalysing) or
indirect (gas recirculation of EGR) the pollutant emissions that would
otherwise be directly discharged into the atmosphere. Different after-
treatment systems are able to abate different pollutant emissions to
levels admitted by policies; the main pollutants are of course the main
ones to be reduced: nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM),
unburnt hydrocarbons (HC), and carbon monoxide (CO). Even thought
it is not their main purpose, these systems usually have non-negligible
contributions to both back-pressure and sound attenuation.

The most common ATS are:

� Catalytic converters (CC) consist of a substrate in the form of ex-
truded ceramic monoliths, usually with a honeycomb structure of
square channels open at both ends, through which the fluid passes
(flow-through construction), that have a washcoat with certain
catalytic material which reacts with the exhaust flow to convert
harmful pollutants into less harmful substances, such as nitrogen,
water vapour, and carbon dioxide. Three-way catalyst (TWC) is
the standard application for gasoline engines, whereas the Diesel
oxidation catalyst is the equivalent for diesel engines.

� Particulate filters (PF), also called particulate traps, including
gasoline PF (GPF) and diesel PF (DPF), consist also of an ex-
truded substrate but in this case neighbouring channels are closed
(plugged) on opposite ends, what forces the flow path through the
walls of the channels (wall-flow construction); these are designed
to trap and remove particulate matter from the exhaust flow.
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� Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems, are more advanced
ATS that have monoliths but also incorporate a reductant chemi-
cal, externally supplied by an injector placed upstream, to convert
NOx into nitrogen and water vapour. There are both WF and FT
versions of this technology, SCRf the WF version and slow SCR
the FT one.

� Lean NOx traps (LNTs) which are quite similar in operation to
SCR systems, but they use a chemical process in the catalyst to
trap NOx during lean-burn operation, and then release it during
rich-burn operation when the catalyst is regenerated.

� Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) systems, which is different in the
sense that no monolitha are used and the action is indirect: it is a
by-pass with a throttle that redirects part of the exhaust flow to
recirculate back into the intake, reducing the amount of oxygen
available for combustion and thus reducing the formation of NOx.

A brief summary on the most important milestones of historical
apparition of these devices, motivated by increasingly stricter emissions,
is given in the following:

1970s: The CC was the first ATS to be introduced; its implementation
started in response to the Clean Air Act of 1970, which man-
dated a reduction in emissions from vehicles. Its introduction
revolutionized the way automotive exhaust emissions were con-
trolled, though it suffered from several problems such as breakage
and thermal shock, and no know-how to solve them; however,
research and development helped mature the technology leaving
behind those problems. The addition and advances on fuel injec-
tion also improved the efficiency of catalytic converters.

1980s: The rising trend of electronic engine management systems became
more widespread, allowing for more precise control of fuel injection
and ignition timing. This in turn led to better combustion and
reduced emissions. In this decade, the TWC appeared improving
previous CC, which were only effective at reducing one or two
types of pollutants.
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1990s: The introduction of on-board diagnostic (OBD) systems allowed
for the monitoring of emissions-related components and the de-
tection of malfunctions. In this decade, DOC made their first
appearence, with notable effects on the reduction of HC and CO.

2000s: DPFs became a standard ATS to handle particulate matter emis-
sion from diesel engines. In parallel, advances in fuel injection sys-
tems and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) helped to reduce NOx
emissions from diesel engines. Alongside PF implementation, the
use of ATS with several monolithic ATDs became frequent, a ten-
dency that has remained since then.

2010s: Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems were introduced to
further reduce NOx emissions from diesel engines. In parallel,
lean NOx traps (LNTs) were developed to reduce NOx emissions
from gasoline engines. Then at mid to late 2010’s the GPF started
to be implemented. Over the end of the decade a new technology,
ammonia slip catalysts (ASCs), was developed to reduce emissions
of ammonia, which are in part a side effect of SCR systems.

Latest: The development of ATS technologies, mainly the most recent
ones like GPFs, LNTs and ASCs, continues as well as their use in
new vehicles, even though ATS requirements of the increasingly
widespread hybrid vehicles are much reduced.

Overall, the presence of devices has evolved from individual appli-
cations into very complex arrangements implementing more than one
technology and electronic controls. These implementations have been
sufficient to comply regulations so far, but have also added significant
cost and complexity to vehicle design, not to mention that depending on
the technology their maintenance and replacement can also be relatively
frequent or costly.

Monoliths after-treatment systems

A little further detail is to be presented in FT and WF monoliths.
Flow-through monolith are catalytic converter designs that use a

honeycomb-shaped ceramic or metal structure with a large number of
small channels or passages to enable exhaust gases to pass through.
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The walls of the channels are coated with a thin layer of catalyst ma-
terial, such as platinum, palladium, or rhodium, which reacts with and
reduces the harmful emissions present in the exhaust gas. The channels
are designed to create a large surface area for the catalyst to inter-
act with the exhaust gases, which increases the conversion efficiency of
the catalytic converter. Flow-through monoliths are commonly used in
automotive exhaust systems, as they are compact and lightweight, and
can be easily integrated into the exhaust system of a vehicle. These cat-
alytic converters are also relatively low-cost to produce and have been
effective in reducing the emissions of harmful pollutants from vehicles.

The current state of diesel engine technology and the prominence of
the gasoline direct injection (GDI) technology over other spark-ignited
engine technologies have made that particulate matter (PM) has be-
come a major issue in all automotive applications. The use of wall-flow
particulate filters (PFs), namely Diesel particulate filters (DPF) for all
Diesel vehicles and gasoline particulate filters (GPF) for GDI vehicles
[46, 47, 48, 49], has become the standard and most reliable approach
to abate PM emissions; both technologies usually consist of filters with
honeycomb structure made of extruded porous ceramic materials as the
substrate, with or without different catalytic washcoats, and with a
similar cell density, through which the exhaust gases are forced to flow,
trapping the PM in the process.

The complete cycle of operation of a PF, either DPF or GPF, con-
sist of a continuous succession of loading and cleaning processes; even
though specific characteristics of each process vary, the overall princi-
ples are essentially the same. Both kinds of filter are made of materials
specifically designed to hold a certain quantity of PM, and during the
loading process the accumulation of PM slowly creates a restriction
to the flow, increasing the pressure drop across the filter, which could
eventually result in clogging of the filter and have a negative impact on
engine operation [50, 51, 52]. Therefore, PF systems need a cleaning
process to remove trapped PM and rehabilitate their soot collection ca-
pability so that proper engine operation is guaranteed. In that process,
called regeneration, the trapped soot is incinerated, and the process can
occur discretely when a certain quantity of soot has been captured, or
continuously over regular operation [51, 52, 53].
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In the loading process, two internal phenomena occur simultane-
ously: soot accumulation and ash accumulation. Soot accumulation
occurs over short periods, within the time scale of a few hours, and
ends with the regeneration process. However, not all the trapped ma-
terial is burned, as a small amount of inorganic ash is left behind each
time, which in turn accumulates over much longer time scales, typi-
cally of the order of several thousand operation hours, due to the small
amount contained in the soot which is in the range of 0.5% to 1.0% [54].
The accumulated ash is immune to regeneration, therefore poisoning
and deteriorating the PF useful life, while also impacting fuel-economy
and potentially complicating on-board control [55]. Both soot and ash
accumulation increase backpressure within their own time scales, com-
promising and modifying efficiency, acoustics and gaseous emissions.

Two main different mechanisms of soot filtration may be distin-
guished during the loading process. First, particle deposition fills ma-
terial pores changing the substrate microstructure. This initial mecha-
nism is called “deep-bed” filtration [56] and causes a steep increase in
pressure drop [57]. Later, as all the available space within the substrate
pores is filled, particles start to agglomerate on top of the channel walls,
leading to the formation of a continuous and consistent layer, which is
called soot cake, and accordingly the mechanism is known as “soot cake”
filtration; this is accompanied by a modest pressure drop increase, when
compared to the previous mechanism, and almost 100% filtration effi-
ciency [57, 58]. Most of the soot captured resides in the soot cake layers
[59, 60]. The much slower and regeneration-immune ash particles that
are trapped can be found in one or both of the following forms: as an
ash layer on top of the filter walls or as a more compact plug at the
closed end of the channels. A simplified representations of the different
ash and soot formation processes described can be seen in Fig. 2.4. As
a complement, Fig. 2.5 shows further detail on the stages of soot cake
formation.

Once accumulation during the loading process has reached a certain
level, the regeneration process takes place, and trapped soot particles
are oxidized either by O2 or NO2 for sufficiently high temperatures, pro-
ducing a variety of gaseous products, being CO2 that most abundant.
If all the required conditions are fulfilled naturally during operation, ei-
ther continuously as in GPF, or discretely as in some DPF, the process
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Figure 2.4: Simplified representation of soot and ash deposition in a
wall-flow particulate filter.

is called Passive Regeneration; on the contrary, if additional auxiliary
systems are used to promote the regeneration it is called Active Re-
generation [50, 61], this latter also entailing around 2%-3% extra fuel
consumption penalty, whereas passive regeneration strategies can drop
this penalty by about 80% [62]. A proper performance of the regenera-
tion mechanism sustains a stable cycle of soot capture and oxidation in
the filter [63, 61]. Several operation conditions determine filter regener-
ation performance, temperature being the most important [64], followed
by the soot load in the filter.

As there are similarities between DPFs and GPFs, there are also dif-
ferences, both in engine operation and in the filter devices themselves.
For instance, Diesel engines run on excess of oxygen, whereas gasoline
engines run with closer to stoichiometric mixtures, thus changing the
availability of air in the exhaust, which in turns facilitates or compli-
cates the conditions for regeneration. The higher temperatures allow
for frequent, almost continuous regeneration in GDI engines, whereas
in diesel engines additional adjustments are needed, either increasing
exhaust gas temperature or lowering the soot ignition temperature via
the inclusion of a catalyst. Thermal passive regeneration is undoubtedly
the cleanest and most attractive method for regenerating DPFs [50, 63].
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the stages in cake-layer forma-
tion.

2.3 Historical Evolution of Studies in Atfertreat-
ment Systems

The presence of after-treatment systems and the dissipative effects im-
posed by them, modify the boundary conditions for muffler desing,
which usually leads to a substantial reduction in volume or even its elim-
ination [65]. For this reason, the determination of the acoustic effects
of the ATS is essential to guarantee the correct design of this element
[66]. Experimental measurements and acoustic modelling tools are of
fundamental help for this task, covering a broad spectrum of solution
approaches. Currently, among computational tools one can find those
based on linear and non-linear methods, with different levels of spatial
resolution, from the most complex and computationally expensive, with
a 3D approach [67], to simple models based on phenomenological solu-
tions [39], going through those with an intermediate complexity such as
quasi-3D cells models [68] and 1D/2D models [31]. There is also variety
in the numerical schemes used, comprising models that use finite ele-
ment methods (FEM) [25] for the analysis of wave propagation along
monolith channels, and boundary element methods (BEM) to account
for 3D effects in the inlet and outlet canning volumes [66]. Otherwise,
PF modelling requires specific tools capable of predicting its operation
under different unsteady flow conditions and with different PM loading.

In the literature, there is a wide variety of experimental techniques
that can be use to measure the acoustic behaviour of after-treatment
systems [69]. These techniques range from those with external sound
level meters [70] to techniques using multiple sensors in the ducts [71],
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typically condenser (pressure) microphones. In this last approach, it
is possible to find methods with different degrees of complexity, from
those that use two sensors located at the inlet and outlet of the element
to be analysed [72], to those that use multiple sensors at the inlet and
outlet and allow systems to be characterized with greater complexity,
both at the structural level and regarding flow conditions [69].

Assessing the literature of experimental and modelling studies to
characterize ATS in historical apparition the following was found:

Even though the WF PF devices have been around since the second
half of the 70's, up to 2000's due to market being mostly covered by non-
direct injection gasoline engines, studies in ATD were mostly focused in
FT monoliths, the CC was the direct or indirect focus of researchers, yet
all that literature and knowledge constitutes background for the later
studies on WF monoliths, specially since most ATS combine both kind
of monoliths, usually placing a WF immediately downstream of a FT
which thus define the flow conditions at the inlet of the WF.

The first attempts to model unsteady flow in catalytic honeycomb
structures were restricted to the linear regime and date back to the work
of Glav et al. [73].

Some of these previous studies on wave dynamics, flow characteris-
tics, PD and acoustics on PFs or ATDs with PF included are an early
attempt on the acoustics in capillary tubes and the effect of superim-
posed flow, relatable to FT monolithic ATD by Peat et al. [74]. Another
study, this one by Selamet et al was one of the first to cover a “whole”
ATD, with FT monoliths, this compares circular and oval catalyst, con-
siders inlet and outlet tapers, considers analytical and finite element
approaches, and attempts to consider separation of reactive and dissi-
pative effects by comparing results with and without monolith [75].

Up to late 2000's diesel engines were capable to meet emission stan-
dards without PF ATDs or any other special ATS through advanced
engine design and in cylinder engineering, later tightening emission stan-
dards promote/force the study, development and use of NOx adsorbers
and urea selective catalytic reduction for NOx emissions and DPF for
PM/PN emissions. Early DPF designs lacked reliability and durabil-
ity, then continued development improved their design [50]. From this
point on, research interest in DPF monolith and ATDs containing PF
elements started to increase in quantity and frequency. In 2004 Katari
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et al studied aspects such as monolith's aspect ratio, and the effects of
inlet and outlet tapers at each side, acoustic attenuation (TL) were also
accounted [76]. Later in 2006 several studies approached the simulation
of DPFs among other ATDs, studying the filtering efficiency and posi-
tion effects (exhaust line layout) [77], loading and regeneration processes
under steady state engine operating conditions, the back-pressure, its
variation with soot load and its side effects on fuel consumption and
emissions [78, 79].

Among the first PF models is the one presented by Allam and Abom,
based on a linear 1D solution [32]. This model is the basis for the
definition of the transfer matrix in other more complex linear models,
based on 3D-FEM solutions that provide a better prediction of the PF
response at high frequencies [80]. While all these theoretical tools are
fundamental to the analysis and optimization of the acoustic response
of ATS, their validity is highly dependent on the availability of reliable
experimental data.

An special DPF with no washcoat and a modified substrate compo-
sition for improved thermal durability of the catalyst layer was studied
in terms of soot loading and PD [81].

Starting in 2009 there is a noticeable increase in the presence of
Diesel Engines in car pool market and the tightening Emission Stan-
dards shot up the use of DPFs, thus the number of studies on the topic
rose accordingly. With the increasing share of diesel engines in the vehi-
cle market, air pollution and environmental impacts such as noise began
to be the subject of examination.

That year, Bensaid et al addressed the soot deposition under dif-
ferent operating conditions via CFD, some of the findings include cor-
relating the flow field and velocity profiles inside the filter with the
soot distribution along the axial coordinate, that the fraction of parti-
cles that impact the wall surface and are trapped by the porous media
is sensitive to the particle size (most penetrating from 200 nm to 500
nm), the depth filtration and the soot cake formation (cake filtration)
generates an additional PD [82].

Mukherjee et al covered the noise control effects of the DPF by
the TL parameter using a code in FORTRAN-77 based on previous
literature, considering the mean flow effect [83].

DPF controls and maintains around a stable PD across the filter
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by repeating the regeneration process to burn accumulated PM, but
after each regeneration a little incombustible ash is left behind, slowly
accumulating and this eventually causes increased PD which affects the
product life of the PF. Ash accumulates differently depending on the
regeneration system. With passive ash accumulates uniformly on the
filter wall, with active ash accumulates near the outlet of the filter, yet
the amount of ash collected is the same regardless of the regeneration
method, the difference in the way ash accumulates affects the PD across
the filter. Ash is different in particle size depending on temperature
of PM combustion during regeneration. Smaller at lower combustion
temperatures (passive) and larger at higher combustion temperatures
(active) [84, 85, 86].

Ishizawa et al took that starting point and studied the effect of the
regeneration system on ash accumulation in the DPF taking a few DPFs
as sample from a high-mileage fleet and evaluated for both PD and PM
filtering performance (post-mortem analysis) Artificial Accelerated Ash
loading to create various patterns of ash collection. Results let them to
propose a DPF regeneration system that produces an ideal accumulation
pattern of ash to keep PM filtering performance at the optimal level for
useful life [87].

The loading of DPFs entails the need of regeneration, whose effi-
ciency and frequency are affected by the way soot is deposited along the
channels. Relationship between engine performance and filter loading is
studied to take advantage of this during DPF design and optimization.
DPF samples were loaded downstream the DOC in an ad hoc designed
reactor coupled to a rig that reproduced conditions of an automotive
diesel engine at a critical operating condition from the NEDC. A pro-
posed methodology using FESEM observations enable estimation of the
actual soot thickness along the channel length [88].

In parallel, complimentary studies centred on the soot itself ap-
peared along, these include; an early characterization of soot itself in
terms of composition, structure and fractal dimension, under different
operating conditions from 2006 [89]. A characterization of soot mor-
phology in terms of radii of gyration and fractal diameters via lumped
parameter (LP) model considering operating conditions in 2009. This
study also covered global soot production, loading and regeneration
processes. The performance of the DPF during loading is evaluated
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according to soot layer thickness and PD; the characteristics of soot
morphology and particulate deposit during the regeneration. Results
were validated by comparison to experimental measures and 3D CFD
simulations [90].

In 2010, Jiang et al presented a different approach on a complete
exhaust line with a built-in DPF, which was studied in terms of TL,
using two parallel approaches, modelling the DPF as a block of bulk-
reacting material and using the element-to-element four-pole connection
between two BEM substructures. Four-pole parameters of DPF were
obtained from a measurement [66].

Hicks et al approached the acoustic and performance effects of hav-
ing a DPF in the ATS, the acoustic performance of the DPF changes
with increasing soot density and exhaust back-pressure, the acoustic
response was measured at multiple soot load densities [91].

Otzurk and Erol approached with FEM analysis the modelling of the
full DPF and its acoustic performance. TL is chosen as the parameter
that defines the acoustic performance, frequency-dependent sound TL
was simulated under the idle condition (diesel engine) and plotted in
the entire plane wave range [36].

Navratil et al. presented a 1D modelling methodology based on
experimental test set up, on the Ricardo Wave software, studying IL,
TL and Noise Reduction (NR) to evaluate the acoustical performance,
as this are commonly used for mufflers, this was applied to a DOC
(Catalyst) and a DPF and validated against TL measurements. Differ-
ences were identified, and model sensitivity-studies conducted resulting
in revised modelling recommendations for DOC's and DPF's modeling.
This resulted in more accurate modelling of TL before any hardware is
procured [37].

Depcik et al presented an updated model for pseudo compressible
flow shows improvement in the predictions under varying PF temper-
ature profiles when compared to dynamically incompressible flow. A
computation of the PD for non-isothermal flow is done by a single al-
gebraic equation, reducing computational costs in comparison to the
previous compressible numerical approaches. [92].
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Materials and Methods

This chapter is devoted to present all theMaterials or resources involved
in the development of this research, namely the studied devices, the ex-
perimental installations used, and also the software and computational
tools used to handle the information. Complementarily, the Methods,
i.e. the measurement procedures, the data collection process, and the
post-processing and decomposition analysis applied are also described.
Each of these is accompanied by examples of application or results, in
order to illustrate the core of the process and avoid subsequent repeti-
tion of steps in the following chapters.

As a disclaimer, information of the experimental installations and
their usage have been featured several times as part of the Materials
and Methods sections of thesis related publications listed in the publi-
cations section, as well as several other publications from the hosting
research centre as all have used the same experimental installations at
different stages of development, of course adapting the installation or
the procedure to the specific needs of each research.

3.1 Studied Devices: Exhaust Systems

As stated in the scope, Section 1.3, this research aimed to achieve a
comprehensive characterization of the fluid-dynamic and acoustic be-
haviour that different after-treatment and auxiliary devices induce in
exhaust lines; therefore it is required to address several kinds and com-
binations of such devices. For this end, the research started with a

39
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unique device labelled ATD0 which was already in the research centre
from a previously developed project. Afterwards, the collaboration with
an OEM granted access to a complete exhaust line which integrates an
ATS consisting of three devices, two with monoliths and the other one
comprising auxiliary elements, and also other six individual ATDs with
different configurations and characteristics representative of ATS in cur-
rent commercial use. These were classified into groups in order to assess
them in order of increasing complexity as advanced in Section 1.4.

� Initial Validation

– ATD0: DOC-DPF Small device with bent pipes.

� Simple Geometry Category

– ATS1: Complete exhaust line with SCR technology.

* ATS1-A: Auxiliary package including DEF Injection port
and static swirl mixer.

* ATS1-D1: Double SCR device.

* ATS1-D2: Single SCR device.

� Intermediate Geometry Category

– ATD1: Compact packed TWC-GPFc device.

– ATD2: Compact packed Double TWC device.

– ATD3: Fuel-Nozzle shaped Double TWC device.

– ATD4: Straight disposition DOC-DPF device.

� Complex Geometry Category

– ATD5: SCR SCR-CUC Underfloor device.

– ATD6: DOC SCRf SCR-CUC Close Coupled device.

3.1.1 Devices in detail

Detailed descriptions, pictures, and tables with relevant monolith in-
formation are presented for each device. Detailed CAD files were also
available for all of them, whose processing is explained in Section 3.3.3.
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ATD0: DOC-DPF Small device with bent pipes

This ATD designed for a Diesel powered vehicle consists of a DOC and
a DPF contained in a unique canning, as shown in Fig. 3.1. It has a
relatively long and curved inlet pipe section which connects eccentrically
with the canning, while the outlet side has a slightly rounded lid with a
short and straight outlet pipe section also projected eccentrically. The
main characteristics of its monoliths are summarized in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1: DOC-DPF Small bent pipes device.

Table 3.1: Characteristics of ATD0 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated or assumed.

Characteristic DOC Monolith DPF Monolith

Length [mm] 85 105
Diameter [mm] 170 170

Monolith volume [l] 1.605 1.965
Cell size* [mm] 1.27 1.795

Channel size* [mm] 1.16 1.39
Wall thickness [µm] 110 405
Cell density [cpsi] 400 200

Number of channels* [#] 14540 7270
Porosity* [%] - 50

Catalytic area [m2] 5.54 -
Filtration area [m2] - 2.215
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ATS1: Complete Exhaust Line

This ATS prototype corresponds to a complete Selective Catalytic Re-
duction (SCR) system to be used in diesel engines to handle nitrogen
oxide (NOx) emissions. It has three identical SCR FT monoliths whose
main characteristics are given in 3.2, the first two in the downstream
direction share canning with a small empty gap between them, and the
third one has its own canning. As SCR requires the injection of DEF,
upstream of the first canning there is a lateral side chamber with a DEF
injection port followed by a static swirl mixer inducer and a mixing pipe
section in order to guarantee a uniform distribution of the injected fluid
stream.

Figure 3.2: Complete exhaust line as received from OEM.

The ATS was classified in the “simple geometry category” due to its
overall configuration, being the devices practically straightly aligned,
and the fact that the two cans are almost ideal/theoretical expansion
chambers with tapered elements in both the inlet and the outlet side.
This ATS offered the opportunity to perform a split and rejoin assess-
ment, therefore allowing to assess the eventual additivity of their effects
and any other potential interaction between the ATDs. With that pur-
pose, each device was characterized individually and then recombined
with the others; this corresponds to the second step of the research and
details are presented in Chapter 5. Further detail on each device is
given in the following paragraphs.
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of ATS1 SCR monoliths. (*) marked values
are estimated.

Characteristic SCR Monolith

Length [mm] 136
Diameter [mm] 144

Volume [l] 1.34
Cell size* [mm] 1.037

Channel size* [mm] 0.95
Wall thickness [µm] 87
Cell density [cpsi] 600

Number of channels* [#] 15100
Catalytic area [m2] 6.615

ATS1-A: Auxiliary elements

The section containing the DEF Injection port, the static swirl mixer
and half of the mixing pipe was split and considered as a device. Fig. 3.3
shows it when mounted with its adapters into one of the experimental
facilities during its individual characterization. This section of ATS1
was labelled ATS1-A and it was considered of special interest as the fluid
dynamic and, more importantly, the acoustic effects of the presence of
a static swirl mixer are usually neglected in ATS studies. Filling such
a gap in knowledge was another of the purposes of Chapter 5, and also
the main topic assessed in the related paper [1].

Figure 3.3: ATS1-A and its adapters.
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ATS1-D1: Double SCR Device

This ATD has the downstream half of the mixing pipe as inlet sec-
tion, the canning that contains the first two SCR monoliths of the sys-
tem with a small gap in between, tapered elements at both sides and
a short outlet pipe section. In general terms, it is almost identical to
ATS1-D2, but longer and with a second monolith; this similarity allowed
to assess the differences due to the presence of the second monolith and
the empty gap.

Figure 3.4: ATS1-D1 and its adapters.

ATS1-D2: Single SCR Device

This ATD includes short inlet and outlet pipe sections, and the
canning that contains the third SCR monolith with tapered elements
at both sides. This geometrical configuration almost matches that of
an ideal expansion chamber, which opens the possibility to account
precisely for the effects induced by the monolith.

Figure 3.5: ATS1-D2 as split.
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ATD1: Compact packed TWC-GPFc device

Figure 3.6: Compact packed
TWC-GPFc device.

This device for gasoline engines was de-
signed to meet Euro 6d-Temp regula-
tion, and includes two monoliths, a FT
TWC followed by a WF catalyst-coated
gasoline particulate filter (GPFc); de-
tails on the monoliths are presented in
Table 3.3. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the
inlet and outlet sections are both ec-
centrical, of irregular shape and con-
nected to open volumes before and af-
ter the monoliths, respectively. This
device was classified into the “interme-
diate geometry” group and assessed ex-
haustively as a knowledge gap was iden-
tified about the changes occurring dur-
ing the first few load-regeneration cy-
cles; this analysis is presented in Chap-
ter 6 and in the related paper [2].

Table 3.3: Characteristics of ATD1 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated or assumed.

Characteristic TWC Monolith GPF Monolith

Length [mm] 45 120
Diameter [mm] 120 120

Monolith volume [l] 0.331 1.133
Cell size* [mm] 1.037 1.467

Channel size* [mm] 0.948 1.265
Wall thickness [µm] 89 205
Cell density [cpsi] 600 150 (open) 300 (total)

Number of channels* [#] 10240 2560 (open) 5120 (total)
Porosity* [%] - 50

Catalytic area [m2] 1.564 -
Filtration area [m2] - 1.528
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ATD2: Compact packed Double TWC device

Figure 3.7: Compact packed
Double TWC device.

This device was designed for gaso-
line engines to meet Euro 6b emis-
sion standard and it has two FT TWC
monoliths, whose characteristics are
presented in Table 3.4. As shown in
Fig. 3.7, the inlet and outlet sections
are both eccentric, with circular cross-
section, bent and connected to open
volumes upstream and downstream of
the monoliths. This device was classi-
fied into the “intermediate geometry”
group. As this device has a similar
shape and size as ATD1 but with both
monoliths of the FT kind, compari-
son of their respective results allowed
for the analysis of the differences re-
lated to presence of the WF monolith.
This device was also cycled to check
for any relevant differences in the first

few hours of use but no significant effect was found.

Table 3.4: Characteristics of ATD2 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated.

Characteristic TWC Monolith TWC Monolith

Length [mm] 50 90
Diameter [mm] 120 120

Monolith volume [l] 0.36 0.65
Cell size* [mm] 1.037 1.037

Channel size* [mm] 0.972 0.927
Wall thickness [µm] 65 110
Cell density [cpsi] 600 600

Number of channels* [#] 10240 10240
Catalytic area [m2] 1.646 3.119
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ATD3: Fuel-Nozzle shaped Double TWC device

Figure 3.8: Fuel-Nozzle shaped Double TWC device

The device shown in Fig. 3.8 was designed for gasoline engines. It has
two TWC monoliths of different volumes, but these are not placed in
a unique canning; instead, an irregular volume connects them. Specific
characteristics of the monoliths are shown in Table 3.5. The inlet and
outlet pipes are both straight and round, but the tapered elements are
irregular: the one in the inlet side resembles a cone but it is also bent,
whereas the one in the outlet is a eccentric toricone with knuckles at
both ends. It was classified in the “intermediate geometry” group.

Table 3.5: Characteristics of ATD3 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated.

Characteristic TWC Monolith TWC Monolith

Length [mm] 60 88
Diameter [mm] 95 132.5

Monolith volume [l] 0.249747 0.748269
Cell size* [mm] 1.037 1.270

Channel size* [mm] 0.927 1.105
Wall thickness [µm] 110 165
Cell density [cpsi] 600 400

Number of channels* [#] 6320 8500
Catalytic area [m2] 1.207 2.978
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ATD4: Straight disposition DOC-DPF device

Figure 3.9: Straight disposition DOC-DPF device.

The device shown in Fig. 3.9 is an ATD for diesel vehicles, with two
monoliths: a DOC and a DPF sharing the same canning. Their infor-
mation is presented in Table. 3.6. The expansion elements at both ends
are rounded, the inlet pipe section is a flexible element that connects to
the inlet expansion volume with an angle, and the outlet pipe section
has a slight curvature. It was classified in the “intermediate geometry”
group.

Table 3.6: Characteristics of ATD4 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated or assumed.

Characteristic DOC Monolith DPF Monolith

Length [mm] 135 165
Diameter [mm] 145 145

Monolith volume [l] 1.537 2.185
Cell size* [mm] 1.27 1.358

Channel size* [mm] 1.16 1.078
Wall thickness [µm] 110 280
Cell density [cpsi] 400 350

Number of channels* [#] 10070 8810
Porosity [%] - 50

Catalytic area [m2] 5.789 -
Filtration area [m2] - 3.135
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ATD5: SCR SCR-CUC Underfloor device

Figure 3.10: SCR SCR-CUC Underfloor device.

The ATD shown in Fig. 3.10 is a SCR system. In the inlet side, it
has a flexible section and a rigid pipe section, then an expansion leads
to a volume where a mixer, an injection port and some sensor ports
are located. In this case, the mixer is a perforated tunnel type, whose
CAD representation can be seen in Fig. 3.11. Downstream, two SCR
monoliths, of which the second one is a SCR-CUC, are placed in a single
canning with a separator between them (see the CAD representation in
Fig. 3.12); details of both monoliths are shown in Table 3.7. Then,
the outlet side has a concentric tapered element followed by a straight
round pipe section with some additional sensor ports. This ATD was
classified in the “complex geometry” group.

Figure 3.11: CAD file view of the mixer in ATD5.
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Figure 3.12: CAD file view of the monolith separator in ATD5.

Table 3.7: Characteristics of ATD5 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated.

Characteristic SCR Monolith SCR-CUC Monolith

Length [mm] 120 120
Diameter [mm] 145 145

Monolith volume [l] 1.305 1.135
Cell size* [mm] 1.27 1.27

Channel size* [mm] 1.16 1.16
Wall thickness [µm] 110 110

Washcoat layer thickness [µm] 65 100
Cell density [cpsi] 400 400

Number of channels* [#] 10070 10070
Catalytic area [m2] 5.065 4.725
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ATD6: DOC SCRf SCR-CUC Close Coupled device

Figure 3.13: DOC SCRf SCR-CUC Close Coupled device.

The ATD shown in Fig. 3.13 is a combination of a DOC and a SCR
system. As the ATD has several layers of thermal protection and addi-
tional elements an auxiliary CAD view is shown in Fig. 3.14. The ATD
consists of two close-coupled cannings: the one in the inlet side is smaller
and contains a DOC monolith; the union between cannings has a DEF
injection port and a perforated plate mixer, shown in Fig. 3.15; the can-
ning downstream is bigger and contains two SCR coated elements, the
first is a filtering element, SCRf or SCR coated DPF, and the second
is a SCR-CUC. Detailed information on the monoliths is presented in
Table 3.8. Downstream of the monoliths there is a contraction volume
with two outlets, and thus for characterization purposes the larger one
was closed with a purpose-made lid keeping only the curved pipe section
outlet. This ATD was classified in the “complex geometry” group.
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Figure 3.14: Auxiliary CAD file view of ATD6 without thermal protec-
tion or fixating elements.

Table 3.8: Characteristics of ATD6 monoliths. (*) marked values are
estimated or assumed.

Characteristic DOC Mon. SCRf Mon. SCR-CUC Mon.

Length [mm] 120 105 70
Diameter [mm] 145 173 173

Monolith volume [l] 1.181 1.515 1.338
Cell size* [mm] 1.27 1.358 1.27

Channel size* [mm] 1.16 1.078 1.16
Wall thickness [µm] 110 280 110
Cell density [cpsi] 400 350 400

Number of channels* [#] 10070 8810 10070
Porosity [%] - 50 -

Catalytic area [m2] 4.075 - 4.609
Filtration area [m2] - 2.808 -
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Figure 3.15: CAD file view of the mixer in ATD6.

3.1.2 Preparations required

All the devices presented required preparations in order to be charac-
terized in the experimental facilities to be presented in the following
section. As different topics are to be addressed with each device, some
preparations were common and some were specific.

� Common preparations

– Sensor and injector ports were sealed.

– OEM supplied the devices with monoliths still sealed and
seals had to be removed.

– Adapters to fit each ATD to the test rigs were prepared.

� Specific preparations

– ATS1 was a complete ATS instead of a single ATD and it
required to be split into ATDs; each of the resulting ATDs
required adapters, but specifically clamps in order to allow
for their recombination.

– As mentioned above, ATD6 had two outlets and a lid was
prepared to seal the larger one.

– ATD3 was used to check for the influence of having a sen-
sor mounted in a sensor port, as it is an obstacle for the
flow. This specific sensor port was sealed with a threaded
element with the possibility to mount it as just a seal or as
an obstacle.
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3.2 Experimental Test Facilities and their us-
age

This section is focused on presenting the experimental test facilities,
their functioning principles, measuring procedures and complementary
details, such as specific preparations or the post-processing applied.
Three main facilities were used: the cold flow test bench (CFTB) used
to address the PD, the impulse test rig (ITR) to measure the TL and
determine the elements of the scattering matrix, and the unsteady flow
gas stand (UFGS) to obtain benchmark measurements in engine-like
conditions, i.e, high temperature and pulsating flow. Also, the two ap-
proaches used to characterize the acoustic dissipation and the arrange-
ment used to soot-load PF devices are presented, and finally a brief
summary of the measurement plan is given.

3.2.1 Pressure Drop Measurement: Cold Flow Test Bench

The pressure drop characterization of all studied devices was performed
in the CFTB. General information on the experimental setup itself and
on the assessment procedure is presented bellow; further details of the
procedure can be found in [93].

The facility includes a roots compressor that provides the required
mass flow, a settling tank of large volume which suppresses any resid-
ual pulsations from the compressor and homogenizes the flow to avoid
disturbances in the PD measurement. The outlet pipe section of the
settling tank is flanged, which allows for interchangeable adapters and
pipes of various diameters to be fitted in order to match the rig to the
needs of each measurement. Aside of the device to be characterized,
two straight pipe sections are also mounted for the test, one that is
attached to the flanged outlet of the tank, referred to here as inlet duct
since it corresponds to the inlet side of the device, and the other (the
outlet duct) downstream of the device. These ducts are selected with
a minimum length of ten times their respective diameter in order to
guarantee fully developed flow. Each device was assembled to the inlet
and outlet ducts with purpose-made adapters.

The compressor is regulated by a PID controller in which the target
mass flow and the direction, either impulsion or suction, can be set; PD
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measurements were made in impulsion condition. The maximum mass
flow rate for most devices was in the range 800 − 850 kg/h depending
on the PD induced by the device installed. The tank is instrumented
to provide the stagnation pressure and temperature of the fluid, which
is necessary to compute the gas density. All the tests were performed
close to room conditions.

Figure 3.16: Experimental setup for the pressure drop measurement of
an after-treatment device or system

The experimental setup of one of the measurements is shown in
Fig. 3.16; ATS1 is being measured in this example. The difference be-
tween the stagnation pressure in the tank and the atmospheric pressure
measured in the laboratory provides the stagnation PD of the assembly,
which includes the PD due to the device, but also that taking place in
the inlet and outlet ducts. In order to account for the PD in the inlet
and outlet ducts and to estimate that of the device alone the following
test procedure is applied:

1. Step 1: Do a first PD measurement with the complete assembly
(ATD and ducts) in the test bench.

2. Step 2: Do a second PD measurement of the inlet duct alone.

3. Step 3: Compute the results of the previous steps to obtain an
estimation of the PD to due the device alone.
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A pressure drop coefficient K, also known as K factor, is used to
characterize the stagnation (total) PD of the device. This coefficient
correlates with the Reynolds number, Re, at the after-treatment inlet,
and relates the stagnation PD with the kinetic energy (ρu2in/2) of the
flow. K is calculated for a given inlet duct diameter. Next how to
change the K value for different inlet diameters will be explained. This
is important for comparison purposes with other devices or for different
packaging or coupling solutions.

Figure 3.17: Scheme of what the configuration measures as pressure
drop.

The measurement corresponding to step 1 is presented schematically
in Fig. 3.17; this also corresponds to the calculated Ktest coefficient
which includes the following PD contributions:

� Inlet duct: Inlet PD due to the discharge from the tank and the
friction at the duct itself.

� After-treatment system: Inertial contribution (inlet and outlet
volumes and inlet and outlet monoliths) and the local friction
contribution.

� Outlet duct: Friction PD and PD due to the discharge to the
atmosphere; since the flow is fully developed, this coincides with
the loss of the kinetic energy.

In the second step, the inlet duct is measured alone. In this test the
Kduct coefficient is obtained, which accounts for the inlet PD, the local
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friction contribution and the PD due to the discharge to the atmosphere,
i.e. loss of the kinetic energy. Fig. 3.18 presents it schematically.

Figure 3.18: Scheme of what inlet duct measures as pressure drop.

In order to properly isolate the stagnation (total) PD caused by
the ATS (∆pATS) it would be necessary to remove the contribution
to the stagnation PD caused by the inlet duct, friction and inlet, and
the contribution of the outlet duct. By considering the different PD
contributions included in Ktest and Kduct it is possible to account for
the PD due to the characterized ATS almost independently, as only the
PD caused by friction in the outlet duct cannot be subtracted, but this
is considered negligible in comparison with the remaining contributions.

To do this calculation (∆pATS), the measured inlet duct PD (∆pduct)
is subtracted from the PD of the complete assembly (∆ptest). In order
to account for the PD due to the discharge of the flow to the atmosphere
it is necessary to include additional terms. On one hand, ∆pouttest is sub-
tracted, and in this way this contribution is removed. Notice that this
contribution is calculated accounting for the gas density and velocity in
the inlet duct, so that any possible difference in diameter between the
inlet and outlet ducts is considered in this term. On the other hand,
∆pduct takes into account the PD due to the flow discharge to the at-
mosphere when the inlet duct is tested (∆poutduct). Since in the test of
the complete system this PD does not exist it must be subtracted to
calculate the actual PD due to the characterized ATS.

Presenting this as equations, the stagnation PD across the ATS is
given by
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∆pATS = (∆ptest −∆pouttest)− (∆pduct −∆poutduct) (3.1)

where the first bracket represents the stagnation PD in the whole
assembly, and the second bracket the stagnation PD attributable to the
ducts (except friction in the outlet duct). Reordering terms, one has

∆pATS = (∆ptest −∆pduct)− (∆pouttest −∆poutduct) (3.2)

Now, as indicated in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18, one has

∆pouttest =
1

2
ρouttest(u

out
test)

2; ∆poutduct =
1

2
ρoutduct(u

out
duct)

2 (3.3)

In the case of the duct, assuming incompressible flow (constant den-
sity), and since the diameter is the same as that of the inlet (as it was
the case for several of the devices characterized), one has

ρoutduct = ρin → uoutduct = uin ⇒ ∆poutduct =
1

2
ρinu

2
in (3.4)

In the case of the device, one assumes again incompressible flow, but
in this case one needs to consider the eventual change in the diameters,
so that the constancy of the mass flow now gives

ρouttest = ρin → D2
outu

out
test = D2

inuin (3.5)

and the corresponding PD is

∆pouttest =
1

2
ρouttest(u

out
test)

2 =
1

2
ρin

(
D4

in

D4
out

)
u2in (3.6)
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Now, just subtracting the expressions obtained

(∆pouttest −∆poutduct) =
1

2
ρin

(
D4

in

D4
out

)
u2in − 1

2
ρinu

2
in

=
1

2
ρinu

2
in

[(
D4

in

D4
out

)
− 1

] (3.7)

Finally, expressing the ATS stagnation PD in terms of the kinetic
energy in the inlet duct

∆pATS = KATS
1

2
ρinu

2
in (3.8)

it is possible to calculate the corresponding PD coefficient KATS ,
as:

KATS = Ktest −Kduct −
(
D4

in

D4
out

− 1

)
(3.9)

The key point in all this processing is ensuring that PD coefficients
correspond to the same Reynolds number. As the values of the Reynolds
numbers in the two tests are similar but not exactly equal, values of
Kduct are interpolated at the Reynolds numbers at which Ktest is avail-
able. All this development is based on the assumption that the flow is
incompressible, i.e., the density is regarded as a constant, and the value
used for reference was that obtained from the pressure and the temper-
ature measured in the settling tank (this is, the stagnation density). As
this density is only used to compute the incoming kinetic energy, and
this last magnitude vanishes in the final result, it follows that as long
as it is used consistently in the two tests the PD results will not be
affected.

However, the density is also used to compute the velocity (from the
mass flow and the cross-sectional area) and, jointly with the velocity,
also the Reynolds number. As this is the dimensionless quantity that
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allows for putting together the results from the two tests, it might be
worthwhile to estimate which is the difference between the stagnation
density and the actual density in the upstream duct.

For such an estimation, consider the expression of the stagnation
density ρ0 of a perfect gas (assuming compressible flow):

ρ0 = ρ

[
1 +

γ − 1

2
M2

] 1
γ−1

(3.10)

where γ is the ratio of specific heats and M is the Mach number. In
the incompressible limit, M2 << 1 and one can approximate this with
the first term of the Taylor expansion:

ρ0 ≈ ρ

[
1 +

1

γ − 1

γ − 1

2
M2

]
= ρ

[
1 +

1

2
M2

]
(3.11)

and, considering a safe upper bound for the Mach number in these
tests (say, M = 0.25) this gives ρ0 = 1.03ρ, i.e. the density is overesti-
mated by 3%, which seems acceptable.

The experimental information produced for each device derived from
the CFTB measurements comprises:

� The Re−M trend between the Reynolds and the Mach numbers,
in order to ensure that the measurements correspond to a fully
developed turbulent and incompressible flow.

� The representation of Ktest, Kduct and KATS as a function of the
Reynolds number.

� The representation of ∆ptest, ∆pduct and ∆pATS as a function of
the mass flow rate.
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3.2.2 Acoustic Characterization: Impulse Test Rig

The evaluation of the acoustical performance of devices, usually muf-
flers which are also part of exhaust lines and are directly devoted to
noise abatement, is performed using insertion loss (IL), transmission
loss (TL), and noise reduction (NR) as metrics [37]. Among these met-
rics, TL is found to be the more convenient for the acoustic character-
ization intended, as it represents the inherent capability of the device
to attenuate sound if both the source and termination are assumed to
be anechoic, and with the additional advantages that it can be reli-
ably computed from measurements and numerically simulated without
any information about the engine [37]. In this research the TL, and
the scattering matrix were calculated from the measurements of the
acoustic response of the element to be characterized when excited by
a controlled pulse; such measurement is performed in the Impulse Test
Rig (ITR).

Facility

Figure 3.19: View of the Impulse Test Rig with no device mounted.
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The ITR is prepared to perform the measurements required to calculate
the TL and to determine the elements of the scattering matrix of the
mounted element. For reliable results several measurements are required
both with and without the element (replaced by a straight duct). The
facility is also prepared to perform these measurements with and with-
out superimposed mean flow. It is shown in Fig. 3.19, and a schematic
representation and illustration of the measurement principle is depicted
in Fig. 3.20. The facility is composed of several systems explained
below:

Figure 3.20: Scheme on the Impulse Test Rig operation for transmission
loss measurements.

The superimposed mean flow system, only used when required,
supplies a steady air mass flow and consists of a Roots compressor driven
by an electrical motor connected to the voltage source through a fre-
quency converter, allowing for the automatic control of the mass flow
through the element studied. A 30 litre expansion chamber is located
downstream of the compressor in order to reduce the pressure fluctu-
ations generated by the blower. The stabilized mass flow is conveyed
through a 110 mm diameter pipe up to a hot film anemometer, where
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the mass flow rate is measured. A 200 litre volume is placed six di-
ameters downstream of the anemometer in order to ensure stagnation
conditions downstream of the flow meter; the volume outlet provides the
last reflecting boundary to the pulse propagation within the ducting.

The pulse generation system generates the pressure pulse used to
excite the element. This is done by means of a high-speed electro-valve
that controls the discharge from a high-pressure tank. The amplitude of
the generated pulse depends on the tank pressure, whereas the duration
of the pulse can be controlled by modifying the opening time of the
valve. Both are adjusted in a way such that a substantially flat spectrum
is achieved, thus ensuring a proper excitation at all the frequencies of
interest. The detail in the Fig. 3.20 shows the four ports drilled in the
flange connecting the electro-valve to the propagation duct, which were
designed considering the PD generated, which should not be excessive
for the blower, and the room available for different diameters of the
propagation duct. When tests are performed with superimposed mass
flow there may be some limitations in the amplitude of generated pulses.

Figure 3.21: Examples of the rig with devices mounted.

The propagation system consists of the ducting for pulse prop-
agation. Two pipe sections are used at a time, one upstream and one
downstream of the device. The duct lengths between the valve and the
first transducer and between the third transducer and the last reflecting
boundary were chosen to be sufficiently long so as to guarantee the iso-
lation of the pressure pulses in the time domain. Three pipe diameters
are available at each side to make it easier to adapt to any requirement.
Inlet and outlet side diameters can be different if needed, and the ele-
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ments are mounted in a mobile frame structure, allowing to rearrange
the positions and adapt the rig to the geometrical disposition of the
inlet and outlet of any device. For instance, in Fig. 3.21 the mounting
of two devices with different inlet/outlet configuration is shown.

The measurement system consists of the elements used in or-
der to sense and record the instantaneous pressure at three different
points distributed along the propagation system. These are Kistler 7001
piezo-electric pressure sensors mounted on Kistler 7501 adapters, and
connected to Kistler 5015 charge amplifiers by means of Kistler 1631C2
connecting cable. Output is acquired with a Brüel & Kjær 3050-A-060
acquisition system controlled with the Pulse v.8 software. The acquisi-
tion is triggered by the incident pulse, and 8192 samples along a time
window of 0.25 s are simultaneously recorded at the three transduc-
ers, so that the sampling frequency is 32768 Hz. The choice of this
arrangement with Kistler 7001 piezoelectric transducers, which are not
acceleration-compensated, is made on the basis that they have a low
background noise and thus the signal-to-noise ratio is adequate for this
application.

Figure 3.22: Background noise in the location where pressure is mea-
sured.

As an example, Fig. 3.22 shows the spectrum of an incident pulse,
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a transmitted pulse and the background noise signal, referred to as
“threshold” for a given measurements. It is apparent that the incident
spectrum is essentially flat and smooth, as it should be, and that the
spectrum of the transmitted wave is well below that of the incident
wave. On the other hand, it can be observed that the background noise
is certainly low, in general more than 20 dB below the transmitted
signal.

Processing of signals

In order to explain the processing of the registered signals to obtain
the TL and the scattering matrix elements, further detail on the loca-
tion and what each transducer measures, following the nomenclature
presented in Fig. 3.20, is given below:

� Transducer 1, midway between the electro-valve and the ATS.

– With and without the device registers the generated pulse
(pgen).

� Transducer 2, just upstream of the ATS.

– With the device registers the superposition of incident and
reflected pulse, denoted as the composed pulse (pcomp).

– Without the device registers the incident pulse, (pinc).

� Transducer 3, right downstream of the ATS.

– With the device registers the transmitted pulse (ptran).

Then the isolated pulse reflected by the ATD (pref ) is estimated
following the procedure described in [94]:

1. The ATS is tested with multiple generated pressure pulses with the
same amplitude and duration (repeatability within a prescribed
uncertainty below 5%). These tests provide the profiles of the
generated pressure pulse (transducer 1), the superposition of the
incident and reflected pulses (transducer 2) and the transmitted
pressure pulse (transducer 3).
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2. The ATS is replaced with a straight duct and the test is repeated
using generated pressure pulses similar to those used in step 1.
In this way, the pressure pulse recorded in transducer 2 is similar
to the incident pulse that excites the ATS in step 1. These tests
provide the profiles of the generated and incident pressure pulses.

3. The best matching pair of step 1 and step 2 tests are identified
based on the comparison of the generated pressure pulses recorded
by transducer 1, using the statistical procedure described in [39].

4. Once the matching tests are selected, the incident pressure pulse
in the ATS test (step 1) is considered equal to that measured
by transducer 2 in the straight duct test (step 2). This incident
pressure pulse is combined with the measurement of transducer 2
in the ATS test to determine the reflected pressure pulse applying
Equation (3.12) [95],(

pref
p0

)ξ

=

(
pcomp

p0

)ξ

−
(
pinc
p0

)ξ

+ 1, (3.12)

where ξ = ((γ − 1))/((2γ)), γ is the ratio of specific heats and p0
represents the pressure of the unperturbed medium.

Figure 3.23: Example of generated and transmitted pulses in the time
domain, from a step 1 measurement.
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Fig. 3.23 shows an example of the recorded generated and trans-
mitted pulses from transducers 1 and 3 in the time domain as in step
1. It is apparent that the registered pulses are directly isolated without
the need for any additional windowing or any other processing. Then
Fig. 3.24 shows an example of incident pulse, the superimposed incident
and reflected pulses as from transducer 2 in step 1, and the resulting
estimation of reflected pulse from the application of Equation 3.12.

Figure 3.24: Example of composed (transducer 2), incident and reflected
(computed) pulses in the time domain as produced with application of
the procedure.

Figure 3.25: Nomenclature of pulses when an ATS is subject to an
upstream excitation and with a non-reflecting downstream termination.

As all the information required has been obtained up to this point,
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and in order to establish a consistent nomenclature for the pulses and
their spectrum, the following is set as shown in Fig. 3.25:

� Incident pulse pref is denoted as p+1 and its spectrum P+
1 .

� Transmitted pulse ptran is denoted as p+2 and its spectrum P+
2 .

� Reflected pulse pref is denoted as p−1 and its spectrum P−
1 .

Determining the Scattering Matrix elements

The scattering matrix is a square matrix relating the incident and scat-
tered sound waves in terms of their amplitude and phase. The number
of rows and columns in the matrix correspond to the number of in-
cident and scattered waves. As applied in this assessment, assuming
linear propagation across the device, it is used to calculate the reflec-
tion (r1, r2) and transmission coefficients (t12 , t21) from the following
formulation: (

P+
2

P−
1

)
=

(
t12 r2
r1 t21

)(
P+
1

P−
2

)
(3.13)

The ITR procedure presented makes it possible to obtain the coef-
ficients of the ATS scattering matrix in the excitation direction mea-
sured; therefore, for the complete acoustic characterization of the ATS
it is necessary to determine the response in both possible propagation
directions: inlet-to-outlet, as it is designed to be installed in the engine,
and outlet-to-inlet. This can be done experimentally when the ATS is
in clean condition by performing two tests on each device:

� In the direct test (inlet-to-outlet) the inlet reflection coefficient r1
and the inlet-to-outlet transmission coefficient t12 can be deter-
mined.

� In the reverse test (outlet-to-inlet) the reflection coefficient at the
outlet r2 and the transmission coefficient from the outlet to the
inlet t21 can be evaluated.

Since the direction of propagation of the pulse cannot be changed,
the change from direct test to reverse is done by reversing the ATS
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position in the ITR. There is a limitation to this approach when the
ATS to characterize is in soot load condition, as carrying out the re-
verse test would cause the detachment of the soot layer. For this reason,
the methodology described in [40], which allows to estimate the inverse
response of the system based on the reciprocity properties and the dis-
sipation of the ATS, was used.

Calculation of Transmission Loss

Transmission loss refers to the reduction in sound or acoustic power as
it travels from one point to another. It is typically measured in decibels
(dB) and represents the difference in sound pressure level between the
source and the receiver. The TL can be obtained from the ratio of the
incident spectrum to the transmitted spectrum, both as functions of
the frequency f , with an additional term accounting for eventual area
differences between the upstream and the downstream ducts:

TL(f) = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣P+
1 (f)

P+
2 (f)

∣∣∣∣+ 10 log10
D1

D2
+ 20 log10

1 +M1

1 +M2
(3.14)

where D1 and D2 are the diameters, and M1 and M2 the Mach
numbers, subscript 1 referring to the section where the incident pulse
is recorded, and subscript 2 to the section where the transmitted pulse
is recorded.

Fig. 3.26 presents the complete signals of TL calculated for the
no-flow condition with standard amplitude pulse in blue, and that for
300 kg/h and large amplitude pulse in orange. These signals serve as
an example of how noisy / oscillatory the TL determined from raw
measurements can be.

Experimental measurements were recorded up to 12796 Hz, but in
most cases during modelling the benchmarking considered data up to
2500 Hz, and most results are presented up to 1000 Hz. Fig. 3.27
presents the TL calculated from the measurements obtained for ATD4
in the ITR, direct position up to 1000 Hz as example.
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Figure 3.26: Example of raw TL calculated for two conditions, with and
without superimposed mean flow.

Figure 3.27: Example of TL from measurements at different pulse and
flow conditions, of ATD4 in direct position, up to 1000Hz.
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Smoothing

In view of the level of noisiness of the raw measurements, it was decided
that a smoothing of the data would be pertinent. Smoothing of acoustic
measurements, and in general of experimental measurements, is often
done to remove or reduce the excess in fluctuations, what makes it easier
to interpret and analyze the data and to identify relevant trends or pat-
terns, often blurred by the fluctuations. Another benefit of smoothing
is to help reducing the impact of outliers or random fluctuations that
may be present in the data, leading to a more accurate representation of
the underlying signal. Therefore, smoothing is an important processing
step that adds value to the acoustic data obtained as it can improve the
accuracy and reliability of both the signal and the analysis.

There are several methods available in the literature, as well as
implemented in computational tools. In particular, for the smooth-
ing of acoustic measurements a few common choices include simple
moving average, weighted moving average, Gaussian smoothing and
Savitzky-Golay. The choice of method depends on the type of data
being smoothed and the desired outcome, as each method has its own
strengths and weaknesses. Here, the Savitzky-Golay filter was chosen on
the basis that it is highlighted in the literature for being more effective
than other methods when the data varies rapidly.

Fig. 3.28 compares the raw and smoothed signals for the small
amplitude pulse with 300 kg/h up to 2500 Hz, and shows how this
approach allows to keep relevant information of the signal while sorting
out unwanted oscillations. Complementarily Fig. 3.29 presents the
results of the smoothing process of the data shown in Fig. 3.27. Both
figures were obtained using a window of 40.

3.2.3 Analysis of reflective and dissipative effects

An interesting analysis approach to deepen the understanding of how
each device participates in the noise abatement, therefore shedding ad-
ditional light on the phenomena occurring internally, is to account for
the relative importance of reflective (reactive) and dissipative (resistive)
effects. In this research several approaches were used to perform such
analysis.

In this section, S represents the cross-sectional area, ρ the density,
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Figure 3.28: Influence of smoothing on a TL signal up to 2500Hz.

c the speed of sound and M the Mach number. Subscripts 1 and 2
correspond to upstream and downstream respectively.

Logarithmic approach:

This analysis is based on the useful decomposition of the TL into reflec-
tive and dissipative parts, proposed in [96]. Having an ATS subject to
an upstream excitation and with an anechoic termination at the down-
stream side so that P−

2 = 0, which corresponds with the setup of the
ITR, then the power balance may be expressed by stating that the dif-
ference between the acoustic power upstream and downstream is the
power dissipated at the device. According to Morfey [97] this can be
expressed as:

S1
ρc

[∣∣P+
1

∣∣2(1 +M1)
2 −

∣∣P−
1

∣∣2(1−M1)
2
]
=
S2
ρc

∣∣∣P+
2

2
∣∣∣ (1 +M2)

2 +Wd

(3.15)
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Figure 3.29: Example of smoothed TL at different pulse and flow con-
ditions, for ATD4 in direct position, up to 1000Hz.

where Wd is the power dissipated. Now, identifying the incident, the
reflected and the transmitted power as

Wi =
S1
ρ c

|P+
1 |2(1 +M1)

2 (3.16)

Wr =
S1
ρ c

|P−
1 |2(1−M1)

2 (3.17)

Wt =
S2
ρ c

|P+
2 |2(1 +M2)

2 (3.18)

the balance equation can be written as:

1 =
Wr

Wi
+
Wt

Wi
+
Wd

Wi
(3.19)

However, in order to characterize the dissipative behaviour of the
device it may be preferable to compare the actual power transmitted
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by the system to the power transmitted in the absence of dissipation.
In that case, setting Wdis = 0 gives for the power transmitted with no
dissipation WND

t :

WND
t

Wt
= 1− Wr

Wi
(3.20)

and the aforementioned ratio would thus be

WND
t

Wt
=
Wi

Wt

(
1− Wr

Wi

)
(3.21)

Substituting the expression of the incident and the reflected powers,
introducing the reflection coefficient r1, and taking the logarithm one
gets

10 log10
WND

t

Wtra
= 10 log10

Wi

Wt
+ 10 log10

[
1− |r1|2

(1−M1)
2

(1 +M1)2

]
(3.22)

Now, denoting the left-hand side as the dissipative contribution to
transmission loss, TLd, and noticing that the first term in the right-hand
side is precisely the transmission loss, one can write:

TLd = TL+ 10 log10

[
1− |r1|2

(1−M1)
2

(1 +M1)2

]
(3.23)

Interpretation of the previous equation in the light of the overall
power balance suggests that the second term in the right-hand side
should be related to the reflective contribution to transmission loss,
TLr, so that this could be defined as:

TLr = −10 log10

[
1− |r1|2

(1−M1)
2

(1 +M1)2

]
(3.24)
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and therefore

TL = TLr + TLd (3.25)

The expression of the dissipative contribution can be written explic-
itly in terms of the transmission and reflection coefficients making use
of the expression of TL given by Eq. 3.14:

TLd = 10 log10

[
S1

S2(1 +M2)2
1

|t12|2
(
(1 +M1)

2 − |r1|2 (1−M1)
2
)]
(3.26)

that, in the case of equal diameters upstream and downstream of the
device, assuming again incompressible mean flow so that M1 = M2 =
M , reduces to the expression found in [96]:

TLd = 10log10

[
1

|t12|2

(
1− |r1|2

(1−M)2

(1 +M)2

)]
(3.27)

Linear approach:

This linear approach addresses the decomposition in terms of acoustic
power rather than TL. Consider again the power balance as given by
equation (3.19):

Wi =Wr +Wt +Wd (3.28)

Of course, the value of Wd is actually obtained from Eq. 3.28,
whereas the expressions for the other terms have been shown above.

In order to identify the contributions of reactive and dissipative ef-
fects, one may consider that any reflection from the device is substan-
tially determined by reactive effects, and therefore these can be charac-
terized by the reflected power ratio Wr/Wi. From equations 3.16 and
3.17, one obtains that the reflected power ratio is
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Wr

Wi
=

|P−
1 |2

|P+
1 |2

(1−M1)
2

(1 +M1)2
=

(1−M1)
2

(1 +M1)2
|r1|2 (3.29)

Then, the power that is not reflected back is either dissipated or
transmitted, and thus the proper way to characterize dissipation ap-
pears to be the ratio of the power dissipated to the power not reflected,
that isWd/(Wi−Wr), that will be referred to as dissipated power ratio.
From equations 3.28 to 3.18 one gets

Wd

Wi −Wr
= 1− S2

S1

|P+
2 |2(1 +M1)

2

|P+
1 |2(1 +M1)2 − |P−

1 |2(1−M1)2
(3.30)

and introducing the transmission coefficient of the system one finally
has

Wd

Wi −Wr
= 1− S2

S1

|t12|2(1 +M1)
2

(1 +M1)2 − |r1|2(1 +M1)2
(3.31)

These two power ratios, that can be determined if the transmission
and reflection coefficients are obtained from ITR test, form the basis of
several of the analyses performed.
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3.2.4 Engine-like Condition Validation: Unsteady flow
gas stand

Figure 3.30: General Scheme of the unsteady flow gas stand.

The unsteady flow gas stand (UFGS), allows to carry out tests with
engine-like, unsteady periodic flow under controlled temperature and
mass flow conditions. The schematic configuration of the facility and
an example of the information produced are shown in Fig 3.30.

Installation

The main components, instrumentation and their functions are:

Components

� A screw compressor that supplies the mass flow by pumping air,
the rotational speed of the compressor controls the flow rate.

� A set of electric heaters located downstream of the compressor
that heat the flow with a total power of 72 kW .

� A rotary valve with a bypass system to generate the pulses.
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– The amplitude is controlled by the opening of the by-pass
valve.

– The frequency is controlled by the speed of the rotary valve.

� Downstream is the spot where the ATS to be studied can be
mounted.

� A heat exchanger (cooler) allows to cool down the flow before it
is discharged.

� Amuffler is placed before the discharge to the atmosphere to abate
the noise generated during measurements.

Instrumentation

� Four K-type thermocouples located in cross sections at 0.9 m from
the inlet and outlet of the ATS measure the flow temperature.

� An ABB SensyflowIG FMT081-A3E1A3 hot-film anemometer down-
stream of the cooler registers the mass flow.

� Kistler 4045A5 cooled piezo-resistive sensors installed upstream
and downstream of the ATS measure the absolute mean pressure.

� Six Kistler 7061B cooled piezo-electric sensors, distributed in two
groups of three transducers, measure instantaneous pressure.

� Kistler 5011B charge amplifiers modulate the signals from the
sensors.

The six sensors for instantaneous pressure are key for the success-
ful application of the measurement procedure, as they provide a high
sensitivity, which allows for the detection of pressure fluctuations be-
low 200 Pa. Each group of three is placed six diameters upstream and
downstream of the inlet and the outlet of the ATS, respectively, at
equally spaced axial positions. This particular disposition is key for
the proper estimation of wave components through the beam-forming
post-processing described below.
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Data acquisition

� DL716 model 701830 Yokogawa system for the instantaneous pres-
sures, recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz.

� Mean temperatures were registered with an Agilent 3497OA data
logger.

� The signal of a tachometer was also acquired in order to properly
identify the periodicity of the pressure signals.

An example of the raw results obtained is shown in Fig. 3.31. It is
apparent, in view of the small differences existing between the signal
recorded by the three transducers in the array, that a careful calibra-
tion is imperative, both in amplitude and phase. The details of the
calibration procedure can be found in [98].

Figure 3.31: Example of raw measurements in the unsteady flow gas
stand (a) upstream; (b) downstream. Sensor numbers as specified in
Fig. 3.30.

Processing of signals: Beam-forming

Beam-forming is a signal processing technique that acts as a spatial
filter, thus allowing to enhance and focus on the signal coming in a
specific direction. A beam-former usually involves an array of sensors
placed carefully, and a series of weighting factors which multiply the
output from those sensors, to allow for the energy coming from a certain
direction to be preferentially received by the array, whereas the energy
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reaching the array from any other direction is suppressed or significantly
attenuated.

The application of a beam-forming technique [98] allows to estimate
the forward and backward wave components both upstream and down-
stream of the ATS from the raw measurements of the instantaneous
pressure mentioned above. In this particular application, each group
of three instant pressure transducers acts as the sensor arrays which,
alongside with weighting factors chosen accordingly with the only two
propagation directions in the duct, forward and backward, form the
upstream and downstream beam-formers. This approach assumes that
the pulse propagation between sensors is linear, which is acceptable
when the separation between the sensors of each group is small when
compared to the wavelength.

With this setup, the output of the beam-former is the wave com-
ponent propagating either forward or backwards, thus behaving in a
similar way as the conventional two-microphone method [71], which is
basically the same with an array of two sensors. However, adding a
third transducer to the array offers significant advantages in terms of
robustness under noisy signals, due to the enhanced filtering action of
the array.

In this way, it is possible to evaluate the sound pressure level re-
flected and transmitted by the ATS. As indicated in the scheme of
Fig. 3.30 the beam-former upstream of the ATS accounts for the incident
and reflected waves, meanwhile the downstream beam-former accounts
for the transmitted wave and that reflected from the downstream duct-
ing. An example of the results of the upstream beam-former is shown
in Fig. 3.32.
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Figure 3.32: Example of how the beam-forming turns the raw signal
into directional pulses.

3.2.5 Soot loading of devices

Two different devices containing WF PFs were soot-loaded in order to
assess for different aspects. Some details on each soot loading process
is presented bellow:

� The DPF monolith of ATD0 was soot-loaded until it reached 13
g/l of soot by mounting the device into an engine test bench with a
commercial high-speed, direct-injection CI engine. The associated
assessment is presented in Chapter 4.

� The GPFc monolith of ATD1 was not intended to keep an spe-
cific soot load but to be representative of the equivalent first few
kilometers and hours of use. Therefore, the device was placed in
a test bench with the native engine of the system and run for 10
WLTP cycles, equivalent to 232.5 km of road distance or 5 h of
driving time, with the specific gear shifts configured for a Sport
Utility Vehicle. The test bench was instrumented so additional
information of changes during the process were registered. Such
information and the assessment of changes due to the first few
load-regeneration cycles is presented in Chapter 6, Section 6.5.
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3.3 Modelling and Computational Tools and Ap-
proaches

This section is focused in presenting the software and computational
tools used to complement the characterization of the studied devices.
Some were use to handle the data obtained from the measurements,
the CAD files and to process or post-process them, serving as input
and benchmark for the modelling; others were used to simulate the
devices and attempt to replicate the measurement results. Accordingly
to the second objective stated in Section 1.3, different modelling options
suitable for engineering practice have been explored, and approaches
with different levels of complexity were applied, including 1D, 3D and
even for particular applications 1D-3D coupling. The approach most
notably used was the one-dimensional modelling, in which the concept
of virtual or digital twinning for both the experimental facilities and
the devices was key.

The common practice is to evaluate results from 1D models in re-
gards to those from previously developed 3D models, however, direct
comparison of 1D models to experimental measurements was also con-
sidered here, since an important part of the motivation specific to the
computational modelling assessment was to evaluate the potential of
1D models developed in the commercial gas dynamic code GT-Suite to
replicate as accurately as possible the characteristics of the devices, as
well as the logic and methodology of the experimental study, validating
in case of success the possibility of using the simplest level of modelling
with a high level of confidence as sources of information and convenient
tools to be incorporated into the design and optimization process of
complete exhaust lines, exploiting the usual benefits of simulation to
its most: reduce costs of prototypes, reduce time spent with more com-
plex approaches and overall allowing for a better understanding of the
acoustics and fluid-dynamics.

All the simulations prepared were based on the Virtual Twinning
concept. Virtual or digital twins, at least within industrial, R&D and
engineering fields, are virtual representations of physical objects or sys-
tems, such as machines or buildings. The twins are computer generated
models designed to imitate the behaviour of the real-world object or sys-
tem they represent; most common applications include the possibility
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to simulate, analyze and predict how their real-world counterpart could
perform under different conditions, study potential modifications, trou-
bleshoot problems and deepen understanding of their operation, thus
being a useful tool for engineers, designers and researchers. Digital
twins are becoming increasingly popular in engineering, due to their
benefits in reduction of cost and time associated with physical testing
and prototyping. They can also provide valuable insight into how ob-
jects and systems behave in real-world situations, which can help to
improve their design and performance.

Digital twins are typically created using data gathered from sensors
and other sources. Here the idea was to prepare virtual twins of both the
devices and the experimental facilities, aiming at accurately replicate
the results by simulating the tests with the same working principles,
sensors, processing and even the ambient conditions. The three different
approaches used, the 3D, 1D, and 1D-3D co-simulation, were assessed
following such approach. Measurements of the actual parts, CAD files
and complementary information on the monoliths supplied by the OEM
allowed to prepare the virtual twins of the devices for both the 3D
and 1D approaches. The 3D approach did not require for the virtual
twinning of the experimental facilities, as flow and all other conditions
can be imposed at the boundaries, and for the 1D approach the precise
virtual twins of the experimental test facilities were attempted but found
not suitable; however, templates mimicking the working principles of the
tests were achieved.

3.3.1 Programs and tools used

A brief description of the software and tools used and their application
within this research is presented:

Microsoft Excel was used to import and organize data from the
experiments in predefined templates prepared to make part of the cal-
culations in order to produce the results of interest, and later exported
for post-processing if needed. Also to organize and format the mod-
elling results, and then visualization options were very useful for the
comparison assessments; several plots were made with this program.

The templates filled with data from experimental measurements also
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included relevant complementary information, such as the dates in order
to have a complete register, and ambient conditions which are then
taken into account for the modelling.

MATLAB short for Matrix Laboratory, is a numerical computing
software developed by MathWorks. It provides a programming environ-
ment that enables to write and run code to solve complex mathematical
problems. It also includes lots of pre-built functions and toolboxes that
make it very useful for data analysis, numerical calculations, signal pro-
cessing and visualization. The software supports a wide range of data
types, including matrices, vectors, and arrays, which makes it particu-
larly well-suited for working with large datasets.

For the acoustic characterization in the ITR, the comparison and
selection of the best matching pairs of Step 1 and Step 2 measure-
ments from the processing of signals described in Subsection 3.2.2, is
automatized thanks to a MATLAB script. Then TL calculated from ex-
perimental data is imported and the smoothing process applied through
pre-built functions, also most of the production of plots were made with
MATLAB.

GT-Suite is a system simulation software developed by Gamma Tech-
nologies, LLC and widely used in automotive industries and the engine
community, and the one chosen here for the 1D approach. The soft-
ware supports a wide range of simulation techniques, including steady-
state, transient, and dynamic simulations. It is also compatible for
co-simulation with other software tools specialized in FEA or CFD. It
can also be described as a comprehensive set of simulation tools as it is
subdivided in several modules that can be used independently; in this
research the following three modules were used:

� GT-Ise, which is the main modelling environment, extensively
used here for 1D simulation although it includes some other op-
tions. This tool works on a modular modelling approach, and of-
fers a wide variety of pre-built elements classified into convenient
libraries that make both the selection and configuration of individ-
ual elements easier. It contains certain pre-set applications, being
GT-Power the one used, which pre-loads the libraries for Engine
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Performance and Acoustics. It also includes useful features for
sensitivity analysis, DOE, manual and integrated optimization,
also extensively used in the early steps to define the 1D modelling
methodology.

� GT-Post, which is the tool to access the results, including sev-
eral complementary options for analysis, plotting, comparing and
exporting results.

� GEM3D, which serves as a translator to import CAD files and turn
them into equivalent 1D models that can then be used in GT-Ise.
It offers assistance and advice for the user to choose, rather than
forcing a direct translation; however, the CAD file to be supplied
still has to be preprocessed elsewhere. This CAD-to-1D trans-
lation option helped to account for volumes with very intricate
geometrical disposition and to learn the logic of the discretiza-
tion internal to the software which in turn allowed to developed a
proprietary discretization process.

Regarding the preparation of CAD files needed before the use of GEM3D,
GT-Suite also has a module to create, modify and import CAD files,
GT-SpaceClaim, which was tested but in the end the use of SolidWorks
was preferred. Also during the development of the work several versions
of the software were used, updating models and procedures to the latest
available, as internal software improvements fixed limitations found in
early stages.

SolidWorks by Dassault Systèmes. Is a popular, user-friendly 3D
CAD software commonly used in mechanical engineering and product
design. It is used to create and modify 3D models of parts and assem-
blies with a parametric modelling approach. It also has tools to perform
simulations and analysis, and to generate engineering drawings. Here
it was used for the preparation of received CAD files, to make them
suitable for either the 3D or the 1D approach; this could be done by
suppressing elements that do not interact with the fluid, to create al-
ternative simplified CAD or to extract the fluid domain for CFD.
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Simcenter STAR-CCM+ is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software tool developed by Siemens Digital Industries Software. It was
chosen as the main program for the 3D approach on pressure drop and
in general to have an idea of the flow pattern and several other charac-
teristics. The key points for this decision, besides the availability of the
license, include:

� Capability to import CAD files easily.

� Automated meshing features that help create high-quality meshes
for complex geometries reducing the time and effort required.

� Compatibility with GT-Suite, for 1D-3D coupled simulation.

COMSOL Multiphysics is a powerful simulation software tool that
enables to simulate and analyze complex physics-based systems. It is a
widely used software in many different industries, including the auto-
motive. Some of the key features of COMSOL include; the simultaneous
multi-physics simulations, capacity to work with imported CAD files,
capacity for FEA, BEM and FVM simulations, and tools to prepare 2D
and 3D visualization easily.

3.3.2 Previous Steps for Modelling

Similar to the preparations required by the devices in order to test
them in the experimental facilities, there are also preparation needed
in order to properly perform the computational modelling using the 3D
and 1D approaches intended. This includes the preparation of templates
or virtual twins of test facilities to perform the simulations in the 1D
approach, the discretization of devices into parts for 3D or elements for
1D, and the selection of parameters, models or the like to be applied in
the configuration of each case prior to run the simulations.

In this sense, the 3D approach needs relatively less preparations as
there is no need for a virtual twin of the test facilities, focusing the
preparations on the proper discretization of the components into parts,
the extraction of the fluid domain (explained in Section 3.3.3 and the
selection of meshing, parameters and models which were decided on the
basis of literature, experts advice and the trial and error of the first
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few modelling attempts for each device. The final selections on these
options are shown in Section 3.3.4.

On the other hand, 1D modelling does require the preparation of
templates that represent, even if not as accurately as a virtual twin,
the working principles of the experimental facilities and thus allow to
produce information equivalent to those coming from experimental mea-
surements. This approach also requires the proper discretization and
selection of elements representing each component, and the parameters
to configure the 1D virtual twins.

Bellow are presented the preparation of PD and TL testing tem-
plates, a set of guidelines for the discretization of devices into compo-
nents, and how to configure them into 1D and 3D models, and finally a
summary of DOEs and sensitivity studies.

Preparations of PD and TL Testing Templates

It was initially intended to have detailed and precise virtual twins of the
experimental facilities, to use them along the virtual twins of the devices
to reproduce experimental results even in terms of measurement proce-
dure. As such attempts failed, the approach was changed; Figs. 3.33
and 3.34 show the templates for PD and TL measurement simulation
respectively. Even though it is not a precise virtual twin of the CFTB
facility, the working principle, procedure, adapters and sensor positions
are kept in the case of PD template, producing information equivalent
to that of PD experimental results. On the other hand, the TL tem-
plate includes minor modifications of a built-in non-linear TL template
native of the software, in order to mimic the experimental measure-
ments particularly between the second and the third transducers of the
ITR facility, this is, also considering adapters and pipe section between
the transducers, thus producing results comparable to those from the
experiments, at least after smoothing post-processing.
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Figure 3.33: Pressure drop testing template, based on the Cold Flow
Bench and its procedure.

Figure 3.34: Transmission loss testing template, adapted from built-in
software template.

Figs. 3.35 and 3.36 show examples of results obtained using these
templates compared to equivalent results from experiments. The im-
portance of the inclusion of adapters, particularly to obtain satisfactory
results for the TL, could be evidenced in the first attempts; Fig. 3.36
also shows the difference of including them or not in regards to experi-
mental post-processed TL results.
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Figure 3.35: Example of pressure drop results obtained with the tem-
plate compared to experimental equivalent, in this case for ATS1-D2 in
the 50 to 800 kg/h range.

Figure 3.36: Example of transmission loss results obtained with the
template compared to experimental post-processed equivalent, effects
of considering the adapters shown. Modelled results for ATS1-D2 with
a mass flow rate of 100 kg/h.
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As an additional validation of the modelling results produced with
the PD testing template being representative of experimental results,
the direct comparison of the Re −Ma trend, Ktest, Kduct and KATS

factors were compared for each final model. Fig. 3.37 shows the example
for ATS1-D1.

Figure 3.37: Experimental vs Modelled validation; Re-Ma trend (left
side), Ktest, Kduct and KATS factors (right side). Results for ATS1-D1.

Additionally, another predefined template from GT-suite libraries,
the “TMatrixGenerator” shown in Fig. 3.38, allows to obtain the coef-
ficients of the acoustic transfer matrix for the virtual twins of devices
by placing two copies, one configured in the direct and the other one
in the inverse flow direction. This template also produces another TL
measurement with an internal calculation different from that of the TL
template. With these coefficients it is possible to account for the dis-
sipative and reactive components and thus to compare with the results
of the decomposition analysis applied.
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Figure 3.38: Acoustic Transfer Matrix template, built-in software tem-
plate used directly

Discretization Guidelines and Recommended Elements

Discretization Guidelines:

Starting with the Discretization Guidelines, to properly represent
the devices in their 1D and 3D counterparts, it is important to identify
and distinguish the relevant parts to be represented in the model and
any other elements that can be either neglected or combined into a single
one. As this is intended to apply for ATDs and it has been previously
stated that a complete ATS is an array of devices, these guidelines are
to be applied to each individual composing device within the system;
for intermediate pipe sections it can easily be considered that each half
of the section belongs to the device it is connected to.

CAD files, in particular cleaned up CAD as explained below in Sec-
tion 3.3.3, are very convenient for this step as it is easier to recognize
the shape of elements, and several components to be neglected such
as thermal protection, fixation elements and ports have already been
suppressed.
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Devices with monoliths:
The following elements may be considered:

� The first and easiest to identify are the monoliths; each mono-
lith must be considered as a unique element in the models, with
slightly different considerations between flow-through (FT) and
wall-flow (WF) monoliths that are explained in the paragraph on
recommended elements per component.

� The gap between monoliths is the second element to be identified
when a device has more than one monolith. Even if this gap is
very short, it has noticeable effects, and neglecting it can even
produce computational errors if the total number of channels is
not equal for consecutive monoliths.

� Empty sections of cannings upstream and downstream of the mono-
liths can either be considered as an element or as part of the vol-
ume they are connected with.

� Pipe sections, expansions and contractions (tapered elements) are
to be modelled as independent elements in 1D but can be part
of a single integrated volume in 3D. Pipes with diameter changes
can be divided into different elements or treated as a single one
depending on the element used in the modelling.

Of course, external elements that are not in contact with the flow are
not of interest and should not be included in the models regardless of
the approach.

Devices without monoliths:

There are cases where a device does not contain any monolith; in
such cases, separating components by physical/geometrical or functional
criteria is the key.

� Any element that constitutes an obstacle to the flow can be con-
sidered as an element, such as the case of mixer inducers, sensors,
injectors, baffles, among others.
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� Special volumes that are connected to pipe sections, or are pipe
sections themselves, but comply an specific function in the device
should be considered apart as well. These include mixing pipes or
lateral cavities for sensor or injection ports.

� The same guidelines apply for pipe sections, tapered and external
elements.

Figure 3.39: Example of application of discretization guidelines in de-
vices with monoliths; A) on low complexity device ATS1-D1, B) on
intermediate complexity device ATD4.

Fig. 3.39 shows and example of what is obtained from the applica-
tion of the suggested discretization guidelines in two devices with mono-
liths classified in different geometrical complexity categories; ATS1-D1
and ATD4. In both cases, besides their geometrical disposition differ-
ences, the discretization produces equivalent arrays of seven pieces with
two monoliths, intermediate gap between monoliths, inlet and outlet
pipe sections, an expansion and a contraction. Even so, the selection of
element and components as advised in Table 3.9 should produce differ-
ent results in 1D and 3D.
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Figure 3.40: Example of application of discretization guidelines in de-
vices without monoliths, low complexity device ATS1-A.

Then Fig. 3.40 illustrates what is obtained from the application of
the suggested discretization guidelines to a device without monoliths.
In this case, four pieces are distinguished: the inlet and outlet pipes, the
mixer –as it is an obstacle and also complies a specific function–, and
the DEF injection port volume, together with the pipe it is connected
to, form a single element.

Recommended representations of components in models

Once the discretization of the devices is clear, the next step is to
choose the elements that will be used to configure the model in the 1D
approach, and the portions of the fluid domain to be treated as different
parts (volumes) and assigned to different regions in the 3D approach.

As the order of increasing complexity was chosen to assess the mod-
elling of the ATDs, special characteristics were assessed one at a time,
for example starting with ATS1-D2, which has straight inlet and out-
let pipes, straight tapers and a FT monolith, and then ATS1-D1 that
has the same characteristics plus a second monolith placed in the same
canning, with an empty gap between the monoliths. This allowed the
first few iterations of 1D modelling to be focused on testing different
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options and combinations of elements to represent each component. It
was also evidenced that translation to 1D assisted by GEM3D, while
very useful for irregular volumes, is not as effective with monoliths,
which are best configured manually, and probably not as worth to use
with pipes, specially if the pipes are straight. A series of recommended
elements to represent each usual component of ATDs was defined with
the experience of the modelling workfront.

Another finding of these modelling iterations was that overall vol-
ume, lengths and changes in diameter are the most important factors
to be correctly represented in order to obtain adequate simulated re-
sults, which means that curvatures, bends and several other small de-
tails (small when compared to the volume of the component, or the
selected discretization length) can be neglected, this making the 1D
modelling significantly easier. This also supports the use of simplified
equivalent CADs used as described in step 6 of Section 3.3.3.

Similarly, the first attempts on 3D modelling, while still assessing
the selection of models and configurations, allowed to define some good
practices in order to represent the fluid domain portions as different
individual or integrated parts, and assign them into regions. The advice
for both modelling approaches is summarized in Table 3.9.
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Table 3.9: Recommended model representations per component.

Component
Recommended

1D Representation
Recommended

3D Representation

Flow-Through
Monoliths

CatalystBrick
Individual part
Porous Region

Wall-Flow
Monoliths

ParticulateFilterAcoustic
ParticulateFilter (standard)

Individual part
Porous Region

Empty Gap
between
monoliths

PipeRound
FlowSplitGeneral

Individual Part
Fluid Region

Empty Sections
of Canning
upstream or

downstream of
monoliths

PipeRound
Consider the volume

part of adjacent
non-monolith part

Integrated Part
Fluid Region

Pipe Sections
PipeRound
PipeTable

Integrated Part
Fluid Region

Expansions and
Contractions

PipeRound
FlowSplitGeneral

Integrated Part
Fluid Region

Enlarged Cavities
PipeRound

FlowSplitGeneral
Integrated Part
Fluid Region

Flow Restrictions PipeRound
Individual Part
Fluid Region

From Table 3.9 it is evident that for non-monolithic elements PipeR-
ound is the preferred element, followed by FlowSplitGeneral (probably
GEM3D aided) to account for irregular volumes. Some additional re-
marks on the selection of the representations are listed bellow:
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Clarifications:

� Expansions and contractions include any shape that may have the
volumes before and after the monolith, usually conical or slightly
rounded, but devices such as ATD1 and ATD2 have more intricate
shapes in such volumes.

� Enlarged cavities refer to any volume that does not correspond to
the expansion/contraction group, for example the volume between
monoliths in ATD3 and the DEF injection port volume of ATS1-
A, or skewed junctions, among others.

� Flow restrictions refer to any other element that constitutes an
obstacle to the flow, such as partitions, plenums, mixers, sensors
or injectors in contact with the flow, etc.

On 1D representations:

� In the case of the WF monolith, element ParticulateFilterAcous-
tic, specially when converted into a compound, produces by far the
best TL results, but has some incompatibilities with the approach
used to simulate PD. In such cases, ParticulateFilter (standard)
could be used, thus having two Virtual Twin models for devices
with WF monoliths, one for TL and one for PD.

� Empty gaps between monoliths can be represented by either PipeR-
ound or FlowSplitGeneral, being the first preferred, but if the
length of the gap is lower than half of the discretization length,
the FlowSplitGeneral option should be used. There is an alterna-
tive FlowSplitNode supposed to be suitable for very small volumes
to be considered as a point, but its use is not advised (not even
by the software support information).

� The decision between PipeRound and PipeTable to account for
pipe sections is purely aesthetic; if properly configured a PipeTable
summarizes up to five PipeRounds, but the computational treat-
ment is identical. In the models developed for this research indi-
vidual PipeRounds were preferred.

� In the case of expansions and contractions, straight aligned tapers
or rounded volumes can be represented by PipeRounds taking care
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of volume correspondence; intricate volumes or eccentric tapers
may be better represented by FlowSplitGeneral.

� For flow restrictions it was found that PipeRounds, but with a
modified equivalent diameter calculated to match the area left
open by the obstacle, are the best way to account for the restrictive
effect.

On 3D representations:

� In the case of monoliths, regardless of their kind (FT or WF) each
monolith has to be considered as an individual part, but they can
be assigned to a shared Porous Region if the properties of the
monolith (apart from the length of the brick) are identical; for
example in ATS1 (complete) the three monoliths are identical, so
that each one has to be represented by an individual part, but the
three parts can be then assigned to the same Porous Region.

� For components suggested as an Integrated part, this means that
the fluid domain partition can be a single one with adjacent non-
monolith components. This could simplify the configuration of
the model, but if preferred for any reason each one can also be
represented by an individual part.

– For example, in ATS1-D2 all the upstream components can
be treated as a single part, and the same applies downstream.
Therefore, its 3D representation has 3 parts (upstream side,
monolith and downstream side) and two regions (a porous
region for the monolith and a fluid region for the upstream
and downstream sides.)

� Regardless of non-monolith components being treated as individ-
ual or integrated parts, all they should be assigned to a single
Fluid Region.
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DOE and Sensitivity studios

Another preparation required was to define which parameters were go-
ing to be considered for model adjustment, and the importance of the
precision with which characteristic dimensions should be represented in
the model, i.e., the geometrical characteristics of the actual elements.
For such end, several DOE and sensitivity studies were prepared and
executed.

Tested parameters included some model-specific parameters: for-
ward loss (discharge) coefficient, friction multiplier, discretization length
and surface roughness. Some parameters related to ambient conditions:
relative humidity, ambient pressure, ambient temperature, imposed wall
temperature. Regarding characteristic dimensions, the precision of vol-
umes, lengths, diameters and curvature were assessed.

The following is a summary of findings:

� Ambient-related parameters showed very weak effect on both PD
and TL results, but if the information is available a proper con-
figuration of the data is still advised.

� Model-specific parameters showed strong and noticeable effects on
PD results (forward loss coefficient and friction multiplier) and
computation time (discretization length), but almost negligible
effects on TL, basically small shifts ups and down with the curve
shape unchanged.

– The forward loss coefficient and the friction multiplier were
chosen as tuning parameters for the models developed, as
they showed sufficiently strong effects, are easy to set and
change, and are available in most of the software elements.

– Using the Direct Optimizer tool of GT-suite, and setting FM
and FLC as the values to be handled by the program, the
results suggested that PD is about three times more sensitive
to FLC than to FM; this information should be taken into
account when fine-tuning the model.

� The effect of the discretization length on PD results was found
to be almost negligible, its importance being directly related to
computation time.
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– Differences may be significant if a system very long compared
with the discretization length set is modelled.

– Even though the PD result barely changes, the computation
time spent on each case does. When modelling just a few
cases and rather simple devices, this might not seem as a big
issue, but the difference was noticeable even for the simple
case of the DOE prepared.

� The precision in the characteristics dimensions, except for the
curvature, has a noticeable effect on both PD and TL, but TL
effects are far more evident.

– Regarding the effect on TL, it was found that there is a hi-
erarchy in the order of importance: volume, diameter (cross
sectional area) changes and length must be accounted for in
that order. Therefore, it is preferable a near 100% volume
correspondence, even if this requires a small error in the di-
ameters or the length.

– Having a CAD file to collect data for characteristics dimen-
sions is preferable, but any other measurement to obtain the
required data can be used with an increased probability to
induce errors.

� The surface finish can be defined in three ways: set as smooth,
choosing a material from a list, or entering the value manually.
The overall effect found was noticeable shifts up and down on
both PD and TL.

� Some tips on the selection of discretization length and surface
roughness values are presented below.

� Parameters are therefore highly important for PD, and TL is es-
sentially determined by characteristic dimensions; this trade-off
is to be carefully tuned as models with good correlation in both
aspects are desired.

Finally, the Flow Loss model, which defines the solver and equations
used by the software, was also tested. In particular, the difference be-
tween Explicit, which is recommended for acoustics and wave dynamics,
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and Quasi-Steady, which is recommended for after-treatment devices,
both thus covering the topics assessed in this research. The default
maximum simulation time when using the explicit solver was found to
be optimizable, and therefore two scenarios of explicit flow loss model
were considered (default and optimized time).

A test with three copies of PD testing for ATS1-D2 were ran with
all other configurations besides the flow loss model unchanged: Explicit
(Default Time), Explicit (Optimized Time) and one with Quasi-Steady.
The duration registered also depends on the characteristics of the com-
puter, but the difference is very indicative. Table 3.10 shows the results
of the test.

Table 3.10: Comparison of computation time and mean error to exper-
imental reference from the use of different flow loss models.

Flow Loss
Model

Last Case
Computation

Time

Complete
Simulation

Computation
Time

Mean Error
Compared To
Experimental

Results

QuasiSteady 5 seconds 1 min 25 sec 1.35

Explicit 15 min 20 sec 4 hours 10 min 1.27

Explicit
(Reduced Time)

8 min 15 sec 2 hours 20 min 1.27

During this DOE and assessment of the sensitivity of models to dif-
ferent parameters, a series of recommended seed values were determined,
which were then revised and updated with the progress of software ver-
sions and modelling iterations. Table 3.11 summarizes most of them.
These seed values were found to be a very good starting point from
which little fine tuning is expected; in this sense, these could be used in
the early stages of design for a new ATD or exhaust line as they should
produce indicative results.
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Table 3.11: Recommended parameters to configure 1D models.

Parameter Value Remarks

Friction
Multiplier

0.7
In fact a range from

0.55 to 0.85

Forward Loss
Coefficient

-CG = 0.05
-IG = 0.1
-SG = 0.2
-NM = 0.15

-CG Complex Geom.
-IG Intermediate Geom.

-SG Simple Geom.
-NM No Monolith

Discretization
Length

-General=15 to 25 mma

-Test rigs=20 mm
-Mon.=10 mm

-No Mon.=5 to 10mmb

-Mon. stands for Monolith
-Specific values suggested
worsen computation time

but produce better
TL results

Surface
Roughness

Steel
(0.046 mm)

If material is known
use the proper one,
if not Steel is better

than default (smooth or
drawn metal)

Ambient
Related

-Match registers
from measurements
-ISO conditions

-First if reproducing
a measurement

-Second if designing
or no experimental

data available

Flow Loss
Model

-QuasiSteadyc

-Explicitd

-QuasiSteady for PD
DOE and similar

-Explicit for
definitive results
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Additional Remarks:

� a From the sensitivity analysis on the discretization length, the
range between 15 and 25 mm was found to have a local optimum
in terms of the accuracy of results vs. computation time trade-off
per case; therefore it can serve as a general good starting point,
yet it might be too long in regards to some gaps, perforated plate
mixers and some other elements.

� b Thumb Rule: 5 mm was found to be the limit were computa-
tion time starts to increase significantly without much change in
results; if after discretization guidelines are applied there is any
element smaller than 5mm, two option arise: set the overall dis-
cretization length as twice the length of the smallest component,
or set an exclusive value on the element representing it. The latter
would be equivalent to the use of an special meshing in a small
component in 3D approaches.

� c and d The sensitivity analysis on which flow loss model to choose
led to the following findings:

– QuasiSteady is not compatible with TL and TM templates,
but as models are first prepared, tested and tuned for PD,
there is a huge difference in the computation time between
using QuasiSteady or Explicit model with an accuracy down-
grade lower than 5% when using QuasiSteady, and therefore
DOEs to test any changes, sensitivity analysis on PD or at-
tempts on new designs are recommended with such model;
then, when the model is considered ready one can move to
Explicit.

– The Explicit model was used, and it is recommended, for PD
run on definitive models, and it is required for any acoustic
assessment (TL and TM testing) and for the integration of
these virtual twins into larger simulations with engines.

– For the use of the explicit flow loss model within this re-
search, the simulation time reduction approach mentioned
before was used several times.
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3.3.3 CAD Handling

The OEM supplied highly detailed CAD files for each of the studied
parts, which served as a valuable source of information on the inner
volumes and shapes of the devices, and provided an easy way to get
the geometrical information needed for the modelling. These supplied
CADs included heat protection elements, fixating structures, gaskets
and ports for injectors and sensors. All of these elements are out of the
interest of the modelling approaches, as most of them do not interact
with the flow, or at least not in the experimental setup being repro-
duced. Therefore Fig. 3.41 shows the processing applied to such files in
order to use them in the 3D and 1D modelling approaches.

Figure 3.41: Flowchart of the use of CAD Files.

Following is the step by step description of the process:

1. Received CAD files were imported to SolidWorks.

2. Perform the “clean up” of elements.

� Suppress elements that do not interact with the flow: heat
protection elements, fixating structures, sensor and injector
ports.

� Suppress elements that may interact with the flow but are
not relevant to the simulation intended: gaskets, cloth layers
around monoliths.

� Patch holes and gaps, fix any overlapping.
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3. Once the cleaned up file is ready, two copies are created, one for
each approach.

4. The copy for 1D approach is saved and exported to STEP format
(.stp), compatible with GEM3D.

5. The copy for 3D approach still needs more steps as the 3D ap-
proach needs the fluid domain, i.e the volume occupied by the
flow, rather than the walls of the device itself.

� Include lids to the assembly of the device, in order to create
an enclosed volume inside.

� Save the assembly as a part.

� Prepare a prismatic volume, larger than the assembly.

� A new assembly with the prismatic volume and the device is
composed, a “cavity” operation subtracts the device volume
from the prismatic volume creating two separated volumes,
one internal and one external in regards to the device. The
internal one coincides with the fluid domain, which is the one
of interest.

� The external volume is deleted, so that the prismatic volume
becomes the fluid domain and it is saved and exported to
either Parasolid (.x t) or STEP (.stp) formats.

6. In some cases the CAD file received was not compatible to be
fixed or patched as described above. In such circumstance, a new
equivalent simplified CAD was prepared, and then steps from 3
to 5 were repeated. The simplified CADs were prepared with the
following characteristics:

� Monolith and cylindrical volumes are kept intact in diameter
and length.

� Pipe sections are represented keeping the volume, length and
diameter but neglecting any curvature.

� Irregular volumes are represented mostly with truncated cones,
keeping the volume and the diameters connecting with other
elements.
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7. For the 1D approach, once the cleaned CAD or simplified CAD
are the imported into GEM3D, the software opens an assistant
that guides and suggests options for the translation of different
sections into 1D model elements. Finally, the result can be used
within the GT-Ise environment.

8. For the 3D approach, the imported fluid domain stills needs to be
configured:

� Monoliths have to be converted into porous regions.

� The volumes inside pipe sections, tapers and gaps have to be
configured as fluid regions.

� Surfaces that would be in contact with device walls have to
be configured as wall boundaries.

� The surfaces created by the lids added in step 5 represent
flow inlets and outlets, and are to be set to impose all known
flow properties and characteristics as boundary conditions.

Figure 3.42: Examples of different stages of CAD processing, for ATD0;
A shows CAD as received, B shows the same file after the clean up pro-
cess, C shows the extracted fluid domain from an equivalent simplified
CAD

Fig. 3.42 shows as and example the different stages of the processing
for the CAD file corresponding to device ATD0. Fig. 3.42(A) shows
the CAD as it was received; in this case thermal protection, ports and
fixating elements cover the device all around, even the precise shape and
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size of the inlet and outlet pipes is barely noticeable. Fig. 3.42(B) shows
how the CAD ends after the clean-up; a copy of this stage is transferred
to GEM3D and translated into 1D model. Finally Fig. 3.42(C) shows
the extracted fluid domain from a simplified equivalent CAD ready to
be exported for the 3D CFD software (STAR-CCM+).

3.3.4 3D Approach

3D CFD simulations in STAR-CCM+ were used to assess the pressure
and velocity across the devices, including pressure distribution, velocity
distribution, flow patterns and the pressure drop from inlet to outlet
boundaries. The simulations are started when the fluid starts to flow
and are carried out until the steady state is reached. The starting
point of these simulations is the fluid domain extracted from either
the cleaned-up or the simplified CAD; the initial setup corresponds to
that described above in the eight step of CAD handling. Boundary
conditions are configured according to the information registered in the
results from experimental measurements.

Similar to the inlet and outlet ducts used in the CFTB to guarantee
a developed flow, the surfaces corresponding to the inlet and outlet are
extended 10 times their diameter. Several copies are created to run a
copy for each mass flow rate condition tested in the experiments.

Fig. 3.43(A) shows the extracted fluid domain of ATD3 with the
extended inlet and outlet pipe sections already configured into corre-
sponding regions, Fig. 3.43(B) shows the result of the meshing applied,
and Fig. 3.43(C) and Fig. 3.43(D) present the detail of the surface and
the inner appearance of the meshing in a section including the complex
volume between monoliths, the second monolith, the outlet eccentric
taper and the outlet pipe.

As usual with modelling assessments, the process was iterative, and
the first few iterations allowed to choose between the various options
available which could be best fitted for the interest pursued. This was
done also with the assistance and advice of CFD experts and advisors
from PWT Engineering Srl within the activities of the remote research
placement. The following is the procedure followed.
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Figure 3.43: Example of preparations and meshing in 3D approach, for
ATD3; A the fluid domain plus extended pipe sections already divided
into parts, B the device with trimmed meshing applied, C and D aux-
iliary detailed views of the trimmed meshing result in the surface and
inside.

Procedure for 3D modelling in STAR-CCM+

1. Import the fluid domain (extracted from clean-up or simplified
CAD) as surface mesh from a parasolid or step file using either
the “high” or “very high” tessellation option; as the CAD file is
already composed by parts this creates an assembly of parts with
individual curves and surfaces.

2. Prepare the file to properly define regions and boundaries accord-
ing to the discretization intended; during the import process au-
tomatically recognized curves and surfaces are usually excessive,
and thus the following is done with each part:
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� Expand each part in the navigation tree.

� In the curve folder of each, run the “Split Non-contiguous”
option.

� Remove any curve that is not meaningful for the desired sub-
component splitting.

� Once the remaining curves divide each part surface into inlet,
outlet and walls, move to the surfaces folder and execute
“Split by part curves” option.

� Rename each surface, set inlet and outlet as upstream and
downstream flow boundaries and the remaining as wall bound-
ary.

� Renaming is advised, especially the overall Flow Inlet and
Flow Outlet boundaries.

3. Create the inlet and outlet pipe extension.

4. Proceed to define the Regions:

� Use the assign parts to region in the right-click drop-down
menu.

� Assign all pipe section, tapers, and any empty space or cavity
between monoliths to a fluid region.

� Assign monoliths to porous regions as follows:

– If there is only one monolith it should have a region for
itself.

– If there are two or more monoliths, any monoliths with
the same type and geometrical configuration can share
region but each has its own boundaries; different kinds
of monoliths require separated regions.

� Check if all interfaces needed between parts were properly
recognized by the automated process. If any interface is miss-
ing, it can be manually defined as follows:

– Expand region boundaries, use multi-selection to high-
light the two faces in contact of the missing the interface,
and use the “Set Interface” option.
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5. Prepare the meshing with the Geometry → Parts → Operations
→ New → Mesh → Automated Mesh option.

6. Two main meshing strategies were used: the “Poly-Tetra” and
“Trimmed” options, the selection of meshers were done as shown
in Table 3.12.

� In the “Poly-Tetra” option, the Polyhedral mesher is applied
to pipe sections, monoliths and straight shaped empty vol-
umes such as gaps between monoliths, or canning sections
upstream and downstream of monoliths, whereas the Tetra-
hedral mesher is applied to complex shaped volumes, usually
the tapered elements. Different parts with the same mesher
can be configured in a single operation.

� In the “Trimmed” option, the Trimmed Cell Mesher is ap-
plied to every part, but due to a limitation in the automated
mesher each part needs to be meshed in an individual oper-
ation.

7. Define Continua by choosing the models to be applied; the selec-
tion is shown in Table 3.13.

8. After the continua and meshing are properly set and check, the
following can be done:

� Assign the material as Air and configure its dynamic viscosity
to the value of 1.86E−5 Pa-s.

� Configure the imposed mass flow rate in the Fluid Region
→ Boundaries → Flow Inlet Boundary → Physics Value →
Mass Flow Rate as needed for each copy; also set the Flow
Outlet Boundary as Pressure outlet.

� Configure the Porous Regions as follows:

– In Physics Conditions look for the Turbulence Specifica-
tion, and set Method as Intensity + Length Scale.

– Porosity value has to be set depending on the kind of
monolith represented: 0.85 for any FT monolith, 0.74 for
WF DPF monoliths and 0.66 for WF GPF monoliths.
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– Set the Porous Inertial Resistance and Porous Viscous
Resistance definition as Orthotropic Tensor, the values
of the orthotropic tensors depend on how the monolith
is aligned in regards to X, Y and Z axis.

9. Set the stopping criteria to a certain number of iterations; after
several trials the 1000 − 1500 iterations range was found to be
adequate as the simulation has reached a steady result with a
reasonable computational cost.

10. Finally, in order to have access to both numerical and visual re-
sults the section planes, scenes and reports of interest have to be
defined:

� Create as many section planes as required, this can be defined
in the Derived parts → Section planes, taking into account
the following tips.

– Section planes coinciding with the inlet and outlet of the
device.

– Section planes coinciding with the inlet and outlet of
extended pipes.

– At least three section planes parallel to the XY, XZ, and
YZ planes of the complete system.

– At least one section plane in the middle of any cylindrical
section (monoliths, gaps, pipes).

– Complementary sections planes when required in com-
plex geometry volumes.

� Define scenes; this creates the tabs to have access to different
visualizations as needed.

– Two volume scenes, one for the complete system volume
and one for the group of derived sections.

– Two mesh scenes: one for the complete system volume
and one for the group of derived sections.

– Two scalar scenes: one for Pressure(Total) and one Ve-
locity(Magnitude) on the group of derived sections.

– One vector scene: for Velocity(Vector) on the group of
derived sections.
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� Define in Reports – New Reports the information to be stored
and displayed; also, set up the ways in which the information
is to be visualized (derived plots, scenes, monitors, annota-
tions).

– Flow / Energy: Pressure Drop

– Metrics: Surface Average - Velocity

– System: Total Solver CPU Time, Total Solver Elapsed
Time.

11. Run Simulation.

Table 3.12: Settings for Meshing.

Option
“Poly-Tetra”

Option
“Trimmed”

Option

Surface Mesher Surface Remesher Surface Remesher

Optional
Surface Repair

Automatic
Surface Repair

Automatic
Surface Repair

Core Volume
Meshers

Tetrahedral or
Polyhedral

(Hexahedral) Mesher

Trimmed Cell
Mesher

Optional
Volume Meshers

Generalized
Cylinder Mesher

None

Optional Boundary
Layer Meshers

Prism Layer
Mesher

Prism Layer
Mesher
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Table 3.13: Selection of models to define Continua.

Option Selection

Space Three dimensional
Material Gas
Flow Segregated flow

Equation of state Ideal gas

Energy Segregated fluid temperature

Time Steady
Viscous Regime Turbulent

Reynolds Averaged
Turbulence)

k − ϵ Turbulence

Complement to prior Wall distance

k − ϵ Turbulence Models Standard k − ϵ

Complement to prior High Y+ Wall Treatment

Fig. 3.44 shows the pressure related results of the simulation run
of ATD3 with 300 kg/h of mass flow rate, following the procedure de-
scribed.

Figure 3.44: Example of pressure related results from 3D approach,
ATD3 at 300 kg/h
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Acoustic Properties in COMSOL

The modelling of acoustics were extensively assessed with the 1D ap-
proach; however, for the case of the static swirl mixer, as the flow was
expected to be considerably affected by the mixer, it was decided to
use COMSOL multiphysics to account for the acoustic properties of the
device and possible interactions of the mean flow with the acoustic field
by solving the linearized Euler equations. For this, the extracted fluid
domain CAD was loaded and turned into mesh, and then the mean flow
was mapped by interpolating the data obtained from its corresponding
CFD simulations, similarly as performed in [99, 100]. Further details of
this application and the results obtained are presented in Section 5.3.

3.3.5 1D Approach

Most of the focus of the modelling work was put on the 1D modelling in
GT-suite, as the most convenient outcome would be to define a method-
ology and guidelines to produce virtual twin models capable of providing
useful information in regard to experimental results without the cost of
CFD, or at least able o produce results sufficiently satisfactory to allow
using 1D modelling most of the time.

Fig. 3.45 shows the flowchart of the overall methodology followed
within 1D simulations. First and second steps in the light blue boxes
correspond to several cycles of iteration in the modelling of each device,
with many options tested for each element. Fig. 3.46 shows how each
of the aforementioned steps was conducted.

1D Modelling Methodology

The 1D modelling methodology consisted of preparing virtual twins of
the devices in 1D and test them in the templates prepared in Section
3.3.2. The 1D virtual twins of the devices were prepared through it-
erative attempts, from which a procedure was formulated and revised
several times during the development of the research. The following is
the resulting formulation for ATD.

Procedure to prepare 1D virtual twins of devices

1. Fetch the part to be modelled –it can be either the actual piece
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Figure 3.45: Flowchart of the Modelling Methodology in the 1D ap-
proach.

or the prepared CAD file (cleaned-up or simplified)–, and comple-
mentary information.

2. Check if it fulfils the device definition as stated in the scope (Sec-
tion 1.3); inlet and outlet pipe sections with a functional compo-
nent in-between, or a system (array of devices). If it is a device,
proceed to apply the discretization guidelines; if it is a system,
apply the discretization guidelines to each composing device on
its own.

3. With the initial discretization obtained, proceed to prepare the
1D model, with one element per component with the geometrical
information. For this step three paths can be followed:
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Figure 3.46: Detail on how each modelling iteration works.

� Purely Manual: Prepare a 1D model in GT-Ise from scratch
using recommended elements to represent each component
(see Table 3.9), using the part or CAD to obtain geometrical
data and complementary information to set up the elements.

� GEM3D: Upload the CAD to GEM3D, and use it to translate
each component from CAD to a 1D model, preferably choos-
ing elements following the list of recommended elements, and
once moved into GT-Ise check if anything is missing in each
element configuration.

� GEM3D Assisted: Recommended when some volume or vol-
umes are too complex to be simplified manually; this helps
obtaining a proper FlowSplit representation.

4. Set up the rest of the parameters, using for the first iteration seed
values recommended in Table 3.11.

5. Set up ambient conditions.

6. Save the virtual twin model as a GT external assembly, or alter-
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natively save it as a model where the device is a sub-assembly to
then copy-paste.

Execute the measurement simulations

1. Start with the PD simulation.

� Use the template for pressure drop testing. Adapters, if any,
must be included.

� Compare the results obtained with the benchmarks (3D and
experimental, giving priority to experimental).

� If the results are satisfactory, proceed to the next step; other-
wise, the troubleshooting may start by checking the volumes
and, if needed, adjust the tuning parameters of the virtual
twin model.

2. Once the PD results are satisfactory, proceed to the TL simula-
tion. From the experience acquired, the better the PD results, the
more likely the TL results will be satisfactory and trustworthy.

� Use the template for transmission loss testing. Adapters, if
any, must be included.

� Compare the results obtained with the benchmarks, 3D CFD
and experimental results.

� If the results are satisfactory, proceed to next step; otherwise,
the troubleshooting may by limited to geometry checks, as
at this point changes in parameters are not very effective.

3. Use the template for Transfer Matrix to obtain real and imaginary
coefficients, which can be used to determine the scattering matrix
of the virtual twin models, which can be post-processed to com-
pare with the results from the decomposition analysis performed.

Results produced up to this point are ready to be analyzed and
compared to their benchmarks. Example results are shown in Figs.
3.35 and 3.36. Details on the models and results for each devices are
presented in Chapters 5 and 6. In this thesis the TL benchmark was
mostly the post-processed experimental results.
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3.3.6 1D-3D Coupled Simulation Approach

In some cases, it was considered interesting to evaluate the convenience
of using the co-simulation capabilities of integrating 1D modelling and
3D CFD. Co-simulation involves coupling two or more simulation tools
together to analyze a system that cannot be accurately modelled using
just one software; it can also help to improve the accuracy of results by
combining the strengths of different codes while compensating for their
respective drawbacks. For instance, a complete 3D CFD approach is
significantly more time consuming and implies a higher computational
effort, but is far more competent in assessing three-dimensional flow
effects and producing detailed information about fluid and flow prop-
erties. Meanwhile, a 1D approach produces important information at
system levels in a considerably faster and less computationally expen-
sive manner, but is not capable of assessing the effects of complex local
3D features of the flow.

Co-simulation is specially advisable in cases where it is suspected
that 3D effects might have considerable importance, using the 1D as the
master simulation and letting the 3D to account for specific elements
where, due to their geometry, considerable 3D flow effects could be
expected. This leads to a more optimal use of computational power,
focusing the 3D simulation only where it is really needed.

In this research the coupling of GT-suite and STAR-CCM+ was
used. Among the options available, the CFDInterface method was se-
lected for its convenience and relative simplicity.

Preparation and coupling

When using the CFDInterface method, a few adaptations are needed
in both the 1D and 3D models. The 1D model is rather a modified
copy of the original, as it needs to run as a normal 1D model for a
certain number of cycles, reach a steady point and then turn into the
coupled mode to feed the 3D software with a starting point close to
the one desired to be simulated. For the 3D, only the fluid domain of
the region to be 3D simulated has to be loaded and configured, and
therefore a model different from that considered the 3D virtual twin
has to be prepared.
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� In the 1D model three elements have to be included: CFDInter-
face, CFDFlowConn and CFDComponent.

– CFDInterface acts like a switch that marks the places were
the connections to 3D CFD software take place –two per each
3D connection–; once the coupled cycles start, the elements
of the 1D model between two consecutive CFDInterface will
be turned off and replaced by the CFD.

– CFDFlowConn allows to configure what information is going
to be exchanged between the programs; two per component
represented in the 3D CFD software are required: one that
sets the information sent from 1D to 3D and one that controls
the information read back.

– CFDComponent is used to tell the software which 3D CFD
file it has to connect with and execute.

� The load and set up of the 3D region to be executed by the coupled
simulation has to be previously made. Also the co-simulation
model has to be loaded and the kind of connection and name of
the 1D file specified.

� It is strongly recommended that the inlet and outlet of the volume
to be 3D simulated correspond to straight sections. To accomplish
that, in some cases what was considered as a unique straight pipe
in the 1D and 3D virtual twins had to be split into two, in order
to place the CFDInterface in a straight section.

� The fluid properties translation between both codes has to be
defined from GT-suite side using CFDSpecies, CFDSpeciesMap
and CFDDefinedSpeciesMap; manuals include some guidelines on
how to simplify multicomponent and multiphased flows for the
3D.

The following figures show examples of the difference between stan-
dard and prepared for coupling files of both 1D and 3D; further details
and results and shown in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.47: Comparison of a standard 1D model (upper side) and a
copy prepared for 1D-3D coupling (lower side), example for ATD1.

Figure 3.48: Comparison of the fluid domain for standard 3D (left side)
and integrated 1D-3D coupling (right side), example for ATD1.
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Significance of Cold
Condition Measurements to
actual in-engine conditions

Part of the information presented in this chapter can also be found in
the paper On the Applicability of Cold Acoustic Measurements to High-
Amplitude Hot Pulsating Flows [3], which is a JCR publication derived
from this part of the research. Also, some of the elements here pre-
sented can be tracked down to preceding publications by the supervisor
of this work, in particular Phenomenological methodology for assess-
ing the influence of flow conditions on the acoustic response of exhaust
after-treatment systems [39] and Assessment of acoustic reciprocity and
conservativeness in exhaust after-treatment systems [40] as such pieces
of work served as background to this assessment.

4.1 Introduction

As this research aims at the experimental and computational charac-
terization of after-treatment systems in terms of their fluid-dynamic
and acoustic behaviour, the latter accounts for a significant part of the
work. Most existing procedures used to obtain an experimental charac-
terization of the acoustic behaviour of after-treatment systems, or any
other exhaust line elements, resort to ambient or cold condition mea-
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surements, in order to get rid of any potential difficulties for a proper
temperature control or uncertainties related to the effects of tempera-
ture on the measurement. Such is the case of the procedure used with
the Impulse Test Rig that has been presented in Section 3.2.2, and
which is the experimental measurement procedure used in this research
to characterize the acoustic behaviour of all the studied devices.

There is a considerable confidence on how indicative these cold con-
dition measurements results can be for the cold end of the exhaust line
(the placement for silencing elements), where the temperature and am-
plitude of pressure waves have already been weakened by dissipative and
reflective effects upstream. However, the after-treatment systems which
are the focus of this research are usually located in the hot end of the
exhaust line, where both the temperature and amplitude of pressure
oscillations are close to their maximum values, what casts important
doubts on how representative the results of the experiments can be.

In this context, a direct assessment was attempted to tackle doubts
on the significance of cold conditions measurement results to represent
the actual behaviour of ATS in a hot and pulsating, closer to actual
in-engine flow, conditions. The details of such assessment are presented
in this chapter.

The chapter is organized as follows:

� Some relevant precedents, concepts, and considerations are pre-
sented in the Background section.

� Further detail on the device chosen, its preparation, the mea-
surement set-ups, the measurements themselves and the post-
processing are reviewed and discussed in the Assessment Proce-
dure section.

� Key results and their analysis are summarized in the Results and
Discussion section.
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4.2 Background

A variety of measuring techniques are available for acoustical charac-
terization [69]. Some use with external sound level meters as in [70],
whereas other use multiple in-duct sensors [71], commonly condenser
microphones. In regards to the use of in-duct sensors there are also
various levels of complexity, from those with two sensors, one per side
of the device tested [72], to those that use multiple sensors on each side
which grant greater details on structural and flow conditions [69].

As controlling the temperature would involve additional difficulties
during the measurements, usually all the aforementioned experimental
characterization techniques are applied at room temperature, and are
naturally valid as benchmarks for models that also consider room con-
ditions. This is considered sufficient for assessing mufflers, as they are
in the cold end of the exhaust line, with moderately high temperatures
and pressure amplitudes, which can be considered close enough to mea-
surement conditions. The ATDs, usually placed in the other end of the
exhaust line, operate at considerably higher temperatures and pressure
amplitudes, what may raise doubts on the adequacy of cold condition
results to represent them.

In fact, in a preceding work it was proven that in ATS the PD does
not fully follow the expected similarity as a function of the Reynolds
number, and the differences could not be explained on the single basis
of compressibility effects [101]. However, until the article derived from
this part of the research was published, no other assessment could be
found of the adequacy of extrapolating acoustic measurements results
obtained in ambient conditions to hot and high-amplitude pulsating
flow conditions. Thus this chapter (alongside the article) are the first
to provide such an assessment by combining well established techniques
into a novel methodology allowing for the direct evaluation of such ex-
trapolation.

Other relevant and direct precedents of this assessment come from
[39] were a phenomenological methodology which allows to correct a
baseline experimental acoustic characterization in order to account for
the effects of pressure perturbations and flow conditions, and [40] were
the compliance of acoustic reciprocity and conservativeness properties
in ATS systems were checked, and their implications on the definition of
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the scattering matrix elements was discussed alongside with dissipation.
In [39] the panorama of computational models often failing to ac-

count properly for wave transmission across ATS, specially in the pres-
ence of intricate geometrical features, thus leading to the necessity of
experimental measurements, was presented. However, the latter can-
not cover all the diversity of flow conditions under which these devices
operate. This limitation was thus tackled with a hybrid approach, a
phenomenological methodology that allows for the sound extrapolation
of experimental results to flow conditions different from those used in
the measurements, coming the information from computational, gas dy-
namic models, developed in parallel with the desired conditions. The
methodology draws on the integration of the base transfer matrix ob-
tained from experimental tests, particularly the impulse rig, for different
excitation amplitudes and mean flows, and then fitting the experimen-
tal coefficients to Fourier series whose characteristic periods change due
to the influence of the flow conditions. This can also be used for pre-
dictions when the Fourier series approach is coupled to a gas dynamic
model able to account for the sensitivity of propagation velocity to vari-
ations in those flow conditions.

Later on, in [40] an assessment of compliance and implications of
the following properties of the ATS was presented:

� Reciprocity [102, 103] involves that the response at a given lo-
cation to a disturbance applied at another point is identical to the
response that would be obtained if the positions were exchanged
[104].

� Conservativeness means that the energy of the waves transmit-
ted and reflected by a system is the same as the energy of the
waves incident to the system.

For such purpose, various experiments in the impulse test rig were
contrasted to others performed in real operating conditions. The in-
fluence of different excitation amplitudes and superimposed mean flows
was also considered. Then, using the transfer matrix enables the mathe-
matical definition of reciprocity and conservativeness [105]. These prop-
erties have been relevant for practical applications in complex systems,
as in the case presented by Easwaran et al. for multipole systems [106].
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Once the compliance with the properties was validated, the dissipative
effects were also taken into account, providing simple expressions allow-
ing to predict the response of ATS from outlet to inlet based on the
transmission and reflection properties obtained with the measurement
from inlet to outlet.

When properly combined, the procedures and the properties vali-
dated in those articles establish the basis for the assessment presented
here. It allowed to reduce the overall number of measurements (tests)
and gas dynamic models required to do the acoustic characterization of
ATS using the combination of experimental and computational tools,
and to envision the possibility to make the most of cold condition mea-
surements to predict or estimate the behaviour under other conditions.

4.3 Assessment Procedure

On the basis of the background presented, one of the devices considered
in Section 3.1 was chosen to develop the intended validation, and two of
the experimental facilities described in Section 3.2 were used to collect
the experimental information required:

� The device labelled as ATD0 was the one used. This consisted of a
DOC and a DPF in a single canning, and its main characteristics
are listed in Table 3.1.

� The first facility, the impulse test rig, allows for cold condition
tests to be carried out using an isolated pressure pulse either with
or without superimposed mean flow, producing results to be then
convoluted with excitations estimated via computational models.

� The second facility, the unsteady flow gas stand, was used to carry
out tests with engine-like, unsteady periodic flow under controlled
temperature and mass flow conditions.

As the ATD has a WF monolith, a DPF, it was tested in both
clean and soot-loaded conditions in order to include in the assessment
the influence of the soot load on the acoustic behaviour. The loading
process was carried using a commercial high-speed, direct-injection CI
engine, until the PF monolith reached 13 g/l of soot.
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Making use of wave decomposition techniques, the measured char-
acterization was convoluted with the hot-flow excitation and the device
responses were directly compared.

Impulse Test Rig

Using the methodology described in Section 3.2 the test protocol listed
in Table 4.1 was completed for clean condition, and then the measure-
ment with 150 mbar and 14 ms was repeated with the soot loaded
condition.

Table 4.1: Amplitude and duration of the incident pulse generated in
the impulse test rig and values of the superimposed mean flow.

Duration[ms]
11 14

80
w/o mean

flow
-

Amplitude [mbar] 150 -
w/o mean

flow

150 -
mean flow
170 kg/h

The raw results in the time domain are presented in Fig. 4.1, and
first observations are fully consistent with what was expected:

� The pulses with higher amplitude have a higher propagation ve-
locity and therefore reach each sensing point earlier.

� The superimposed mean flow also induces a shift as the whole
medium is moving as the pulse is propagating reaching the sensor
even earlier.

Similarly, the results in the frequency domain are shown in Fig. 4.2,
where it can be highlighted that the pulses applied were able to excite
all the frequencies of interest, but a certain ripple can be noticed; this
will be further commented when discussing the determination of the
scattering matrix elements.
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Figure 4.1: Impulse rig: raw results in time domain.

Figure 4.2: Impulse rig: raw results in frequency domain.
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Unsteady flow gas stand

An extensive experimental plan was carried out, but for direct compara-
tive assessment and to streamline the analysis, six cases were chosen. A
baseline case scenario defined by the five key parameters: mass flow rate,
flow temperature, pressure amplitude and frequency, and soot loading;
then in each of the other five cases a single variable was modified. Ta-
ble 4.2 summarizes the operating conditions of these six cases, being
the first row the baseline and the subsequent rows having their param-
eter differing from the baseline highlighted in bold style. The operating
conditions were carefully selected to relate them with actual engine op-
eration; for instance, the case with altered frequency has the baseline
frequency increased to 100 Hz which is equivalent to the operation of a
four-cylinder engine running at 3000 rpm. Soot loaded case was tested
at 200◦C to prevent regeneration in the presence of O2 to take place
[107].

Table 4.2: Operating points: frequency, mass flow rate, temperature,
pulse amplitude and loading.

Freq. [Hz] Mass flow [kg/h] Temp. [◦C] Amplitude [bar] Loading
33 300 200 0.25 no
33 300 200 0.10 no
100 300 200 0.25 no
33 300 200 0.25 yes
33 300 500 0.25 no
33 500 200 0.25 no

An example of the raw results obtained for one of this cases is shown
in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Example of raw measurements in the unsteady flow gas
stand (f = 33 Hz, ṁ = 300 kg/h, T = 200◦C, ∆p = 0.1 bar, clean): (a)
upstream; (b) downstream. Sensor numbers as specified in Fig. 3.30.

Procedure Application

The procedure followed can be summarized as an experimental imple-
mentation of the time-frequency computational method described in
[108]. Fig. 4.4 presents the nomenclature used for the pressure compo-
nents upstream and downstream of the ATS in this assessment.

Figure 4.4: Nomenclature for pressure components.

As shown with the aid of the arrows, p+1 and p−2 are the pressure
components travelling towards the ATS, or the exciting components,
whereas p−1 and p+2 are the pressure components travelling away from the
system, or response components. Assuming linear propagation across
the device, these pressure components upstream and downstream will
be related by the scattering matrix, as follows:(

p+2
p−1

)
=

(
t12 r2
r1 t21

)(
p+1
p−2

)
(4.1)
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Equation 4.1 also describes the relationship between elements that
enables to extrapolate the characterization given by the scattering ma-
trix to any other flow conditions different from those originally used
in the measurements. In order to perform the extrapolation, the in-
put pressure components, p+1 and p−2 , and the response components p−1
and p+2 , corresponding to the hot and pulsating flow are to be obtained
from the application of the beam-forming decomposition outlined in
Section 3.2 to the unsteady gas stand measurements. The input com-
ponents will be used in the extrapolation, whereas the response compo-
nents will be the benchmark for the scattering matrix extrapolation to
be compared with.

The elements of the scattering matrix t12, r2, r1 and t21 are obtained
from the ambient condition measurements in the Impulse Test Rig, as
presented in Section 3.2, but still these need be corrected for the flow
and the temperature existing in the hot gas stand.

As briefly summarized in the background section, in [39] the influ-
ence of flow conditions at room temperature was analysed in detail.
The outcome was the formulation of Eq. 4.2 to define the elements of
the transfer matrix in terms of two Fourier series. If ψb(f) is used to
represent the real or imaginary part of any of the elements of the exper-
imentally obtained scattering matrix for the baseline operation point,
denoted as b, then it can be expressed as the following sum:

ψb (f) = φb (f) + εb (f) (4.2)

Here, the first term, φb(f) corresponds to the Fourier series fitted for
the baseline operating point, defined as follows:

φb (f) =

n∑
k=0

[ak cos (kτb,expf) + bk sin (kτb,expf)] , (4.3)

being ak and bk the Fourier series constants, and τb,exp the characteristic
period.

Meanwhile, the second term εb(f) corresponds to the Fourier series
fitted to the difference between the result of applying Eq. 4.3) and the
actual experimental data:
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εb (f) =
n∑

k=0

[
a′k cos

(
kτ ′b,expf

)
+ b′k sin

(
kτ ′b,expf

)]
, (4.4)

This approach was found to be very robust to reproduce the shift
experimented by the elements of the scattering matrix when the prop-
agation velocity varies. Key findings to highlight are:

� Function εb(f) is the same for any device and any element of the
scattering matrix.

� Function φb(f) condenses the effects of geometrical features of the
system and response to excitation in the following manner:

– The constants of the Fourier series are directly related to the
geometry.

– The characteristic period is sensitive to any kind of excitation
variation that produces a change in propagation velocity.

In light of this, The characteristic period is the only parameter that
has to be modified in order to capture the shift in the elements of the
scattering matrix. This in turn enables the use of the scattering matrix
measured for a certain baseline flow condition to extrapolate it to any
other flow condition if one is capable to determine the value of the
characteristic period, τb, of the target condition.

Within the same study it was found that the required change in τb
can be estimated as that required in order to reproduce the change expe-
rienced by the elements of the scattering matrix of a simple straight duct
when temperature and mean mass flow are modified, as these elements
are explicit functions of the two dimensionless quantities characteriz-
ing the physics of wave propagation: the Helmholtz number, He = kl,
where k is the wave number and l is the duct length, and the Mach
number, Ma. In fact, they can be easily obtained from linear acoustic
modelling.

An additional advantage of this procedure is that any small inconsis-
tencies in the experimental results, usually related to the need of com-
bining the results of direct and inverse tests, are smoothed out. This is
convenient as it provides a representation suitable for a sound interpola-
tion of the data at frequencies different from those directly available in
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the measurements. As an example of this, the resulting modulus of the
elements of the scattering matrix can be seen in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, being
apparent that the procedure provides conveniently smoothed, suitable
for interpolation, results while, in contrast, the raw spectra of measure-
ments shown in Fig. 4.2 exhibited a much more oscillating behaviour.

Figure 4.5: Impulse rig: transmission and reflection coefficients from
the direct pulse.

Additionally, from Figs 4.5 and 4.6 a first insight on the actual effect
of each variable can be drawn:

� Mean flow and pulse amplitude do not have strong influence on
the acoustics of the device within the tested range; this matches
what was expected.

� Soot load has a significant impact on both the transmission and
reflection coefficients, being the effect less pronounced in the re-
flection side.

� For assessing the temperature effect, the complete extrapolation
procedure was needed as changes of this variable affect the coeffi-
cients also through the Helmholtz and Mach numbers.
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Figure 4.6: Impulse rig: transmission and reflection coefficients from
the inverse pulse.

Another relevant source of information is the application of the wave
decomposition procedure to the raw measurements from the Unsteady
Gas Stand (those shown in Fig. 4.3). This would produce the values of
p+1 and p−2 to be used as input to equation 4.1, and the output would
serve as the benchmark to be compared with the results of the scattering
matrix extrapolation. The results of this decomposition are shown in
Fig. 4.7; as the mean values are not provided by the decomposition
procedure, these have been assigned arbitrarily to provide the best view
of the time domain curves, Fig. 4.7(a). Sound pressure levels plotted
in Fig. 4.7(b) have been computed relative to 20µPa, and it can be
observed that the values obtained are in the right order of magnitude
when compared to the amplitudes existing in real exhaust lines, and that
the wave components upstream of the ATS exhibit larger amplitudes
than the downstream components, which also coincides with what could
be expected.

The overall assessment procedure is summarized in the flowchart
presented in Fig. 4.8; this schematic representation helps to clarify the
information supplied and the role played by each of the procedures used
and how they interact. The most critical issue is the transformation of
the scattering matrix coefficients from the flow conditions in the impulse
test rig to those occurring in the unsteady gas stand, since the ability
of the period ratio to capture the dependence on the Helmholtz number
was not checked in the initial formulation of the method [39].
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Figure 4.7: Example of wave decomposition results (f = 33 Hz, ṁ = 300
kg/h, T = 200◦C, ∆p = 0.1 bar, clean): (a) time domain; (b) frequency
domain.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The direct comparison of the procedure, as indicated with the grey doted
line in Eq. 4.8, is made between the two key sets of results, which are la-
belled “scattering matrix” and “wave decomposition”. The “scattering
matrix” set corresponds to the results obtained from the application of
Fig. 4.1, this is, the extrapolation using the corrected scattering matrix
coefficients and the input components from the wave decomposition of
the test in the unsteady gas stand. The “wave decomposition” set is
the output components p−1 and p+2 identified by the wave decomposition
procedure, this is considered as the experimental benchmark as it comes
from measurements within a shorter post-processing procedure.

This direct comparison is graphically presented in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10
for the first eight engine orders (H2 to H16) of the equivalent four-
cylinder, four-stroke engine. This is well beyond the usual range of
interest in exhaust applications, where the relevant range rarely exceeds
the fourth engine order [109].

From the comparison of the two sets of results for the upstream back-
ward components presented in Fig. 4.9, it can be stated that, in general
terms, there is an acceptable agreement between the levels estimated
through the extrapolated scattering matrix and those directly obtained
from wave decomposition. Each case is commented individually bellow.

In the baseline scenario, Fig. 4.9(a), it is apparent that the tendency
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Figure 4.8: Overall flowchart of the assessment procedure.

of the sound pressure level and the dependence on the engine order are
perfectly reproduced. The values provided by the scattering matrix lie
above those obtained from wave decomposition, with the exception of
the first engine order, being all the differences small. In all the engine
orders, the discrepancies in the actual level are within 5 dB, which is
considered as acceptable for model validation in industrial practice.

In case (b), the pressure amplitude was decreased from 0.25 bar to
0.1 bar, see Fig. 4.9(b); the results still follow the general evolution, but
the behaviour is more erratic. It is reasonable to link this to the noise-
to-signal ratio as the decreased amplitude worsens that ratio and this
poses serious challenges to the use of the wave decomposition procedure,
even if a robust algorithm is used.
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Case (c) assesses the change in frequency, with an increase from 33
Hz to 100 Hz. The results can be observed in Fig. 4.9(c); this change
does not induce any remarkable difference to the results of the baseline
case: deviations are in the same order of magnitude and the match-
ing between trends in both datasets is slightly better than for those
conditions.

Case (d) corresponds to the soot loaded condition, with 13 g/l of
soot; the results are shown in Fig. 4.9(d) and, similarly to case (c), the
maximum deviation is comparable to that of the baseline case, and the
trend with the engine order is fairly captured.

For case (e) the temperature is increased up to T = 500◦C, and
the results are shown in Fig. 4.9(e). In comparison with the baseline
case, the results are of a similar quality, except in the sixth order, in
which the highest deviation for any of the conditions tested is observed.
Besides this discrepancy, the overall dependency with the order number
is well captured.

Finally, in case (f) the effect of increasing the mass flow rate up to
ṁ = 500 kg/h is assessed, and one may observe in Fig. 4.9(f) that the
results are of a similar quality when compared with the baseline case:
the dependency with the order number is again well reproduced, and
the particular deviations remain within the aforementioned acceptable
margin.

These results indicate that the extrapolated scattering matrix ap-
proach is able to provide a sufficiently representative picture of the
effects of the ATS on the flow upstream of the device.

The corresponding comparison for the downstream forward compo-
nents is shown in Fig. 4.10 where, again, it can be seen that the extrap-
olated scattering matrix approach offers an overall fair reproduction of
the results provided by the wave decomposition, although the quality
of the results is slightly worse than for the upstream backward compo-
nents. Accordingly with previous comments, this might be expectable,
since the ATS produces a significant decrease in amplitude and thus any
negative repercussions of the noise-to-signal ratio on the performance
of the wave decomposition method should be even more apparent.

The baseline case scenario is presented in Fig. 4.10(a) and, as for the
upstream backward components, all deviations lie within the acceptable
margin with the exception of the twelfth engine order; something similar
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will be evidenced in some of the following cases as well, but always in
engine orders above the tenth, which are associated with relatively low
amplitudes and out of the usual range of interest. The overall trend
reproduction is satisfactory.

Cases (b) and (c), which results are presented in Fig. 4.10(b) and
Fig. 4.10(c), also capture the overall trends properly, but deviations
are more evident, in particular in the fourteenth engine order for the
decreased pressure case and the twelfth engine order for the increased
frequency case, both above the usual range of interest.

The soot loaded case (d) and the increased temperature case (e)
showed very good agreement between datasets. As one can observe
in Fig. 4.10(d), the results are those closest to the baseline scenario,
whereas in Fig. 4.10(e) the only remarkable deviation occurs in the six-
teenth engine order and the trend is clearly captured with the exception
of that engine order.

Finally, case (f), the one with the increased mass flow operating
condition (500 kg/h), can be seen as the outsider of the study. In
Fig. 4.10(f). it is evident that the agreement between datasets, the
trend replication and the deviations are not comparable to those of pre-
vious cases. A reasonable explanation would come, again, from the con-
sideration of the noise-to-signal ratio of the measurements: the higher
velocities occurring in this operating condition should give rise to strong
turbulent fluctuations that, in the upstream side, can be overcome by
the relatively high amplitude of the deterministic signal but, in the
downstream side, this may be an insurmountable difficulty for the wave
decomposition algorithm.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of measured and estimated backward compo-
nents upstream of the ATS, p−1 : a baseline (f = 33 Hz, ṁ = 300 kg/h,
T = 200◦C, ∆p = 0.25 bar, clean) b ∆p = 0.1 bar c f = 100 Hz d
loaded e T = 500◦C f ṁ = 500 kg/h.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of measured and estimated forward compo-
nents upstream of the ATS, p+2 : a baseline (f = 33 Hz, ṁ = 300 kg/h,
T = 200◦C, ∆p = 0.25 bar, clean) b ∆p = 0.1 bar c f = 100 Hz d
loaded e T = 500◦C f ṁ = 500 kg/h.





Chapter 5

Case study on a complete
SCR exhaust line with
static swirl mixer

Part of the approach, results and analysis presented in this chapter,
in particular in the section The overlooked effect of auxiliary devices
can also be found in the paper Assessment of the fluid-dynamic and
acoustic behaviour of a swirl static mixer for after-treatment systems
[1], which is a JCR publication derived from this part of the research.
Also some of the insights related to the discussion of decomposition
analysis results might be similar to those presented in the other thesis-
related publications enumerated in the Publications section.

5.1 Introduction & Background

The extensive use of diesel engines and their intrinsic NOx emission
issues have consolidated Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems
as one of the more common [110] and effective solutions to apply [111].
The historical development of this after-treatment technology started
in industrial stationary equipment to be then transferred into marine
propulsion systems, and at last around 2005 to automotive applications,
with the corresponding challenges to adapt its design, function and
integration to automotive powertrains [112].

141
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Selective Catalytic Reduction technology can be found as either
Flow-Through monoliths, which is the standard application and is com-
monly referred as slow SCR or simply SCR, or applied as catalyst coat-
ing on some DPF applications, often called catalyzed DPF (DPFc),
SCR-F or SDPF in the literature [113, 114, 115, 116]. The function-
ing principles of SCR systems involve several chemical reactions; for
such end, diesel exhaust fluid (DEF, also known as urea-water solution,
UWS) is injected to the exhaust fluid upstream of the monolith [20].

The two key aspects to check for proper and efficient SCR operation
are the DEF injection and the mixing [111]: injecting the right amount
at any given operating conditions is key to avoid insufficient NOx reduc-
tion due to lack of, or unacceptably high, ammonia slip due to excess.
On the other hand, uniform flow distribution and mixing of the reduc-
tant with exhaust gases must be ensured to achieve the desired high
NOx conversion. Maldistribution can also induce poor NOx conversion
and ammonia slip in specific channels, even simultaneously [117]. De-
signing and tuning the trade-off between NOx conversion efficiency and
ammonia slip is challenging [110], and the use of mixers (mixing induc-
ers) or considering a sufficient mixing pipe length upstream of the SCR
catalyst are the most common solutions [20, 111].

Regarding the mixer there are several embodiments, term that ac-
counts for their specific shape and interaction with the flow; some of
them are: Swirl inducing mixers [118, 119, 120], lateral line tabs and
baffles [121, 122, 123], perforated plate and tunnel type [124], wire-
mesh-like wall structure [125], spiral passages [20] and even sometimes
combinations have been used [126, 127, 128]. Some of these embodi-
ments are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

There is a relatively abundant literature on the mixing efficiency and
the pressure drop (PD), as well as on the use of numerical modelling,
specially CFD, to approach these devices. Related studies involving
both experimental measurements alongside with numerical simulation
date back to Seo et al. in 2008, who studied the effects of blade charac-
teristics of a swirl mixer on the fluid mixing [131], and are still an active
field, as shown by the recent contributions of Zhang et al. [132], Blinov
et al. [133] and Zhao et al. [134]. In contrast, no research regarding
nor mentioning the acoustic influence or the transmission loss (TL) of
the mixer element has been found, and thus it is presumed that due to
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Figure 5.1: Examples of several types of static mixer embodiments;
A: Axial tabs Type [121], B: Swirl or Fan Type [119], C: Perforated
Plate/Tunnel Type [129], D: Septum type [130], E: Intermediate Baffle
Type [128], F: Directional Mesh Type [125].

the rather small size of these elements in comparison to the whole ATS
system it is directly assumed that their influence should be negligible
and considered out of interest for acoustic research.

Against this backdrop, this chapter is dedicated to the thorough
characterization of a complete exhaust system labelled as ATS1 which
is a SCR system, representative of current commercial application, that
has a DEF injection port, a static swirl mixer inducer, a considerable
pipe length to reach homogeneity and two cans containing standard
FT SCR monoliths, two in the first can, and one in the second. The
opportunity to study a device with a straight-forward geometrical con-
figuration, which has components that can be studied either isolated
or assembled, allowed to assess aspects such as the effect of having one
or two monoliths, the interactions between components (additivity of
PD and TL) and the acoustic importance of the auxiliary device, in
particular its mixer element, as well as to explore the ability of dif-
ferent modelling approaches to reproduce the experimentally measured
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behaviour.
The acoustic and fluid dynamic characterization of all devices in

this chapter and the following (Chapter 6) were performed considering
two flow configurations: steady flow and impulsive flow. The steady flow
condition can be easily related to the real exhaust flow for vehicles when
the engine operates at high speeds, as the mean component dominates
over all fluctuations related with engine operation; this was explored
in depth in [135]. On the other hand, the impulsive flow condition is
representative of low to medium engine speeds.

Steady flow is reached for each mass flow rate imposed in the CFTB,
and only then the total PD across the device is measured as exposed
in section 3.2.1. On the other hand, the tests for acoustic response
characterization in the ITR with superimposed mean flow, following
the procedure described in 3.2.2, account for the unsteady behaviour.
Despite the differences in temperature and impulsiveness of the actual
flows in an exhaust line, the work done in the previous chapter (Chap-
ter 4), and presented in [3], demonstrates that the acoustic response
measured with the ITR is representative on actual engine conditions.
And for the PD measured with the CFTB, it was shown in [101], that
the results may be safely extrapolated to those conditions.

5.2 Assessment of individual devices contain-
ing monoliths

Assessment Procedure

The assessment procedure involves both experimental and computa-
tional workfronts. ATS1 is by itself the subject of study of this chapter
alongside its composing devices and their partial assemblies. This first
section is devoted to the two composing devices that contain monoliths,
ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2. In order to characterize each device isolated
–interactions and results of combining them are assessed in Sections 5.4
and 5.5– it was necessary to split apart the system as indicated in Fig.
5.2. Clamp adapters were prepared in order to fit the ATDs into the ex-
perimental installations and to combine them back together for further
tests. As this systems has a quite straightforward geometry the clamps
needed were relatively small, which in turn helped to keep modifications
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at a minimum.

Figure 5.2: ATS1 (before split) and its composing ATDs

Pre and Post Split Validation

Figure 5.3: Validation of changes induced in PD due ATS1 split prepa-
ration

The differences induced by the splitting were revised experimentally,
comparing the results from measurements taken before and after the
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split, more precisely, after all other measurements required for the char-
acterization of isolated and combined devices that will be presented in
this chapter were finished.

Figs 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of that comparison for the PD,
Re-Ma trend and K factors. It can be seen that the Reynolds-Mach
number trend changed slightly but this can be attributed to the addition
of clamp adapters for reassembling. On the other hand, the K factors
Ktest (installation + ATS) and KATS are virtually unaffected, which is
consistent with PD results being barely changed.

Figure 5.4: Validation of changes induced due to ATS1 split preparation
on; Re-Ma trend (left side), Ktest, Kduct and KATS factors (right side).

Regarding TL, comparison of results with 100 and 300 kg/h of su-
perimposed mean flow are presented in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
For the first case, minor differences were found up to the 1200-1300 Hz
range, keeping essentially the same trend. The discrepancies observed
might even fall within the range of acceptable variation for an unaltered
device given the complexity of the test procedure. On the other hand,
for the 300 kg/h the resemblance between results is less evident due to
a considerably more oscillating behaviour, but the main trends are also
preserved.
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Figure 5.5: Validation of changes induced in TL due to ATS1 split
preparation with a 100 kg/h of superimposed MFR

Figure 5.6: Validation of changes induced in TL due to ATS1 split
preparation with a 300 kg/h of superimposed MFR

These observations lead to conclude that, at least for the two charac-
teristics of interest, the back-pressure and the sound attenuation, nei-
ther the splitting process nor the tests performed on the composing
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devices have affected the behaviour of the different composing devices.
In consequence, the results of the characterization performed before the
splitting are to be the ones used as reference in all comparison with
individual devices and their partial combinations.

Experimental assessment

Table 5.1 summarizes the measurements taken for ATS1-D1 and ATS1-
D2.

Table 5.1: Information on the experimental measurements taken for
devices ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2.

Characterization ATD

Test Facility Condition ATS1-D1 ATS1-D2

Pressure drop Min. MFR 50 kg/h 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 800 kg/h 800 kg/h

CFTB Increase steps 50 kg/h 50 kg/h

Orientation Dir. & Inv. Dir. & Inv.

Transmission Flowless 1 pulse amp. 1 pulse amp.

loss testing MFR 100 kg/h 2 pulse amp. 2 pulse amp.

on ITR MFR 200 kg/h 2 pulse amp. 2 pulse amp.

MFR 300 kg/h 2 pulse amp. 2 pulse amp.
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Preparation of modelling assessment

ATS1-D2: Single Monolith Device

Regardless of it being originally placed downstream of ATS1-D1
and being labelled with the number 2, this is the less complex of all
the devices with monoliths, and was therefore chosen to start the mod-
elling assessment. Fig. 5.7 shows the CAD file equivalent to the part,
with colours to highlight differences between components after the dis-
cretization. It was also the first in which the iterative process allowed to
account for differences produced by the ways to represent components
in the modelling. Fig. 5.8 shows three of the alternatives considered for
this device, being Option 3 the one selected, and finally Fig. 5.9 shows
the 1D model prepared accordingly.

Figure 5.7: CAD file of ATS1-D2 showing the different components after
the discretization process.

Figure 5.8: Considered options to represent ATS1-D2 components in
the 1D modelling approach.
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Figure 5.9: 1D Model representing ATS1-D2.

ATS1-D1: Double Monolith Device

The second device to be assessed was ATS1-D1, continuing with the
philosophy of increasing the complexity one step at a time. This device
is almost identical to the previous one but with the inclusion of a second
monolith, both monoliths identical, and an empty gap between them.
An early schematic of the potential discretization of this device was
shown in Fig. 3.39; now, taking as starting point the discretization and
modelling of ATS1-D2, Fig. 5.10 shows the definitive discretization and
how it was translated into the 1D model.

Several options were considered to account for the gap between
monoliths, preparing DOEs from which the preference of PipeRound
and FlowSplitGeneral over neglecting or representing it with FlowS-
plitNode was deducted. It should be highlighted that neglecting the
gap induces errors in the software if the consecutive monoliths do not
have identical number of channels, and even if the simulation runs, it
fails to produce satisfactory results. Fig. 5.11 shows the final 1D model
produced.

Figure 5.10: Discretization and translation into 1D modelling of ATS1-
D1.
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Figure 5.11: 1D Model representing ATS1-D1.

Results and Discussion

ATS1-D2: Single Monolith Device

Moving to the results and their analysis, Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 show
the pressure related results derived from CFTB. The PD exhibits a
quasi-quadratic behaviour as a function of increasing mass flow rate,
as expected; however, the presence of a FT monolith induces a linear
term related to the laminar flow effects occurring within the monolith
channels, which in this case are strong given the proportion of volume
occupied by the monolith in the complete device. Additionally, the pres-
sure drop coefficient exhibits the right asymptotic behaviour within the
measurement uncertainties, and it appears that stable fully-developed
flow conditions have been reached at high Reynolds numbers. For both
cases the device contribution to the test is larger than that of the duct.

Figure 5.12: Experimental PD results from ATS1-D2 characterization.
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Figure 5.13: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1-D2.

Fig. 5.14 shows the results obtained when using the prepared virtual
twin of the device in the PD testing template prepared; both experi-
mental and modelled PD results for the test, the device and the ducts
of the rig are shown. The agreement obtained for this device is excel-
lent, which confirms that the tuning of parameters is adequate and can
be considered as a starting point as, even being the less complex of all
the devices, it already contains the core components of most of them
(the exception is the auxiliary device), this is: inlet and outlet pipes,
some expansion and contraction volumes and the presence of a monolith
in between, even though all other monolithic devices have at least two
monoliths.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Exp. and 1D Mod. results for ATS1-D2.

Figure 5.15: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATS1-D2.

Fig. 5.15 presents the complete set of smoothed TL results available
for this device, i.e. the results for the flowless measurement, and two
results for each mass flow condition, one per pulse amplitude. From
these results, the effect of flow seems to be that expected: an increase
in the attenuation associated with dissipative flow-related effects, but
otherwise keeping the trends unchanged, except in the vicinity of 730 Hz
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where an unexpected resonant spike appeared. This spike is very evident
in the flowless case, and appears to be damped, but still noticeable,
in the cases with superimposed mean flow. This attenuation is more
evident in the cases excited by a large pulse. No explanation coming
from the geometrical characteristics was found for the resonant spike,
which is certainly strange in such a simple geometry; it is likely that it
might be related to some defect, either in the part or in the mounting.

Even though similar sets of results are available for all the devices
and systems characterized, both before and after the smoothing process,
plots like Fig. 5.15 including modelled results provide an inadequate
visualization of the results for comparative analysis, as the amount of
lines plotted is excessive. In this respect two decisions were made:

� The use of the smoothed TL is preferred in most situations, in
particular to compare with modelled results. Figs. 3.27 and 3.29
already exemplified the convenience of this representation back in
Chapter 3.

� Similarly, for results with superimposed mass flow, those from
tests with large pulses are preferred over those made with small
pulses. It was evidenced that for all the characterizations per-
formed, the results produced with small amplitude pulses tend to
be more oscillatory or “noisy”, even after smoothing, but keep-
ing the overall behaviour. Therefore, the information provided by
having both small and large pulse results together is not signif-
icant, just making the visualization of results and their analysis
less evident.

Therefore, from this point on, the 1D vs experimental TL results
showing the effect of superimposed mass flow rate will be focused on
those with large pulse; Fig. 5.16 is thus the first figure with results
presented in such a manner.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D mod. TL results for
ATS1-D2.

This first two results show some traits that most of the final 1D
models prepared share to some extent:

� The initial ramp, from 0 to 200 Hz approximately, which is known
to be strongly related with a precise volume representation, is
properly captured.

� Around 500 Hz in this case, and in the 500− 650 Hz range, where
in this case the modelled and experimental results intersect each
other, was found to be a common frequency range where the mod-
elled results start to lose precision.
Nonetheless, in this case the unexpected and unexplained reso-
nant spike in the experimental measurements explains most of
the discrepancies.

� The effect of mass flow is properly reproduced.

� Some points to take into account using this frequency range as
reference:

– The overall shape of the TL curve up is captured.

– Up to the mentioned range, 500 Hz in this case, all differences
are within a 3 dB margin, and beyond the range most are
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within a 5 dB range, this is, within the reasonable margin
considered as acceptable for model validation in industrial
practice.

– The order of magnitude of the peak attenuation up to 500
Hz is adequately reproduced.

– This overall satisfactory results are from a 1D model being
directly compared to its experimental benchmark, which sup-
ports the idea of this tool being useful and indicative for the
design process.

ATS1-D1: Double Monolith Device

Figure 5.17: Experimental PD results from ATS1-D1 characterization.

Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 show the results from the experimental charac-
terization of ATD1-D1. Its PD exhibits the expected quasi-quadratic
behaviour, with the linear term present due to the double monolith; also
the K factor exhibits the right asymptotic behaviour within the mea-
surement uncertainties, and it seems to reach stable fully-developed flow
conditions at high Reynolds numbers. Even though direct comparison
between devices is presented later, the backpressure is almost double
than that of ATD1-D2 (1.65 times), which is understandable as the ef-
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fect of the monolith is somehow doubled, and the other elements are
practically identical. In both cases, the device contribution to the test
is larger than that of the duct.

Figure 5.18: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1-D1.

Figure 5.19: Comparison of Exp. 1D and Mod. PD results for ATS1-
D1.
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Fig. 5.19 shows the comparison of PD results with those from the
prepared virtual twin, and once again the agreement is excellent. There-
fore, the modelling strategy and the tuning are also adequate for a
slightly more complex device, due to the second monolith and the inter-
mediate gap. ATD1-D1 is the first device with two monoliths, a charac-
teristic shared with most other devices, in particular two FT monoliths,
as also ATD2 and ATD3 have, being therefore a good reference for
comparison and analysis, as presented later in Chapter 6.

Fig. 5.20 shows the experimental TL results. In this case, the in-
crease in attenuation due to flow-related dissipative effects is present but
seems to be less significant. The signals are found to be smoother than
those of ATS1-D2 (even prior to smoothing), still being the results from
small pulse tests more noisy. Also, no resonant spike appears, therefore
fully matching what could be expected. Overall, these results may be
regarded as the typical behaviour of a two-monolith device: while some
of the acoustics of the device are still apparent in the curves, no pass-
bands exist due to the dissipative effects occurring in the monoliths.

Figure 5.20: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATS1-D1.

Fig. 5.21 shows the comparison of experimental and modelled re-
sults, with the following findings:

� Similar to those of ATS1-D2, the initial ramp is properly captured
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suggesting an appropriate volume representation.

� Superimposed mass flow effect is properly represented.

� The overall shape of the TL curve up is also captured.

– In this case the satisfactory agreement, within a 2dB margin,
is kept up to almost 700 Hz.

– The order of magnitude of the peak attenuation up to 700
Hz is adequately reproduced.

– Even above 700 Hz the ascending tendency is reproduced,
although the precise values are underestimated.

� As there is no resonant spike for this device, it is easier to appre-
ciate the adequacy of the modelled results in these figures.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of exp. smoothed and mod. (1D) TL results
for ATS1-D1.
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5.3 The overlooked effect of auxiliary devices

ATS1, as an SCR system, requires DEF injection for proper functioning;
this is supplied by a injector whose port is located in a lateral extended
volume (DEF injection port) upstream of the devices with SCR mono-
liths, and also incorporates a static swirl mixer followed by an straight
and reasonably long mixing pipe. Applying the device and system cri-
teria established and the discretization guidelines, the inlet pipe section
of the ATS, the DEF injection port, the mixer and about half of the
mixing pipe form a functional auxiliary sub-system here classified as a
device and studied under the label ATS1-A.

Assessment Procedure

ATS1-A is studied and characterized using the experimental measure-
ment procedures and post-processing described in Chapter 3; all re-
quired information was obtained, and then used as the benchmark to
assess different modelling options suitable for engineering practice, most
notably the 1D modelling approach.

Further details on the static swirl mixer

Figure 5.22: ATS1-A and mixer location in ATS1.
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ATS1-A has been briefly introduced, but the mixer, which is the core
element of this device, has not been properly presented yet. Fig. 5.22
illustrates the geometrical configuration, location and size of ATS1-A in
regards of the whole system. The mixer itself can be seen in Fig. 5.23; it
has 16 vanes with a certain twist and orientation that divides the flow
and forces a spinning motion in the flow, thus rising turbulence and
favouring the mixing of injected species. These characteristics place it
in the static swirl mixer embodiment, also called fan type but, contrary
to the more extended designs of this kind, this mixer lacks of a hole
opening in the middle.

Figure 5.23: Detail of the static swirl mixer of ATS1-A.

Experimental methodology

The measurement campaign for this device is summarized in Table 5.2.
For this device the decomposition and analysis of reactive and dissi-

pative effects was performed with the logarithmic approach as presented
in Section 3.2.3.

Computational methodology

In order to get further insight into the behaviour of ATS1-A, and spe-
cially the mixer element, 3D and 1D modelling approaches were checked.
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Table 5.2: Information on the experimental measurements took for de-
vice ATS1-A.

Characterization ATD

Test Facility Condition ATS1-A

Pressure drop Min. MFR 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 800 kg/h

CFTB Increase steps 50 kg/h

Orientation Direct and Inverse

Transmission Flowless 1 pulse amp.

loss testing MFR 100 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

on ITR MFR 200 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

MFR 300 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

1D Approach

For this part, the 1D modelling had two stages: the first was pro-
duced by following the same approach as for the devices with monoliths,
the 1D virtual twinning methodology on structuration and the guide-
lines to account for the PD as emulating the measurements in the CFTB,
and for the TL up to 1000 Hz (as the software suggests). The results
of such stage are those taken into account in the later assessment of
additivity. In the second stage, a copy of the model and TL templates
were readjusted to account for TL up to 2500 Hz and also to validate
the capability of 1D modelling to reproduce certain features identified
in the experimental and 3D approaches. The latter stage is presented
at the end of the section as it was conceived as a consequence of the
results of experimental and 3D approaches still to be presented.
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Virtual Twinning

The simplified CAD prepared and the discretization determined for
this device, were already presented as an example in Fig. 3.40; the 1D
model prepared in concordance to such discretization is presented in
Fig. 5.24.

Figure 5.24: 1D Model representing ATS1-A (1st stage).

3D Approach

As an overall reference, full 3D models of ATS1-A were built and
are briefly described in the following.

Pressure drop

PD was studied with CFD simulations using the Finite Volume
Method (FVM) using STAR-CCM+ for the solution of the Unsteady
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (URANS) equations. This simulation
was configured as follows:

� The turbulence model chosen was the k−ω with shear stress trans-
port [136], that was successfully used in cases involving highly
detached zones [137] or swirling flows [138].

� The inlet and outlet surfaces were extruded 10 times their respec-
tive diameters to avoid undesired effects from the proximity of
boundary conditions.

– Inlet surface was set as a “flow inlet” boundary.

– Outlet surface was set as a “pressure outlet” boundary with
a constant relative pressure of 0 Pa.
Since the inlet Mach number is lower than 0.3 at any value
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of the incoming mass flow the flow can be assumed to be
incompressible and, therefore, the results hold valid for dif-
ferent values of the outlet pressure.

� The fluid was assumed to be air, with a constant density of 1.18
kg m−3 and a viscosity of 1.86 ∗ 10−5 Pa s.

� The meshing approach was to use the polyhedral mesh, which
usually ensures grid independence with fewer elements than tetra-
hedral meshes [139], and the following characteristics:

– The overall maximum size was set to 4.5 mm.

– In the wall boundaries the mesh size was set to 1.6 mm.

– The vanes had a special refinement where grid size varied
between 0.10 mm at the edges and 0.25 mm at the rest of
the blades.

– Downstream of the blades, the size was 1.1 mm.
With this configuration a mesh with of approximately 17·106
elements was generated.

� A prism layer of thickness 0.80 mm and 14 elements was generated
at the walls, ensuring that, for the maximum mass flow, the value
of y+ was kept below 1 for most of the surfaces.

� A grid independence study was conduced with meshes up to 64·106
elements, without finding significant discrepancies between the
results.

Transmission loss

Assessing the acoustic properties of the device, effects of the mixers,
and with interest to account for possible interactions of the mean flow
with the acoustic field, the linearized Euler equations were solved using
the commercial software COMSOL Multi-physics. The mean flow was
mapped onto the mesh by interpolating the data obtained from the CFD
simulations, similarly as performed in [99] or [100].

The device was discretized using second order tetrahedral elements,
with a maximum size of 10 mm, and refinements to be 1 mm at the
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blades and section changes. The resulting mesh generated had approxi-
mately 9.7·105 elements. The fluid was assumed to be air at T = 300 K,
with a constant speed of sound (c) of 347 m s−1. A grid independence
analysis was performed with meshes of up to 5·106 elements, without
any relevant differences in the results.

The transfer matrix was obtained by considering two independent
boundary conditions at the inlet and at the outlet: first, an acoustic
pressure of 1 Pa at the inlet and of 0 Pa at the outlet, and secondly
with the same pressure at the inlet but with an anechoic termination at
the outlet.

Results and Discussion

The following paragraphs cover the results obtained and their anal-
ysis. In order to provide context and to evaluate the influence of the
auxiliary device ATS1-A –and in particular the mixer element– several
results include also those of the complete ATS1.

Experimental pressure drop results

The complete results (test, duct alone and device) from the CFTB char-
acterization of ATS1-A are shown below. First, Fig. 5.25 shows the
PD, which exhibits the expected quasi-quadratic behaviour but, on the
contrary to devices with monoliths, it does not surpass the PD of the
upstream duct alone; still the results seem to be trustful. Consistently,
the pressure drop coefficient results presented in Fig. 5.26 also show
the appropriate behaviour, but once again the coefficient of the device
is smaller than that of the rig duct; it also seems to have reached fully-
developed flow conditions at high Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 5.25: Experimental PD results from ATS1-A characterization.

Figure 5.26: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1-A.

As a way to account for how significant these results for the auxiliary
device are in regards to the complete system (ATS1), Figs. 5.27 and
5.28 plot the PD and K factors measured for both ATS1 and ATS1-
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A. As observed in Fig. 5.27 the ATS1-A pressure drop in regards to
the complete system is not as small as it might initially be expected,
bearing in mind that PD is essentially additive, as will be accounted for
in Section 5.5. It is apparent that at medium mass flows ATS1-A alone
accounts for approximately a 20% of the total PD, reaching almost 30%
at the maximum mass flow, thus contributing significantly to the ATS
back-pressure. This is a logical consequence of its working principle, as
commented in Section 5.1: the mixer induces local turbulence from the
vanes that promote the mixing.

Figure 5.27: Comparison of experimental PD measurements for ATS1-
A and the complete ATS1.

Consistently with these results, the pressure drop coefficient plotted
in Fig. 5.28 as a function of the Reynolds number, exhibits a substan-
tial decrease in value when compared with that of the complete system.
Again, the measurements exhibit the right asymptotic behaviour within
the measurement uncertainties, and it appears that stable fully devel-
oped flow conditions have been reached at high Reynolds numbers in
both cases.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of K factor calculated from the measurements
for ATS1-A and ATS1.

Experimental transmission loss results

Fig. 5.29 shows the comparison between the TL of the whole ATS1
and that of the auxiliary system ATS1-A. At a first glance, the TL of
ATS1-A is relatively small, specially compared to that of the complete
system, which could be misinterpreted at it having a small contribution
to the TL; however, since TL is not an additive magnitude, as will be
demonstrated in Section 5.5, to properly account for its contribution
the TL curve of the system with the auxiliary device removed, which
is labelled ATS1-D1D2, and whose detailed characterization is shown
in Section 5.4, has to be considered. With this perspective it is appar-
ent that for frequencies below 200 Hz the influence of the presence of
ATS1-A is virtually negligible, but it produces a significant increase in
attenuation for frequencies between 200 Hz and 700 Hz and between
1400 Hz and 1800 Hz. Therefore, while the attenuation of the auxiliary
device alone is certainly small, it seems necessary to characterize it in
order to account for any effects occurring when it is coupled to the rest
of the ATS.
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of the TL of ATS1, ATS1-A, and ATS1-D1D2,
with no superimposed MFR.

Figure 5.30: Effect of superimposed MFR on the TL of the ATS1-A.

The effect of the flow on the TL of ATS1-A alone is shown in Fig.
5.30. As it could be expected, both convective, with a certain shift in
the characteristic frequencies, and dissipative effects, with a noticeable
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increase in the attenuation level at low to medium frequencies, are ob-
served. While in all the cases the attenuation remains very low, the
apparition of a negative TL in the higher frequencies when there is a
superimposed mean flow of 200 kg/h is striking. A negative TL should
be interpreted as sound being generated within the device. In fact, the
particular geometry of the mixer studied appears to be susceptible of
giving rise to turbulent noise generation due to the turbulent mixing in
the wake downstream of the device, and the intrinsically unstable char-
acter of that wake. The fact that the occurrence of negative TL depends
on the value of the mean flow may suggest that this is a vortex-sound
effect where shed vorticity can interact with the acoustic waves and
dissipate/amplify depending on the Strouhal number [140]. In order to
gain insight into this potentially relevant flow-related feature linked to
the Strouhal-number, the logarithmic approach of the decomposition
methodology was applied to the measurements with 200 and 300 kg/h
of superimposed MFR.

Figure 5.31: Decomposition of the TL results at 200 kg/h.
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Figure 5.32: Decomposition of the TL results at 300 kg/h.

� Decomposition of TL measurements with a flow of 200 kg/h

– Results up to 2000 Hz are shown in Fig. 5.31.

– The reflective TL is relatively smooth and remains positive
for the complete frequency range.

– The dissipative TL presents a more oscillating behaviour and
becomes also negative at frequencies between 750 and 900 Hz,
and around 1300 Hz.

– The most feasible interpretation is that there could be some
flow noise generation at those frequency bands, but the effect
is suppressed in the device itself by the reactive effects.

– As the reactive component tend to decrease starting at 1550
Hz and the dissipative component is negative from 1800 Hz
approx. there is a point around 1900 Hz were reactive effects
cannot compensate dissipative effects any more and thus the
TL becomes negative.

� Decomposition of TL measurements with a flow of 300 kg/h

– Results up to 2500 Hz are shown in Fig. 5.32.
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– The frequency at which the dissipative TL becomes negative
is shifted to higher values; with the points below 2400 Hz
barely surpassing the 0, however, the value obtained (2400
Hz) does not correspond to the same Strouhal number as
that observed around 1950 at 200 kg/h.

– It is suspected that the flow noise generation in this device
should be strongly dependent on the upstream and down-
stream reflecting boundaries [141] which, in these measure-
ments, are not those found in the real device operation.

– For this mass flow, the overall TL only reached a slightly
negative value, so that results are not conclusive.

When the whole device is considered, the TL, and the dissipative
contribution, are both positive at 200 kg/h for all the frequencies; this
suggests that either no flow noise is generated or that it is attenuated
by the different elements of the complete system.

Computational pressure drop results

The results of the steady flow CFD simulation are presented from Figs.
5.33 to 5.35. First, Fig. 5.33 shows the streamline representation of the
flow as it passes through ATS1-A for a mass flow of 540 kg/h (0.150
kg/s); this offers a glimpse of two important features. First, the flow is
highly stagnated in the DEF injection cavity and only a small local dis-
turbance is produced in the flow pattern barely upstream of the mixer.
Secondly, the complexity of the flow as the mixer induces a rotational
swirl motion, which is an unavoidable consequence of its primary func-
tion. Then Fig. 5.34 presents the comparison of CFD estimated PD in
regards to the experimental measurements. An overall good agreement
is observed, with an apparent tendency to underestimate the PD as the
mass flow increases.
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Figure 5.33: Streamline representation of the flow across ATS1-A at 540
kg/h.

Figure 5.34: Comparison of 3D CFD and experimental PD results of
ATS1-A at steady flow condition.

As the PD results are satisfactory, it was considered adequate to
analyze the relative influence of the aforementioned features on the re-
sulting PD. The streamline representation suggests that the influence of
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the DEF injection cavity should be marginal, whereas the effect of the
mixer should be substantial. That is confirmed by the results shown
in Fig. 5.35, which presents the total pressure distribution, with an
approximately constant total pressure upstream of the mixer and a sig-
nificant decrease right at the exit of the blades. It is also apparent that
losses are higher in the vicinity of the centreline, where the mixing of
the wakes is more intense.

Figure 5.35: Total pressure distribution of ATS1-A at ṁ = 0.150kg·s−1.

Transmission loss

TL results from the experimental and the 3D approach are shown
in Fig. 5.36 for the no superimposed mean flow scenario. The plot also
includes the result for the complete ATS in the secondary axis for ref-
erence. The results can be considered acceptable, specially considering
that the order of magnitude of all values found is quite low. Still the
following should be highlighted:

� There are some significant differences in the low frequencies, in
which the computation underestimates the measured values.

� The computation captures the resonance spike occurring at about
2300Hz but overstimates its amplitude.
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� That spike can only be the attributed to a side resonator effect,
and the obvious guess would be the DEF injection port cavity;
this was later confirmed in the sound pressure level distribution
shown in Fig. 5.37.

– The figure shows that at the resonance frequency, with no
superimposed flow, a complex lateral pattern is established
inside the cavity, giving rise to a substantial reduction in the
sound pressure level at the inlet of the mixer vanes.

� Thanks to the inclusion of the measurement for the complete ATS
it is apparent that the resonant spike transcends to the TL of the
whole system, which would indicate an approximately additive
behaviour that is consistent with the fact that the attenuation of
the rest of the system at those frequencies is essentially dissipative
[40].

� The frequency range influenced by the spike is in the limit of
what would be considered in industrial practice as the relevant
frequency range for exhaust line design, and therefore in some
cases it might be necessary to incorporate this issue into the design
process in order to achieve a proper description of the exhaust
acoustics.

� Looking for a possible explanation of the differences observed in
the low frequencies, they are though to be related with the dis-
sipative effects caused by the presence of the vanes, which are
not accounted for by the numerical model used. This was verified
making use of the logarithmic approach of the decomposition as
described in Section 3.2.3.

– Fig. 5.36 includes the reflective component TLref extracted
from the measurement results, which are quite closer to the
3D CFD results in all the frequency range.

– Additionally, it may be seen that, as expected, the effect at
the resonance frequency is correctly attributed by the TL
decomposition to reactive effects, which provides additional
confidence in the ability of the method proposed in [96] to
identify reactive and dissipative contributions to attenuation.
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– The dissipation found in the measurements, even in the ab-
sence of a superimposed flow, is a direct consequence of the
measurement procedure used: the incident pulse carries with
it a transient flow that may excite dissipative structures, even
in the fluid is taken back to rest once the pulse has passed
[94].

Figure 5.36: Comparison of exp. and 3D CFD TL results without flow
for ATS1-A (left axis) and complete ATS1 (right axis).
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Figure 5.37: SPL distribution in ATS1-A at the resonance frequency
with no superimposed mean flow.

Equivalent results are presented for the case with a superimposed
mean mass flow rate of 300 kg/h: the TL results in Fig. 5.38, and
the SPL distribution at the resonance frequency in Fig. 5.39. It can be
observed that for frequencies up to 750 Hz approximately the results are
comparable to the measurement, thus indicating that dissipative effects
have been accounted for by the computation. Beyond that frequency the
attenuation is overestimated, most notably around the resonance spike,
but the small shift observed in the frequency has also been reproduced
by the computation. Regarding the SPL distribution it is qualitatively
similar to that of the no-flow scenario; one can however observe some
patterns upstream and downstream of the mixer that should be related
with the interaction of the acoustic field with the highly complex mean
flow present.
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of 3D CFD and measured (total and reflective
contribution) TL results for ATS1-A with a 300 kg/h superimposed
MFR.

Figure 5.39: SPL distribution in ATS1-A at the resonance frequency
with 300kg/h of superimposed MFR.
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One-dimensional modelling results

Results from first stage 1D modelling

Fig. 5.19 shows the comparison of experimental PD results against
those from the prepared virtual twin; once again the agreement of results
is excellent, but as this device does not have any monoliths its tuning
took longer and the resulting parameters are the ones that differ more
from the seed values. Regardless of further tuning needs, the agreement
obtained suggest that the 1D modelling methodology and guidelines
established are also adequate for devices without monoliths.

Figure 5.40: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled PD results
for ATS1-A.

Fig. 5.41 shows the experimental smoothed and 1D model (1st
stage) for ATS1-A. Similarly to results for devices with monoliths, the
initial ramp accounting for volume correspondence is satisfactorily cap-
tured. The overall behaviour is also reproduced; the agreement is not
so evident due to the scale, but for most of the frequency range plotted
the differences are below or close to the 3 dB margin and the effect of
mean flow is also properly reproduced.
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Figure 5.41: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D modelled TL results
for ATS1-A.

Second stage 1D modelling and its results

From the results discussed above alongside those of the first stage
1D modelling, it appears that the two main ingredients to be incorpo-
rated into a simple one-dimensional model for the precise reproduction
of ATS1-A behaviour are, on the reactive side, the resonance effect asso-
ciated with the DEF injection cavity and, on the resistive side, the dis-
sipation produced by the mixing of the wake downstream of the mixer
vanes. Any other elements present should be soundly represented by
one-dimensional entities (as in the first stage model), with the even-
tual consideration of length corrections at the sudden area changes, for
which the general expression proposed in [142] was used.

Starting from the basis established for 1D models, and having pro-
duced a sufficiently satisfactory first stage model for assessing the PD
and the TL up to 1000 Hz as for the other devices, the most straight-
forward solution for reproducing the resonance effect identified implies
using a quarter wave resonator with the same resonance frequency to
simulate the effect of the DEF injection cavity, while keeping the volume
as close as possible to the real one, so that the low frequencies are not
severely affected. The length of the resonator was estimated from the
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well-known quarter-wave expression, and the corresponding model was
built as an alternative virtual twin model also in GT-Ise. The resulting
model is presented in Fig. 5.42.

Figure 5.42: 1D model representing ATS1-A (2nd stage).

The no-flow case was chosen in order to allow for direct comparison
with the FEM results. Since the real cavity is not a quarter-wave res-
onator, some trial-and-error tuning of the diameter was required. The
final results are shown in Fig. 5.43, where it can be observed that the
resonance is adequately reproduced, even so if some excess of atten-
uation is found right below the spike. For the other frequencies, the
results may be regarded as acceptable, considering the extremely low
values present.
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Figure 5.43: Comparison of 3D and 1D results with no flow.

Figure 5.44: Effect of the flow on the 1D results.
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With regards to the dissipative effects, the usual way of addressing
them is to use a local PD that represents all the losses. Here, advantage
was taken of the availability of detailed pressure loss results from the
experimentally validated CFD computation. From the total pressure
distribution computed, it was possible to estimate an area-averaged
pressure drop coefficient across the mixer vanes and the wake. This
pressure drop coefficient was later input into the same gas-dynamic
code, where such a local PD can be incorporated in a natural fashion.

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 5.44. When comparing
with the experimental results shown in Fig. 5.30, it is obvious that,
while overall effects such as frequency shifts and an increase in the
attenuation with the flow can be observed, the model is not able to
reproduce the details in the measured curves. However, and bearing
in mind the very low attenuation values present, this should provide
a sufficient accountancy for the effect of ATS1-A when considered as
integral part of the complete ATS.

5.4 Assessment of combined devices

Assessment Procedure

Now that the isolated devices; ATS1-A, ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2 have
been studied and their 1D virtual twins prepared, the next step is to ac-
count for the two partial combinations possible, ATS1-AD1 and ATS1-
D1D2, and for the complete system ATS1. All these three options were
assessed as it was in the experiments, i.e. assembling the virtual twin
models together.

Measurements of the Experimental Assessment

Table 5.3 summarizes the measurements taken for the characterization
of these combinations of devices. ATS1 is presented here as, from the
modelling point of view and the increasing complexity approach used, it
is considered both the combination of the three individual devices and
the most complex assembly to be characterized.

The assemblage of devices is possible thanks to the clamp adapters
used; also the adapters used to fit them into the test facilities are de-
tachable, therefore no new adapters were needed.
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Table 5.3: Information on the experimental measurements taken for
devices ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2.

Characterization ATD Combination

Test Facility Condition AD1 D1D2 ATS1-Rejoined

Pressure drop Min. MFR 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 800 kg/h

CFTB Increase steps 50 kg/h

Orientation Dir. & Inv.

Transmission Flowless 1 pulse amp.

loss testing MFR 100 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

on ITR MFR 200 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

MFR 300 kg/h 2 pulse amp.

Preparation of Modelling Assessment

As virtual twins of the individual devices have been already prepared
and tested, the modelling logic for these devices is to also assembly
the models, placing and connecting them in the corresponding order,
as shown in the following figures that present both the assemblies and
their respective virtual twin assemblies.

ATS1-AD1

This corresponds to the union of the auxiliary device and the can
with double monolith. Fig. 5.45 shows it placed in one of the experimen-
tal facilities for a measurement as well as its 1D modelling counterpart.
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Figure 5.45: Assembly and modelling logic for representing ATS1-AD1.

ATS1-D1D2

This corresponds to what would remain of the system if the auxiliary
device was removed; it has been mentioned before in 5.3 as part of the
analysis of the contribution of ATS1-A to the complete system acoustic
attenuation. Fig. 5.46 shows it mounted in one of the rigs during its
experimental characterization (top), and its modelling representation
(bottom).

Figure 5.46: Assembly and modelling logic followed to represent ATS1-
D1D2.
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ATS1

For the complete system, as verified in the “Pre and Post Split Val-
idation” back in Section 5.2, there is no relevant difference between the
two states, and from the modelling point of view it is treated and char-
acterized as in the reassembled state. The upper part of Fig. 5.47 shows
it mounted in one of the rigs during its experimental characterization
and the lower part of the figure shows the assembly of individual models
in the modelling environment.

Figure 5.47: Assembly and modelling logic followed to represent ATS1.

Results and Discussion

ATS1-AD1

Figs. 5.48 and 5.49 present the information derived from the charac-
terization of ATS1-AD1 in the CFTB. In both cases, the results match
expectations: the PD has the quasi-quadratic behaviour with the lin-
ear component linked to the monoliths, and the K factor has the right
asymptotic behaviour. Also, as expected due to the presence of ATS1-
D1 in the assembly in both cases, the contribution of the assembly to
the test results exceeds that of the upstream pipe. The contribution of
each device to the result of this assembly will be assessed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.48: Experimental PD results from ATS1-AD1 characterization.

Figure 5.49: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1-AD1.
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Fig. 5.50 present the results of the PD modelling compared with
the experimental ones. There is a slight yet noticeable difference that is
most likely due to the presence of the model for ATS1-A in the model of
the assembly. Still this result can be considered satisfactory taking into
account that no further preparation nor tuning of the models except
putting them together was done.

Figure 5.50: Comparison of Exp. smoothed and 1D modelled PD results
for ATS1-AD1.

Fig. 5.51 presents the TL results for small and large pulse measure-
ments. As usual, flow dissipative effects produce a certain increase in
attenuation regardless of the pulse used; otherwise, the effect of the flow
is rather marginal. Additionally, it can be observed that the resonant
spike present in the mixer is also apparent here, even though it is wider
in this configuration. This suggests a certain additivity in the results
(that was not that apparent in ATS1-D1D2), but also the existence of
some interaction between the mixer and the can.
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Figure 5.51: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATS1-AD1.

As little information is provided by considering the experimental
results for both small and large pulses, and more details on TL interac-
tions are to be assessed later, only the flowless and large pulse results
are plotted in Fig. 5.52 alongside the results from the model. Similarly
to the results for the individual devices with monoliths, the initial ramp
related to the volume correspondence is satisfactorily represented, and
the overall effect of the mass flow is a certain increase but seemingly not
as much as shown in the experimental measurements. The overall shape
of the curve and the values are reproduced within the acceptable mar-
gin up to about 450 Hz; above this point there is still some resemblance
but the quality of the reproduction is worsened with the exception of a
small frequency range around 700 Hz.
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Figure 5.52: Comparison of Exp. smoothed and 1D modelled TL results
for ATS1-AD1.

ATS1-D1D2

Figs. 5.53 and 5.54 present the information derived from the character-
ization of ATS1-D1D2, as both in the isolated cases of both composing
elements the PD and pressure drop coefficients exhibited the expected
behaviour, and also the contribution of the assembly to the test results
greatly surpasses that of the upstream duct. The contribution of each
device to the result of this assembly is to be assessed in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.53: Experimental PD results from ATS1-D1D2 characteriza-
tion.

Figure 5.54: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1-D1D2.
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The 1D modelling results for PD are compared with their equivalent
measured results in Fig. 5.55 and, similarly to the individual virtual
twins that conform this virtual assembly, the results are very accurate
at low and high mass flows at the cost of some deviation in the mid
mass flows.

Figure 5.55: Comparison of Exp. Smoothed and 1D modelled PD re-
sults for ATS1-D1D2.

The effect of the flow on the TL of ATS1-D1D2 is shown in Fig.
5.56. In general, the usual effect of flow is evidenced for all both small
and large pulse measurements; increasing the flow produces a certain
increase in the attenuation, but any other change is rather marginal.
Additionally, it can be observed that the resonant spike present in ATS1-
D2 is not apparent when the two cans are together. This supports the
idea that the spike can be an undesired result of the manipulations
performed. These results also coincide with previous ones in the sense
that small and large pulse results follow essentially the same trend, but
small pulse measurements are quite noisier. Up to now, results suggest
that the small pulse is too small to stand a mass flow of 300 kg/h.
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Figure 5.56: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATS1-D1D2.

Fig. 5.57 shows the comparison of experimental smoothed large
pulse results and those from the 1D assembly of virtual twins. As the
individual virtual twins for the devices with monoliths showed better
agreement than that of ATS1-A, it was to be expected that this assembly
might produce better results. The initial volume-related ramp is not
captured as properly as it was for the individual devices, but without
further tuning the assembly does capture the overall behaviour of the
curve and produces indicative values within the acceptable error margin
up to 600 Hz.
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Figure 5.57: Comparison of experimental smoothed and 1D modelled
TL results for ATS1-D1D2.

ATS1

Figs. 5.58 and 5.59 show in detail the results from the experimental
characterization of the complete system. In the previous analysis in
Section 5.3 both the PD and K factor of the device were shown, but
having them together with those of the upstream duct alone and the
whole test assembly allows to appreciate that the contribution of the
system itself to the final result of the test is much larger than that
of the duct, which provides sufficient resolution for the results finally
attributed to the ATS. These in turn fully matched expectations: the
PD has the quasi-quadratic behaviour with the linear component linked
to the monoliths, and the K factor has the right asymptotic behaviour,
indicating that stable fully-developed flow conditions were reached at
high Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 5.58: Experimental PD results from ATS1 characterization.

Figure 5.59: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental as-
sessment of ATS1.
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Fig. 5.60 shows the comparison between experimental and 1D mod-
elled PD results. Considering that the assembly of virtual twins is being
applied without further tuning and the limitations of individual models
being tuned for the isolated tests, it was to expect that what appeared
as small discrepancies in the individual cases are now joined into a more
evident difference between measurement and model, but still the results
are acceptably close and very indicative.

Figure 5.60: Comparison of Exp. Smoothed and 1D modelled PD re-
sults for ATS1.

The effect of a superimposed mean flow on the TL results of ATS1
is shown in Fig. 5.61. Flowless and large pulse results are plotted
in solid lines, whereas small pulse results are plotted in dotted lines.
For the large pulse, the dissipative effects produce a certain increase in
attenuation, except just below 400 Hz, where the flow seems to have
damped a resonant frequency. At 300 kg/h the signal becomes noisier
above 1000 Hz, which is though to be related to the characteristics of
the transmitted pulse in these conditions. Regarding the small pulse
results, the trends are essentially the same although local spikes start
to appear at lower mass flows, which seems to confirm that the noise
associated with the flow is somehow contaminating the pulse.
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Figure 5.61: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATS1-D1D2.

Fig. 5.62 shows both the experimental results for flowless and super-
imposed mean flow excited with large pulse, and the modelled results
with all flow conditions. The agreement of results can be once again re-
garded as acceptable taking into account that no additional tuning was
done, and therefore the discrepancies of individual models are brought
together with this approach. The initial ramp is almost captured; then
up to almost 500 Hz the differences are within the acceptable margin,
and above such frequency the differences get larger, but still the overall
behaviour is well represented, thus providing some valuable information.
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Figure 5.62: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D modelled TL results
for ATS1.

5.5 Assessment of additivity or interactions

Finally, having the complete set of PD and TL experimental data for all
isolated and combined devices, these results were computed, compared
and contrasted to account for potential additivity and/or interactions
between components. In particular, to validate whether or not the back-
pressure and the noise (sound) attenuation associated with each device,
represented by their measured PD and TL respectively, have an additive
character. The reasoning behind this approach is that only when there
is no interaction one should be able to simply add the PD or TL of
elements in series.

Assessment Procedure

For both magnitudes the analysis by direct graphical comparison was
used, plotting together the results for a combination (ATS1-AD1, ATS1-
D1D2 and ATS1), its composing devices and all possible sums of indi-
vidual devices that would contain the same ones.
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Remarks:

� For this purpose raw PD and flowless TL measurements were cho-
sen, in order to avoid any masking due to processing of any inter-
action or effect.

� This sum corresponds to the direct addition of their isolated re-
sults, as presented in preceding sections, without any kind of cor-
rection for differences in inlet and outlet diameters.

� As an example, to analyze ATS1, the composing elements are the
three isolated devices, and the possible sums include A+D1+D2,
AD1+D2 and A+D1D2.

Pressure drop results

Before assessing the additivity, direct comparison of PD results has
been barely commented so far; in order to present the complete set of
measurements in a plot and analyze them together, such comparison is
presented in Fig. 5.63 and commented below.

Figure 5.63: Summary of the PD results obtained for ATS1, its com-
posing devices and their partial combinations.
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� The PD from ATS1-D1 is the highest of the three isolated devices,
almost half of that of the complete system, as could be expected
for it being the most complex and large and having two monoliths.

� As stated before, ATS1-D1 generates 1.65 times the back-pressure
of ATS1-D2 being practically identical in their geometrical con-
figurations besides the second monolith and the gap in between;
the difference can thus be attributed to the latter elements.

� The importance in PD of ATS1-A is larger than one could initially
expected from it being almost a straight pipe with an empty lateral
cavity and a small (in regards to the device lenght) part, but its
PD under a mass flow of 800 kg/h is almost equal to that of
ATS1-D2.

� As explained in Section 5.3 most of that PD can be assigned to
the static swirl mixer and the turbulence it induces, which means
that at high MFR, a 26 mm part rivals in PD a 136 mm long
monolith with 15100 cells.

� The effect of the linear term associated with the presence of mono-
liths is quite clear when one observes the curves ATS1-D2 in re-
gards to that of ATS1-A which have almost equal PD at 800 kg/h.

� The aforementioned is also evidenced between ATS1-D1D2 and
ATS1-AD1, where the difference between them is slightly lesser
probably due to the presence of two monoliths downstream of the
mixer, but still noticeable in comparison with that from a device
with three monoliths.
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Figure 5.64: Summary of the K factors obtained for ATS1, its compos-
ing devices and their partial combinations.

In view of these results, another observation is that regarding the re-
sults of ATS1-D1 and ATS1, the PD of the device is noticeably smaller,
about 50% of that of the ATS, but regarding the pressure drop coeffi-
cients those results are of the same order of magnitude. This is related
with the inclusion of the terms for kinetic energies, that account for
the difference in the inlet diameters used in the corresponding tests, to
compute these pressure drop coefficients. In this sense, it is the PD
that allows for a direct comparison between the different contributions,
whereas the pressure drop coefficient has the advantage that can be ex-
trapolated to any relevant flow conditions if the value of the diameter
used in the characterization is known.

Moving to the additivity assessment, the first case considered is that
of ATS1-AD1. Its results are plotted together with those of ATS1-A,
ATS1-D1 and the addition of both. It can be observed in Fig. 5.65
that, overall, the sum of isolated measurements produces a very similar
result to that of the measurement of the assembly, thus suggesting that
there is in fact an additive character in PD, although some expectable
differences are observed. These discrepancies are thought to be related
with the fact that when assembled, the element placed downstream is
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not subject to a fully developed flow as it is guaranteed in the isolated
measurements.

Figure 5.65: PD additivity assessment for ATS1-AD1.

Fig. 5.66 shows the equivalent representation for ATS1-D1D2, where
again the similarity of the result for the sum of the isolated devices
and the measurement of the assembly is evident, further verifying the
additivity of the back-pressure. Once again the small differences are
though to be related with the different conditions of flow from isolated
to assembled test; if this guess is right, the addition of more isolated
devices should obviously cause a larger difference.
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Figure 5.66: PD additivity assessment for ATS1-D1D2.

Conveniently, the additivity check for the complete ATS offers the
opportunity to check that there are three combinations of measurements
that should produce similar results, apart from the differences found so
far; this is shown in Fig. 5.67. As expected, the sum of three measure-
ments shows a slightly larger difference to the complete system than
the other two sums, which are the addition of two measurements as in
previous cases, and whose results are almost indistinguishable, being
the additivity of back-pressure soundly verified.
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Figure 5.67: PD additivity assessment for ATS1

Some other conclusions to be drawn from these figures now that the
additive character of PD has been verified, include:

� Going back to Fig. 5.65, the importance of the contribution of
ATS1-A being significant regardless of the size of its mixer is con-
firmed, as even when coupled with the double monolith device,
for the maximum flow measured it contributed about 40% of the
PD of the assembly.

� In Fig. 5.66 only results for parts containing monoliths are plot-
ted together, and with the resolution of the plot, the presence of
the linear term related precisely to the laminar flow due to the
monoliths is very noticeable.

� Now that the PD has been confirmed to be additive, the agreement
between results of combinations and sums including ATS1-A con-
firms that the PD of the device was properly measured regardless
of it being smaller than that of the upstream duct.

Considering the small difference between the sum of the three iso-
lated devices and that of the measurement of the complete system, val-
ues from the PD isolated measurements can be taken and computed to
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estimate what approximate contribution to the total back-pressure can
be attributed to each device. Due to their quasi-quadratic behaviour
the contribution of each individual device to the complete system varies
with the mass flow rate, and therefore two values were checked, the
PD at 400 kg/h and 800 kg/h. With these considerations, for instance
ATS1-A accounts for about 18.8% at 400 kg/h, and for 27.1% at 800
kg/h, whereas ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2 move from 29.5% to 28.1% and
from 51.7% to 46.1%, respectively. These percentages are consistent
with what can be visually appreciated in Fig. 5.63.

Transmission loss results

The logic to assess the additivity check on TL is similar to that of PD,
but due to the oscillatory nature of the curves, and to make visual
inspection easier, the results for the isolated devices are plotted with
dotted lines and the curves of the sums are plotted in red solid lines.

Figure 5.68: Transmission loss additivity assessment for ATS1-AD1.

First, the case for ATS1-AD1 is presented in Fig. 5.68. It can be
observed that the low frequency rise is almost identical, consistently
with the small volume of the mixer unit. The first significant difference
arises in the reactive-driven frequency, approximately between 400 and
500 Hz. Up to this point the sum is either almost identical or sur-
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passes the measurement of the assembly, as it could be expected since
in the assembly the device placed downstream is not subject to the
same excitation as in the isolated test. Above 700 Hz the measurement
of the assembly is higher than the sum of individual results except in
two frequency bands (approx. 1200 − 1300 Hz and 1850 − 1900 Hz),
suggesting a considerable interaction, especially in the spikes around
1000 Hz. However, the sum and the measurement of the assembly do
keep a considerable resemblance above 1100 Hz, as if there was some
additivity. This gives place to the notion that dissipative attenuations
can be essentially additive, as only in the vicinity of frequencies where
the mixer exhibits some reactive behaviour can one find significant dif-
ferences between the combination and the sum of the parts.

The same representation is shown for ATS1-D1D2 at flowless con-
dition in Fig. 5.69. In this case several remarks are forthcoming.

Figure 5.69: Transmission loss additivity assessment for ATS1-D1D2

� On the comparison of ATS1-D1 and ATS1-D2:

– ATS1-D1 has a larger sound attenuation at all frequencies,
except the unexpected spike of ATS1-D2 at around 750 Hz.

– The difference in the initial ramp, which is known to be re-
lated to the volume, is indeed explained by device D1 being
larger.
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– For the rest of the frequencies, ignoring the unexpected spike,
the presence of the second monolith justifies its more dissi-
pative character.

� On the comparison of ATS1-D1D2 and the sum of the individual
devices:

– Up to 50 Hz the slope of the initial ramp is adequately cap-
tured.

– From 50 to 225 Hz: Some interaction has to be occurring
since the result for the assembly is considerably smaller than
that of the sum, and even below the TL of the individual
ATS1-D1, and similar at around 100 Hz.

– From 225 to 700 Hz: The assembly surpasses clearly the sum
of individual devices.

– From 700 to 950 Hz: Once again the sum goes beyond the
measurement of the assembly, even though the discrepancies
are smaller.

– Above 1000 Hz both results are essentially equal, with most
differences falling into the acceptable margin of 3 dB.

Deeper analysis of this observations suggests the following com-
ments:

� The TL seems to be not additive in the range of frequencies known
to be dominated by reactive effects, and above approximately 800
Hz, were the attenuation is essentially dominated by dissipative
effects, the TL is fairly additive. At such point any potential
acoustic coupling between the devices becomes irrelevant.

� The unexpected and unexplained spike identified in ATS1-D2, ap-
pears to be somehow present in the measurement of the assem-
bly, at least in terms of shape. Therefore, it is not fully clear if,
as stated above, this spike could be an unintended result of the
manipulations done when splitting the system into its composing
devices.

Finally, in the case of the TL additivity check for the complete ATS,
the possible sums to account for the complete device are presented in
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separated plots to guarantee appropriate visualization. First Fig. 5.70
compares the results for the complete ATS, with the sum of ATS1-A
with the assembly of devices containing monoliths (ATS1-D1D2). Then,
Fig. 5.71 compares it with the sum of the assembly ATS1-AD1 and
device ATS1-D2. Finally Fig. 5.72 compares the measurement of ATS1
with the sum of the three individual devices.

Figure 5.70: TL additivity assessment for ATS1, first approach, com-
pared to ATS1-A + ATS1-D1D2

Figure 5.71: TL additivity assessment for ATS1, second approach, com-
pared to ATS1-AD1 + ATS1-D2
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Figure 5.72: TL additivity assessment for ATS1, third approach, com-
pared to ATS1-AD1 + ATS1-D2

� In Fig. 5.70 it is evidenced again that the mixer essentially adds
its attenuation to whatever is placed downstream with almost no
other significant effects.

� Fig. 5.71 shows a sum that does not match with the system mea-
surement until up to 1200 Hz (after the spike), particularly overes-
timating with a very oscillatory behaviour between 750 and 1150
Hz.

� Fig. 5.72 shows the sum of the three devices measured indepen-
dently, and the results are in fact very close to those of the addition
of ATS1-AD1 and ATS1-D2.
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Finally, in order to make it easier to compare, the result of ATS1 is
plotted again alongside with the three sum options in Fig. 5.73.

Figure 5.73: TL additivity assessment for ATS1, comparison of sums

None of the results from sums matches properly that of ATS1 mea-
surement; the discrepancies are specially large at low frequencies, whereas
around the peak at 1175 Hz, starting at 700 HZ and particularly above
1300 Hz all the sums become quite close one another and to the mea-
surement.

In view of all these results, the preliminary conclusions stated above
seem to be confirmed: the high frequencies are essentially additive,
indicating that the behaviour is controlled by dissipation, whereas the
low to mid frequencies are controlled by reactive mechanisms and the
attenuation is not additive due to acoustic interactions between the
subparts. Even so, some of the features in the individual subparts can
be identified in the whole part but, in any case, with some frequency
shift.
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Assessment of Individual
After-treatment Devices

Part of the results and analysis presented in this chapter, particularly
in the section The very early life of GPF can also be found in the paper
A study of the early life of Gasoline Particulate Filters: Reactive and
dissipative acoustic effects [2], which is a JCR publication derived from
this part of the research. Also the discussion on reactive and dissipative
effects derived from the application of decomposition analysis might
share points with those presented in the other thesis-related publications
enumerated in the Publications section.

6.1 Introduction & background

The previous Chapter was focused on the characterization of a pro-
totype SCR system with a conveniently simple, straightforward and
aligned geometrical disposition, but actual after-treatment systems and
devices tend to have more intricate geometries as these systems have
to fit in the limited and entangled space available for the exhaust line
within the engine compartment and the underside of the vehicle. This
chapter is focused on the characterization of devices classified in the
intermediate and complex geometry categories corresponding to actual
parts used in commercial applications. Therefore this varied group of
devices comprises a sufficiently wide range of characteristics in terms

211
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of geometry and basic elements so as to be considered representative of
any realistic after-treatment device.

Two levels of complexity were added with these devices: first, intri-
cate geometries in the sense of curved, twisted and even flexible pipe
sections, contraction and expansion volumes of irregular shape, and sec-
ondly the presence of wall-flow filters. The latter were expected to have
noticeable effects, mainly in terms of PD. The devices studied included
DPF, GPFc and SCRf (DPF with SCR catalyst), three of the most ex-
tended particulate filters in use. In that sense and as mentioned several
times the characterization of devices was tackled in order of increasing
complexity. Following that pattern, this chapter starts with the assess-
ment of devices classified into the intermediate geometry complexity
category. First, in Section 6.2 those with curvature and irregular ge-
ometries but only FT monoliths, ATD2 and ATD3; then, adding the
presence of WF monoliths in ATD4 and ATD1 in Section 6.3, where
along the assessment of ATD1 the capabilities and convenience of 1D-
3D coupled simulations were also studied. Once the experimental char-
acterization and the modelling, both 3D and 1D, representation of all
devices were obtained, comparative analysis was applied between re-
sults in order to identify the influence of each element or characteristic
on the PD and the TL in Section 6.4.

Then, two special assessments are presented. First the opportunity
to fill a knowledge gap relative to the changes that take place during
the first few cycles of use of a GPF was seized by cycling ATD1 for
the equivalent of 235 km and characterizing it again; this is presented
in Section 6.5. Finally, while up to this point the modelling work-
front has guided the structuration of the 1D modelling methodology as
postulated in Section 3.3.5, the last section (Section 6.6) is dedicated
to the characterization of the most complex parts available, ATD5 and
ATD6, which are used as test subject to account for the ability of the
modelling methodology to produce satisfactory results from scratch,
only using CAD geometrical information. The results, that may still
be improved by tuning or small adjustments, were found to be quite
indicative.

For the sake of presenting more context on the aforementioned knowl-
edge gap, the following background on the topic is provided. Regardles
of GPF being a development on the basis and technology transfer from
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DPF applied to gasoline direct injection vehicles, and sharing the overall
working principles, there are also differences in operation and behaviour,
due to differences in the particulate matter and exhaust flow conditions
of the different engines they are fitted to. To name a few, compared
to DPFs, GPFs are generally exposed to higher exhaust temperatures,
lower oxygen concentrations, and finer particles. Regeneration for GPFs
is always passive, whereas DPFs can use either passive or active mech-
anisms. GPFs have higher porosity, which while allows the gas to move
more easily across the substrate, also compromises mechanical proper-
ties since the substrate is lighter and hence more fragile. The average
soot loading capacity of a DPF is around 8 grams per liter (g/l), whereas
for a GPF the average capacity is about 1 g/l. The reduced storage ca-
pacity of GPFs is not as problematic as it could initially appear to be,
as gasoline particulate emissions are about 10 to 30 times smaller, and
the frequent regeneration makes it difficult to form and maintain a soot
cake layer on the substrate wall [143].

There are some studies in the literature on the early service life of
GPFs [143, 144, 18], whose results suggest that at this stage, filtration
performance is strongly affected by mass deposition and depends on the
microstructure of the substrate: due to their reduced size, GDI particles
are capable of entering the porous walls, in a filtration mechanism known
as “deep-bed filtration” which modifies the overall substrate structure
and therefore the filtration performance; however, those studies are fo-
cused mainly on the filtration performance of the devices, disregarding
potential acoustic effects.

The effects of all these characteristics on exhaust wave dynamics
arise in two different ways: reactive effects, mostly associated with
wave reflection at the device, and dissipative effects associated with
flow losses. Such effects determine the wave pattern in the exhaust line
downstream of the ATS, and thus set the attenuation required from the
silencer. The usual design approach is to consider what would be the
worst scenario, that is, the device in never-used condition before any
changes in the substrate microstructure due to soot deposition have
occurred. However, the fact that this condition may not be found in
practice introduces an unnecessary complication in the design of the ex-
haust line. In fact, the dissipative effects of usage will in general reduce
wave transmission across the ATS, thus reducing the actual noise source
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at the outlet, whereas the reactive effects will contribute to reduce the
negative impact of any resonances associated with the duct connecting
the ATS and the muffler. Therefore, with some proper assessment of
the influence of usage on the reactive and dissipative behaviour of an
ATS including a GPF, design requirements could be relaxed and the
development time and costs reduced.

Consequently, the focus of the assessment presented in Section 6.5
has been put on the comparison of “new” and “clean” conditions. The
former refers to the never-used state (the devices used were supplied
directly from the factory, even with the catalyst bricks sealed), whereas
the latter corresponds to the base state acquired by the PF monolith
after the device has been used, loaded, and regenerated, but for a short
time and distance, in order to avoid that any significant amount of
ash may enter the filter. This condition is comparable to that of a
vehicle particulate filter at the moment of reaching the customer in a
new car. Experimental characterization and 1D modelling results will
be discussed and analyzed, with special attention to changes in the
reactive and dissipative effects observed in the experiments, and to the
ability of modelling to account for such changes.
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6.2 Devices with flow-through monoliths, bends
and irregular geometries

The next step in the ascending complexity order intended was to assess
the individual devices classified as of intermediate complexity, firstly
ATD2 and ATD3, as both include peculiar geometrical dispositions but
coincide with ATS1-D1 from the simple geometry category in having two
FT monolith. ATD2 peculiarities are mostly related to the curvature
of the inlet and outlet pipes, along with irregular expansion and con-
traction volumes, whereas ATD3 keeps straight inlet and outlet pipes,
but it has very irregular expansion and contraction volumes and, addi-
tionally, a considerably large volume between the monoliths (not in the
same canning) and, on the contrary to devices and combinations from
the previous chapter, none of the components is aligned with the others.

Assessment procedure

The assessment procedure involves both experimental and computa-
tional work-fronts, the experimental one related to the measurements
and the computational one with the use of 3D and 1D modelling ap-
proaches; as three-dimensional flow effects are naturally expectable due
to the intricate geometries, in this chapter the use of 3D CFD tool is
more prominent.

Measurements of the experimental assessment

Table 6.1 summarizes the measurements taken for ATD2 and ATD3.
ATD3 was measured twice, as it was selected to check for potential
differences caused by the presence of a sensor, injector or similar pen-
etrating into the flow path and being in contact with the flow. Also,
the back-pressure imposed by this device forced to measure it in both
facilities with mass flow rates different from those used for most other
devices. ATD2 was also used as the baseline to account for the effect of
some cycles of use alongside ATD1 but such assessment is presented in
Section 6.5.
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Table 6.1: Information on the experimental measurements taken for
devices ATD2 and ATD3.

Characterization ATD

Test
Facility

Condition ATD2
ATD3
(Sensor)

ATD3
(No sensor)

Pressure
drop

Min. MFR 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 800 kg/h 636 kg/h

CFTB
Increase
steps

50 kg/h
50 kg/h,

last 36 kg/h

Orientation Direct & Inverse

Transmission Flowless 1 pulse amplitude

loss testing 1st MFR 100 kg/h, 2 pulse amplitudes

on ITR 2nd MFR
MFR 200 kg/h,
2 pulse amp.

MFR 150 kg/h,
2 pulse amp.

3rd MFR
MFR 300 kg/h,
2 pulse amp.

MFR 220 kg/h,
2 pulse amp.

Preparation of modelling assessment

ATD2

The CAD file was key to collect geometrical information for a proper
1D modelling as well as to obtain the fluid domain for the 3D CFD mod-
elling. Fig. 6.1 shows the cleaned-up CAD file of ATD2, with colours
assigned to differentiate components as decided in the discretization and
their treatment; inlet and outlet pipes are highlighted in red, monolith
bricks in grey, the irregular shaped volumes in purple and the inter-
monolith gap in orange. Then, Fig. 6.2 presents the 1D model prepared
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accordingly. From the cleaned CAD presented, along with the addition
of lids to close the inlet and outlet pipes, the fluid domain was extracted
for 3D CFD modelling.

Figure 6.1: Cleaned up CAD of ATD2 coloured to indicate the decided
discretization.

Figure 6.2: 1D model representation of ATD2.

ATD3

Similarly, Fig. 6.3 presents the CAD file for ATD3 after the clean-up
processing. The colour code to differentiate the components and their
treatment as decided from the discretization is used again, with the
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difference that ATD3 does not have a regular gap between the monoliths
but a huge irregular volume. Finally, Fig. 6.4 presents the 1D model
prepared accordingly; again with the addition of closing lids, the fluid
domain for CFD was extracted from this copy of the CAD file.

Figure 6.3: Fluid domain for 3D modelling and discretization (colour
code) of ATD3.

Figure 6.4: 1D model representation of ATD3.

Results and discussion

ATD2

Pressure drop

The PD and K factor results obtained from CTFB measurements
are presented in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. PD results are fully con-
sistent as the dependence on the mass flow is well represented, being
the quadratic and linear terms present, but with a stronger quadratic
influence than that found in the results for devices of the simple geome-
try category. Also the pressure drop coefficient exhibits the appropriate
asymptotic behaviour.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental PD results from ATD2 characterization.

Figure 6.6: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental char-
acterization of ATD2.
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Fig. 5.14 shows the results from the 1D virtual twin model of the
device tested in the PD testing template alongside the experimental
results for direct comparison. The agreement obtained for this device
is satisfactory: while the precise shape of the curve is not precisely
reproduced, the lower and higher values are adequately captured, but
at the cost of sacrificing some precision at intermediate MFR conditions.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled PD results
for ATD2.

Fig. 6.8 shows the results from the 3D CFD simulation, particularly
for the case with a 300 kg/h mass flow rate. Total pressure (right) and
velocity vectors (left) were checked, The velocity vector representation
gives a clear idea of how the flow is distributed in the volume, and the
magnitude of velocity (averaged over the outlet surface) allows to com-
pare the condition of the flow with experimental data and 1D models.
Pressure drop, computed as the difference in total pressure between the
inlet surface and the outlet surface, is also registered.

In this case, the evolution of total pressure matches what could be
expected, with most of the pressure drop occurring in the can containing
the monoliths. On the other hand, the velocity vectors offer a clear
view of the laminating effect of the monoliths, of the increased velocity
in the outlet pipe due to its smaller diameters compared to the inlet
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Figure 6.8: Total pressure and velocity vector representation for ATD2
at 300 kg/h.

pipe, and of the particularities of curvature in the inlet side and abrupt
diameter change in the pipe at the outlet side. Finally Fig. 6.9 shows the
comparison of results of the 1D and 3D modelling approaches alongside
the experimental results as a reference.

Figure 6.9: Comparison of experimental and modelled PD results for
ATD2.
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Transmission loss

The complete set of smoothed experimental results for ATD2 are
shown in Fig. 6.10. It is evidenced that the overall shape of the curve
is the same for the flowless case as for the three cases of superimposed
mean flow regardless of the size of the pulse but, as usual, with the
results from the small pulse measurements being considerably more os-
cillatory or noisy, to the point of being not as useful as the large pulse
results for further analysis. Additionally, some flow-dependent acoustic
features could be detected through their shifting with the flow.

Figure 6.10: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATD2.

Regarding the effect of a superimposed mean flow, for the large pulse
results (solid lines) a small increase can be observed in the attenuation
below 1000 Hz. For frequencies above 1000 Hz, a different behaviour
is observed at 200 and 300 kg/h with respect to no-flow and 100 kg/h
cases, with more marked features subject to the expected frequency
shifts. On the other hand, with the small pulse (dotted lines) the trend
is essentially the same as for the large pulse, but as usual flow-associated
features, such as dissipation and shifts, are more evident here. Overall,
as in the previous chapter large pulse is preferred for benchmarking of
models, as results for the small pulse become excessively noisy, mainly
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at 300 kg/h which can also be noticed in the corresponding large pulse
measurements.

Figure 6.11: Comparison of Exp. Smoothed (large pulse) and 1D mod-
elled TL results for ATD2.

Fig. 6.11 shows the comparison of 1D modelled and experimental
smoothed results with large pulse. The overall effect of superimposed
flow increasing the attenuation is reproduced, even though slightly over-
estimated. The initial ramp of the curve is perfectly captured for flow-
less and 100 kg/h cases, and slightly overestimated, but with the proper
slope, for the higher mass flows. Also the shape of the curve and the
peak attenuation up to 600 Hz are also captured. Starting at that
frequency the attenuation is underestimated, but still the information
produced is useful.

Fig. 6.12 shows the results for both small and large pulse at 100
kg/h, where the observations mentioned above can be more easily ap-
preciated.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of Exp. Smoothed (both pulses) and 1D mod-
elled TL loss results for ATD2 with 100 kg/h of superimposed mean flow.

ATD3

Pressure drop

In the case of ATD3, the device was found to generate a consider-
ably higher back-pressure which made it impossible to reach the 800
kg/h in the CFTB, as in other devices; the maximum MFR reached
was 636 kg/h. Considering that the monoliths it contain are of the FT
kind, this was considered to be related to its smaller inlet pipe diameter.
Aside of this, the results presented in Fig. 6.13 for PD and in Fig. 6.14
for pressure drop coefficients, are fully consistent with the expected be-
haviour. The PD exhibited the appropriate quasi-quadratic dependence
on the mass flow, and the pressure drop coefficient the right asymptotic
behaviour at high Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.13: Experimental PD results from ATD3 characterization.

Figure 6.14: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental char-
acterization of ATD3.
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Fig. 6.15 shows the results from the 1D virtual twin model of the
device alongside the measured values for direct comparison. The agree-
ment obtained for this device is excellent, with barely noticeable differ-
ences between modelled and experimental curves.

Figure 6.15: Comparison of Exp. and 1D Mod. PD results for ATD3.

Moving to the results of the 3D CFD approach, Fig. 6.16 shows
the results for total pressure and velocity vectors for the case with 300
kg/h of mass flow. The overall evolution of the pressure is as expected,
with the most relevant pressure drops coinciding with the monoliths;
on the other hand, the velocity vectors suggest some abrupt changes in
the expansion, intermediate and contraction volumes.
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Figure 6.16: Total pressure and velocity vector representation for ATD3
at 300 kg/h.

Finally Fig. 6.17 shows the comparison of results of the 1D and 3D
modelling approaches alongside the experimental values as reference.
For the sake of comparability with the other devices, experimental re-
sults were extrapolated up to 800 kg/h with a second order polynomial
fit, adjusted with a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.9999.

Figure 6.17: Comparison of experimental and modelled PD results for
ATD3.
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Transmission loss

Similar to the PD characterization, it was not possible to reach the
usual mass flow rates during the measurements in the ITR; instead,
the measurements were taken with mass flow rates of 100, 150 and 220
kg/h. Additionally, two sets of TL measurements were performed, with
and without a probe inserted in a sensor port located in the outlet
pipe, to account for the potential effects of a sensor in contact with the
flow acting as an obstacle. In both cases, it can be observed that the
overall effect of the flow changed sign between the low and the high
frequencies, so that increasing flow produced increased attenuation at
low to mid frequencies whereas the effect at higher frequencies was a
decrease in the attenuation.

Figure 6.18: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATD3 with
Sensor.

With these preliminary considerations, Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19
show the TL results for the measurements with and without probe,
respectively. As usual, the small pulse results tend to be noticeably more
oscillatory, but for this device extremely noisy results were obtained for
the 220 kg/h mass flow case even with the large pulse, which is not even
compensated by the smoothing processing; therefore, those results were
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not taken into account. It can be observed that, regardless of the pulse
used and of the presence or not of the sensor, flow-related dissipative
effects produce a certain increase in attenuation below approximately
800 Hz, whereas above this frequency, there is a certain decrease when
increasing the flow.

Figure 6.19: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATD3 with-
out Sensor.

For the thorough analysis of the effect of the probe, the following
figures display the comparison of raw TL results with and without the
probe at different flow conditions; 220 kg/h results were also neglected
in this case. Starting with Fig. 6.20, the flowless results are presented,
which are virtually identical below 600 Hz, with some differences within
2 dB at higher frequencies, except for a peak in the case without sensor
at about 1900 Hz which punctually overcomes the case with sensor by
about 6 dB. In general, it can be said that, in this case and for the
range of frequencies considered, the presence of the probe marginally
increases the attenuation.
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Figure 6.20: Probe effect assessment: Comparison of experimental TL
results at flowless condition.

Figure 6.21: Probe effect assessment: Comparison of experimental TL
results with small pulse excitement and superimposed flow.
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Fig. 6.21 presents the results from measurements with 100 and 150
kg/h of superimposed mean flow and excited by a small pulse. At
100 kg/h some differences arise, so that depending on the frequencies
considered the probe produces either an increase or a decrease in the
attenuation. However, the influence observed at 150 kg/h is much less
remarkable.

Finally in Fig. 6.22 the results from measurements with 100 and
150 kg/h of superimposed mean flow and excited by the large pulse are
shown. Overall, a similar behaviour is evidenced: at 100 kg/h the effects
are scarcely noticeable, whereas at 150 kg/h no significant differences
are apparent below 1000 Hz.

Figure 6.22: Probe effect assessment: Comparison of experimental TL
results with large pulse excitement and superimposed flow.

Therefore, in most of the cases analyzed the eventual effect of the
probe for the frequency range of interest may be considered as marginal.

Moving to the experimental vs modelling assessment, Fig. 6.23
shows the comparison of 1D modelled and experimental smoothed re-
sults of measurements with large pulse. The overall effect of superim-
posed flow increasing the attenuation is satisfactorily reproduced. The
initial ramp of the curves is perfectly captured for the 100 and 200
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kg/h cases, and slightly underestimated, but with the proper slope, for
the flowless and 300 kg/h cases. Also, the overall shape of the curve
is properly captured even beyond the 700 Hz range, with a noticeable
overestimation of the peak attenuation values between 150 and 500 Hz,
which are still close to the reasonable 3 dB margin.

Figure 6.23: Comparison of Exp. Smoothed (No Sensor) and 1D mod-
elled TL results for ATD3.

6.3 Devices with wall-flow monoliths

Moving on, the next devices to be evaluated were those that had realistic
geometries, and also a particulate filter elements among the monoliths.
ATD4 and ATD1 correspond to this category. The first one is relatively
less complex in its geometrical disposition but has a flexible pipe section
and a DPF. On the other hand, ATD1 shares its overall geometrical
configuration with ATD2, as both were designed for the same family of
engines, with some differences mainly in the shape of the inlet side and
the substitution of a FT monolith for a GPFc.

Assessment procedure

Similarly to the preceding sections, the assessment procedure involves
the measurements in the CFTB and ITR facilities and the computa-
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tional modelling, both 1D and 3D. As ATD1 is the most complex within
the intermediate category, due to curved pipe sections, irregular volumes
at inlet and outlet sides, and a PF monolith, it was chosen to study the
capabilities and potential benefits of a 1D-3D coupled simulation.

Measurements of the experimental assessment

Table 6.2 summarizes the measurements taken for ATD4 and ATD1.
Similarly to ATD3, it was not possible to measure PD of ATD4 up to
800 kg/h, reaching only 650 kg/h. In contrast, ATD1 was measured
twice, in its base condition as with the other parts, and also after a few
cycles of use in an engine bench. However, the results for ATD1 after
the engine bench are to be presented and discussed later in Section 6.5.

Table 6.2: Information on the experimental measurements taken for
devices ATD4 and ATD1.

Characterization ATD

Test Facility Condition ATD4
ATD1
(New)

ATD1
(Clean)

Pressure drop Min. MFR 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 650 kg/h 800 kg/h 900 kg/h

CFTB Increase steps 50 kg/h

Orientation Direct & Inverse Direct only

Transmission Flowless 1 pulse amplitude

loss testing MFR 100 kg/h 2 pulse amplitudes -

on ITR MFR 200 kg/h 2 pulse amplitudes -

MFR 300 kg/h 2 pulse amplitudes -
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Preparation of modelling assessment

ATD4

Fig. 6.24 depicts the fluid domain extracted from the cleaned-up
CAD, with the components as decided from the discretization high-
lighted with the previously used colour code, and the addition of the
yellow colour in the inlet side, which is used to indicate a separated
pipe section, as the pipe section next to it (highlighted in red) corre-
sponds to a flexible pipe element. The 1D model corresponding to the
discretization presented is portrayed in Fig. 6.25.

Figure 6.24: Discretization followed in the modelling of ATD4.

Figure 6.25: 1D models representing ATD4, PD devoted model on Top
side, and TL devoted model on bottom side.

ATD1

Fig. 6.26 shows the fluid domain extracted from the cleaned-up CAD
of ATD1; once again the colour code is used to indicate the decisions
from the discretization. In this case, as there is a regular cylindrical
volume at the beginning of the irregular contraction volume, it should
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be considered as a short pipe section before that representing the con-
traction volume corresponding to the element “ES2” in the 1D models
presented in Fig. 6.27.

Figure 6.26: Discretization followed in the modelling of ATD1.

Due to the presence of the PF element, and in order to produce the
best results, two 1D models were necessary, one for the PD simulation
and the other for the TL simulation; both are presented in Fig. 6.27.

Figure 6.27: 1D models representing ATD1; Top side is the model for
PD simulation and bottom side the model for TL simulation.
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Results and discussion

ATD4

Pressure drop

The PD and K factor results derived from CTFB measurements are
presented in Figs. 6.28 and 6.29 respectively. PD shows the expected
quasi-quadratic dependence to the mass flow rate, and the pressure
drop coefficients also exhibited an adequate asymptotic behaviour as
the Reynolds number increases.

Afterwards Fig. 6.30 shows the results from the 1D virtual twin
model of the device alongside the experiments for direct comparison.
The agreement obtained for this device is very good, with a small un-
derestimation at low MFR and barely overestimating at high MFR, with
an apparent interception at 400 Hz, but apart of this it represented the
overall PD curve very well.

Figure 6.28: Experimental PD results from ATD4 characterization.
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Figure 6.29: K factor, from experimental characterization of ATD4.

Figure 6.30: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled PD results
for ATD4.
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Moving to the results of the 3D CFD approach, Fig. 6.31 shows
the results for total pressure and velocity vectors for a simulation run
with a mass flow rate of 300 kg/h. The observed diminution of the total
pressure in the downstream direction fully matches the expected, even
reflecting that the section corresponding to the PF monolith imposed a
larger pressure drop. Regarding the velocity vectors, both the organized
laminar flow in the channels of the monoliths and the velocity and flow
direction changes associated with diameter and cross section changes
appears to be correct.

Figure 6.31: Total pressure and velocity vector representation for ATD4
at 300 kg/h.
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Finally Fig. 6.32 shows the comparison of results between the 1D
and 3D modelling approaches alongside the experimental as reference.

Figure 6.32: Comparison of experimental and modelled PD results for
ATD4.

Transmission loss

The experimental TL results of ATD4 are illustrated in Fig. 6.33;
neither the flow nor the pulse appear to have a significant effect on
the attenuation, apart that the results from measurements with small
pulse are considerably more oscillatory. Similarly to ATD3, the higher
mass flow case is noticeably oscillatory even for the large pulse after
smoothing.

In regards of the 1D modelling results, these are compared to large
pulse experimental measurements in Fig. 6.34. In this case, the initial
ramps is not completely captured, even if the slope seems to be the
adequate one. Also, while not precise, the attenuation values up to 600
Hz are within the margin, and the overall behaviour and tendencies are
captured. From experience during the iterative part of the modelling for
this device, it was found that the use of FlowSplitGeneral elements for
the expansion and contraction volumes could reproduce slightly better
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the increase of attenuation beyond 600 Hz, but at the cost of inducing
to many differences between PD and TL models, which was not desired.

Figure 6.33: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATD4.

Figure 6.34: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D modelled TL results
for ATD4.
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ATD1

Pressure drop

Moving to results for ATD1 prior to the cycles in the engine bench,
Figs. 6.35 and 6.36 present the pressure related results derived from
CFTB. It is important to mention that the sudden change in the slope
starting at 650 kg/h of mass flow in the test result is associated with
an internal change in the test rig that takes place beyond the 17000
Pa range. Then as the value for devices results from a computation of
the other curves, it inherits this change in slope. Posterior comparative
analyses to models make use of the adjusted second order polynomial
trendline. Aside of this, the PD exhibits the expected quasi-quadratic
behaviour as a function of increasing mass flow rate. Additionally, the
pressure drop coefficient exhibits the right asymptotic behaviour at high
Reynolds numbers within the measurement uncertainties and with the
change in slope also being subtly present.

Figure 6.35: Experimental PD results from ATD1 characterization.
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Figure 6.36: Pressure drop coefficient, K factor, from experimental char-
acterization of ATD1.

Fig. 6.37 shows the PD results from the simulation of the PD de-
voted 1D virtual twin model for ATD1 and from experimental measure-
ments in order to allow for direct comparison. The agreement obtained
is good; it somehow overestimates the PD for most mass flow rates, but
precisely captures those above the slope change.

Moving to the results of the 3D CFD approach, Fig. 6.38 shows
the results for total pressure and velocity vectors for a simulation run
with a mass flow rate of 300 kg/h. The observed diminution of the total
pressure in the downstream direction fully matches the expected, even
reflecting that the section corresponding to the PF monolith imposed
a much larger decrease in the pressure. Regarding the velocity vectors,
both the organized laminar flow in the channels of the monoliths and
the velocity and flow direction changes related to diameter and cross
section changes seem correct. There are some particular effects in the
inlet side as the bent is not as smooth as that in ATD2.
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Figure 6.37: Comparison of exp. and 1D mod. PD results for ATD1.

Figure 6.38: Total pressure and velocity vector representation for ATD1
at 300 kg/h.
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Finally Fig. 6.39 shows the comparison of results between the 1D
and 3D modelling approaches alongside the experiments as reference.

Figure 6.39: Comparison of experimental and modelled PD results for
ATD1.

Transmission loss

The smoothed TL results for flowless and superimposed mean flow
cases for ATD1, the latter excited with both small and large pulses are
plotted together in Fig. 6.40. Here the increase in attenuation with the
increasing flow is a little more evident, even if with ATD3 and ATD4
the results are considerably oscillatory even after the smoothing process
has been applied. Once again, the effect is stronger for the small pulse
but still significant for the large pulse, especially at 300 kg/h.

Afterwards, the comparison between 1D and experimental smoothed
results is shown in Fig. 6.41. Even though neither the initial ramp
of the curves nor the peak value are completely captured, the overall
shape of the results and the effect of mass flow are well represented in
the complete range of frequencies, and specific differences are all within
the 3 dB margin with the exception of the flowless case above 860 Hz.
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Figure 6.40: Complete set of exp. smoothed TL results for ATD1.

Figure 6.41: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D modelled transmis-
sion loss results for ATD1.
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Testing 1D-3D coupled simulation

Having all the characteristics of interest together in part ATD1, i.e.
both FT and WF monoliths, curved sections and irregular volumes,
made it the optimal subject to test the benefits of the eventual use of
1D-3D CFD coupled simulation. After choosing the device, and the
CFDInterface method as exposed in Section 3.3.6, the next step was to
put it to use.

Assessment Procedure

Having tested both 3D and 1D models, their advantages and dis-
advantages, the convenience and the benefits of using a 1D-3D coupled
approach was to be tested. As the comparison of 1D and 3D PD results,
given the proper tuning of the 1D models, already produced almost iden-
tical results with much less computation time, it was decided to assess
the convenience only in terms of acoustic characterization.

Given that pipe sections, monoliths and the gap between (treated as
a small pipe section) are clearly well represented by the 1D modelling,
and on the other hand the intricate geometries of the irregular expansion
and contraction volumes are suspicious of having 3D effects beyond the
capacities of the 1D approach in use, it was decided that the most
profitable strategy would be to focus the 3D computation capacities on
such volumes.

For this, three copies of the 1D virtual twin model were adapted
to allow for coupling via CFDInterface method. Back in Section 3.3.6,
Fig. 3.48 shows how the 1D models prepared for coupling look like. The
three copies were configured for the following:

1. A copy where a fluid domain starting in the last sub-volume of
the inlet pipe and ending one sub-volume before the FT monolith
is handled by 3D CFD, thus containing the irregular expansion
volume.

2. A copy where a fluid domain starting in the last sub-volume of
the empty space downstream of the WF monolith, and ending in
the first sub-volume of the outlet pipe is handled by 3D CFD,
therefore containing the irregular contraction volume.
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3. A copy were both previously described fluid domains are handled
by 3D CFD simultaneously.

The adapted TL testing template and the built-in TM template were
used to evaluate the three adapted models.

Results

One of the key advantages rapidly evidenced was, as expected, that
the amount of time consumed is by far less than that of a complete ATD
3D CFD simulation; also, the improvement in the quality of results when
compared to 1D was noticeable. Even if it is already decided to use the
coupling, the best decision is to use it for as many regions as needed
at once, as the computation time vs. improvement of results would
be favourable, given that part of the time of handling fluid regions
is shared. Therefore the virtual twin model prepared to handle both
intricate geometries via CFD was selected.

Additionally, during the iterative tests performed, it was evidenced
that tuning the number of uncoupled cycles (completely executed in
1D) to allow for the 1D model to stabilize before moving to the actively
coupled phase improves the results in terms of small oscillations, sim-
ilar to those frequent in raw experimental results which are certainly
undesired.

Even though the same model and coupling method was used, some
differences were found between using TM and TL templates. First of
all, in order to use TM, two copies of the model have to be “placed”
in the template, one of them with the elements connected backwards
as to account for a measurement in reverse position. When this is used
in combination with a 1D-3D coupled approach, it means two copies
of each fluid region are to be handled by the CFD software during the
coupled phase. Figs. 6.42 and 6.43 show some images from the CFD
software when TL and TM templates were used with 1D-3D coupled
simulation.
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Figure 6.42: Velocity vector representation for inlet and outlet complex
volumes of ATD1 being handled by CFD software during a 1D-3D cou-
pled simulation using TL template.

Figure 6.43: Velocity vector representation for inlet and outlet complex
volumes of ATD1 being handled by CFD software during a 1D-3D cou-
pled simulation using TM template.
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Fig. 6.44 plots together different TL results for the case without
superimposed mass flow, in order to compare them, including also the
experimental smoothed and the uncoupled 1D results for reference. It
is evident that in both cases the results are closer to the experimental
benchmark than those from the uncoupled 1D modelling. Nonetheless,
TL would be preferred over TM, as the use of that template requires two
copies of each fluid region to execute and that naturally translates in
longer computation times. However, it could still be useful as it grants
access to transfer matrix coefficients providing a complete picture of the
acoustics.

Figure 6.44: Comparison of experimental, uncoupled 1D, and coupled
1D-3D TL results for ATD1 at no flow condition.

As improvements over uncoupled 1D results had been evidenced, the
coupled simulation for the cases with superimposed flow were ran. Fig.
6.45 presents the results obtained. This figure can be compared with
its uncoupled 1D equivalent, Fig. 6.41.
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Figure 6.45: Comparison of exp. smoothed and 1D-3D coupled simula-
tion of TL results for ATD1.

Regarding these results the following is to be pointed out:

� Even if still not fully captured, the initial ramps of the curves
accounting for volume correspondence are better represented by
1D-3D coupled results.

� The shape of the curves reproduces better the behaviour in the
complete frequency range displayed.

� The effect of superimposed mass flow is also reproduced, includ-
ing the increase of attenuation and the slight shift in the some
segments of the curves.

� All discrepancies fall within the 2 dB margin up to 700 Hz, and
even above that frequency at some points.

6.4 Comparative analysis of results

Similarly to the comparative analysis presented at the start of Section
5.5, the experimental results of all devices from the intermediate com-
plexity category were compared and analyzed together, in an attempt
to outline how each characteristic of the devices might be responsible
for the differences in the results.
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Assessment procedure

Experimental PD measurements, estimated K factor Vs Reynolds and
raw transmission loss results of ATD1, ATD2, ATD3 and ATD4 are
plotted together, alongside those of ATS1-D1 as a baseline reference for
devices containing only WF monoliths.

Results and discussion

Pressure related results

Fig. 6.46 presents the scatter plot for the PD measurements of inter-
mediate category devices and the aforementioned simple geometry ref-
erence. As it was not possible to measure ATD3 and ATD4 beyond 650
kg/h, the corresponding results were again extrapolated with a second
order polynomial fit up to 800 kg/h. The coefficient of determination
R2 for all these fits is above 0.9994.

Figure 6.46: Summary of the PD results obtained from the exp. char-
acterization of intermediate geometry complexity, ATS1-D1 added for
comparison purposes.

� All intermediate complexity devices have considerably higher PD
than ATS1-D1, being ATD2 the closest one; all the other ones
have more than double its PD starting at 550 kg/h.
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� Even though it has been checked one by one that the behaviour of
ATDs is quasi-quadratic with a linear term related to the laminar
flow in the channels of monoliths, represented in this way, the
preponderance of the quadratic term over the linear one in devices
with realistic geometry is far more evident, with ATS1-D1 looking
almost as a straight line.

– Comparing the coefficients of the quadratic term in the equa-
tions of the fits, those of intermediate geometry devices are
one order of magnitude higher than that of the simple geom-
etry device.

� Aside from the fact that all devices have two monoliths, ATS1-D1
is a convenient reference to compare ATD2 and ATD3 as they all
contain FT monoliths only.

� Regarding ATD2:

– The similitude with ATD2 goes one step further, as both
have their two monoliths placed in a unique canning with a
simple and straight intermediate gap.

– The differences observed in PD are likely to be attributable
to the complex bent inlet geometry used in ATD2, in contrast
with the simple conical geometry of ATS1-D1.

� In relation to ATD3:

– ATD3, without any WF monolith, yielded the highest value
of all measured PD so far, even beyond that of ATD1 which
has curved pipes, irregular volumes and a WF monolith.

– Its PD is significantly higher than those of ATD2 and ATS1-
D1, the most similar complex device and its simple coun-
terpart respectively. In particular, at 800kg/h it is twice as
much PD as ATD2 and three times that of ATS1-D1. This
might indicate that the highly complex geometry of ATD3 is
introducing a significant contribution to the PD, other than
that of the monoliths.

– The fact that the gap between the monoliths is rather a com-
plete second expansion volume might allow for some extent
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of flow development in comparison with the short gap of
other devices, but the flow distribution in such a volume
may be highly non-uniform, so that dissipative effects may
be present.

– Additionally, this device has the smallest inlet pipe diameter
of all the devices tested, which can also contribute to the
higher PD observed.

� With respect to ATD1:

– The obvious device to compare with is ATD2 as both were
designed for the same family of engines and to occupy more
or less the same space, with small differences in the shape
of the inlet side, but broadly speaking the same canning and
outlet configurations, being the major difference the presence
of a GPF.

– Any differences observed may be attributed precisely to the
WF monolith, which should naturally produce an increase in
pressure drop with respect to a through-flow monolith.

� About ATD4:

– This device can be compared to ATD1, as both have WF
monoliths, and also to ATS1-D1, as its almost straight-aligned
geometrical configuration somehow resembles that of the sim-
ple geometry category part.

– Its PD results are slightly lower than those of its GPF coun-
terpart (ATD1). The difference is suspected to be related
with the less complex inlet geometry found here.

– The results are also significantly higher, more than twice at
high mass flow rates, than those of ATS1-D1, with which
shares to some extent the complexity of the inlet; this rein-
forces the importance of the contribution of the presence of
WF monoliths to the pressure drop.

The corresponding unified representation of the pressure drop coef-
ficients calculated from experimental results is portrayed in Fig. 6.47.
Even though direct comparison of K factor is not as indicative as the
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comparison of PD, it can be highlighted that the curves of ATD1 and
ATD4, the devices with WF monoliths, are close together, and similarly,
but less evidently, those with FT monoliths only are also close one to
another. The curve for ATS1-D1 coincides with ATD2 and ATD3 at
low Reynolds numbers.

Figure 6.47: Summary of pressure drop coefficients obtained from
the experimental characterization of intermediate geometry complex-
ity, ATS1-D1 added for comparison purposes.

Transmission loss results

Moving on to the TL results, Fig. 6.48 brings raw TL measurements for
the case excited with a large pulse with a superimposed mass flow rate of
100 kg/h together plotted up to 2000 Hz. The selection of this condition
is based on the consideration that in the actual operating condition the
devices are subject to flow, but due to the impossibility to measure
ATD3 with usual mass flow rates, 100 kg/h is the only superimposed
flow condition available for all the devices. The results for the simple
geometry ATS1-D1 device are included as a reference again.
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Figure 6.48: Summary of TL measurements with a 100 kg/h of su-
perimposed MFR of ATDs from the intermediate complexity category,
ATS1-D1 included for comparison (dotted line).

The following are observations to be highlighted regarding these re-
sults:

� The overall shape of the curves of intermediate complexity devices
are all very similar, at least up to 1300 Hz.

� ATD4 appears to have the largest effective volume, as it has the
highest initial ramp and attenuation up to 200 Hz. This, together
with the presence of a WF monolith (DPF), may well be the cause
for the significantly higher attenuation achieved by this device.

� ATD1, which also includes a WF monolith, a GPF, follows a sim-
ilar trend, but with significantly lower attenuation values.

� Now, if one compares ATD2 and ATD1, which as previously com-
mented have essentially identical geometrical disposition and differ
in exchanging a FT monolith by a WF one, it is apparent that
the differences are not as significant as one may expect given the
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differences in PD; in fact, they are close enough as for the attenua-
tion of either ATD to be predominant depending on the frequency
range considered.

� Starting around 300 and up to 1800 Hz the attenuation of ATD1,
ATD2 and ATD3 is practically identical, considering that all dif-
ferences fall within the 3 dB margin, the uncertainties of the mea-
surements and the use of non-smoothed curves in this comparison.

� Finally, if one considers the devices with two FT monoliths only:
ATD2, ATD3 and ATS1-D1,

– The simple geometry device has the best attenuation at low
frequencies (below 100 Hz), thus indicating that its effective
volume is the largest of the three.

– ATS1-D1 is noticeably more attenuating than its more com-
plex counterparts between 700 and 1400 Hz.

– Up to 400 Hz, ATD3 exhibits a larger attenuation than ATD2,
but above that limit its attenuation is lower.

The key conclusion from this comparative analysis is that the trends
in attenuation (TL) do not correspond with the trends in built-up back-
pressure (PD). Of course, the design of these devices is essentially driven
by the efficiency of their pollutant abatement effects.

6.5 The very early life of GPF

The literature review allowed for the identification of a knowledge gap
on the effects induced on PF monoliths by the first few load-regeneration
cycles, specially in the acoustic aspects. This section aims to help filling
such gap in the case of GPF applications. For such end a comparative
study between the never-used state, labelled “new”, and the “clean”
condition, which refers to the base state acquired by the PF after its
first few cycles, was performed. Theoretically speaking, the effects to
be expected in both PD and TL should be related to deep-bed filtration
of soot filling the pores of the substrate. A TL decomposition analysis
was also applied aiming to further understand those effects.
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Assessment Procedure

For this assessment, ATD1 was selected as it is a standard production
part representative of current practice containing a WF GPFc monolith.
The “new” condition of the device corresponds to the results presented
in previous section (6.3) and “clean” conditions to that acquired by the
ATD after a few cycles of use, in this case in its native engine in a test
bench as specified in Section 3.2.5. The measurements that represent
the latter state are those indicated in the last column of Table 5.2.
Additionally ATD2 was also cycled in order to have a reference on how
a similar cycling affects or not an ATD when no PF is present.

PD test were performed as usual, and these results post-processed
to obtain the pressure drop coefficient as both magnitudes provide a
preliminary assessment of the influence of soot deposition on the dissi-
pative behaviour of the ATS. On the other hand, TL was only measured
in the direct position, as the reverse test was not considered convenient
to perform even if no soot layer was expected, and thus the inverse
response was estimated based on reciprocity properties [40].

The assessment of reactive and dissipative effects applied to both
conditions was performed using the linear approach based on acoustic
power presented in Section 3.2.3. By applying such decomposition, the
reflected power ratio Wr/Wi defined in Eq. 3.29 and the dissipated
power ratio Wd/(Wi −Wr) defined in Eq. 3.31 are used to account for
the contributions of reactive and dissipative effects, respectively.

On the engine bench cycling

ATD1 was instrumented to obtain the evolution of the pressure differen-
tial across the system, in order to evaluate the evolution of GPF loading
along the test. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 6.49, where for
clarity only the first, the fifth and the last two cycles are represented.

It can be observed that, while the pressure differential increases from
cycle 1 to cycle 5, and from cycle 5 to cycle 9, the results for cycle 10
are almost indistinguishable from those of cycle 9, and even a little
smaller. This should indicate that, at this point, passive regeneration
has taken place but, as commented in the introduction, the system does
not retrieve its initial condition but reaches its effective base state re-
lated with deep-bed filtration, and after that it oscillates between these
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Figure 6.49: Evolution of the pressure differential across the system.

two values of the pressure differential. It was thus concluded that the
state achieved by the system is representative of the less dissipative case
associated with the “clean” condition, i.e. the actual state of interest
for the present work.

Results

Pressure drop

In Fig. 6.50 the effect of the usage on the PD of ATD1 is shown. It
is apparent that, as expected, the PD of the device in “clean” state is
only slightly higher than that of the “new” condition. In both cases, the
dependence of PD on the increasing MFR is quasi-quadratic, but with
a most prominent influence of the quadratic term over a non-negligible
linear contribution, associated with the existence of laminar flow in the
monoliths [101].

The modelling work was centred on the 1D approach; the models
presented for ATD1 in the previous section correspond to those of the
“new” condition. The basic approach to represent the “clean” condi-
tion consisted in taking copies of “new” condition models and readjust
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Figure 6.50: Comparison of exp. PD results between “new” and “clean”
state of ATD1.

some parameters so that physically meaningful modifications were in-
troduced, therefore reproducing the results for the “clean” conditions
by representing the actual changes in the device.

The basic parameters defining the GPF representing element are:
the substrate porosity, the substrate pore diameter and the discharge
coefficient of the orifices. For the model of the “new” condition, the
substrate porosity and the substrate pore diameter were kept at the rec-
ommended values of 0.5 and 3 µm respectively, whereas the discharge
coefficient of the orifices was set to 0.038 instead of the default value
of 0.03. After some iterations, the best parameters for the copy repre-
senting the “clean” condition were obtained by changing the substrate
pore diameter (to 2.5 µm) and the discharge coefficient of the orifices
(to 0.035), both modifications being consistent with the possible influ-
ence of soot loading. Another iteration producing similar results was to
reduce the substrate porosity. The physical interpretation that justifies
any of these changes is to regard them as the consequence of soot parti-
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cles filling the pores of the substrate, therefore reducing the mean pore
size, the overall porosity or modifying the discharge coefficients.

Additionally, the main tuning parameters are the forward discharge
coefficients of the orifice connections upstream and downstream of the
particulate filter, in particular, the direct flow value upstream and the
reverse flow value downstream; the best results were obtained by setting
both to 0.434 instead of the recommended value of 0.5.

Figure 6.51: Comparison of 1D mod. PD results between “new” and
“clean” state of ATD1.

The results are shown in Fig. 6.51, where it is apparent that the
experimental trend observed in Fig. 6.50 is qualitatively reproduced,
the values at maximum mass flow rate being comparable to the experi-
mental ones in the “clean” condition, and slightly smaller in the “new”
condition, so that the influence of usage is more apparent. This is due
to the fact that, with the tuning parameters available, it was not pos-
sible to reproduce in full the actual dependence of the new device, but
only to produce results that exhibited acceptable errors throughout the
mass flow range considered, so that the model slightly overestimates the
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PD at moderate MFR with a corresponding underestimation at higher
MFR. In the case of the clean device, while the agreement at high flow
rates is acceptable, the PD at medium mass flows is overestimated,
which indicates that the linear term in the PD dependence is too high.
One possible explanation could be related with the fact that the soot
loading might not be uniform across the WF filter, which might not be
negligible, even for an integrated magnitude as the PD.

In order to check this possibility, an effective porosity distribution
was considered, based on information available [145], that indicates that
the porosity is slightly lower at the inlet and the outlet of the channels,
most notably when approaching the closed end at the outlet. This was
implemented by changing accordingly the areas of the orifices connect-
ing the inlet and the outlet channels while keeping approximately the
same total area. The results are also shown in Fig. 6.51, where it can be
observed that a certain reduction in the linear term is achieved. How-
ever, the results are extremely sensitive to the degree of non-uniformity:
for large non-uniformity it may even produce an increase in the linear
contribution, and therefore an explanation based on this can not ac-
count by itself for the differences observed.

Transmission loss

Even though the main use of the information generated by the ITR
measurements in this special assessment is related to the acoustic power
ratio approach, the TL of ATD1 and ATD2 after being subject to iden-
tical cycling in the engine test bench, and their logarithmic approach
decomposition are presented in Figs. 6.52 and 6.53. ATD2 was tested
as a reference and to verify that the effect of usage is not as relevant for
devices without WF monoliths. Conveniently, both ATD2 and ATD1
were designed for the same family of engines and an engine test bench
with an engine of such family mounted was available to perform the test
in their native system.
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Figure 6.52: Comparison of dissipative and reflective TL components of
ATD1, “new” and “clean” conditions, without superimposed mass flow.

Figure 6.53: Comparison of dissipative and reflective TL components of
ATD2, at flowless condition after a few hours of use.
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From these results it is evident that the differences between the
“new” and the “clean” states of ATD1 are far more notorious than those
of ATD2 before and after the same cycling. The changes exhibited in
the TL of ATD2 (Fig. 6.53) all fall within the margin that may be
easily explained by measurement variability, except the apparition of
an unexpected peak around 800 Hz, whereas the changes that can be
appreciated in the TL of ATD1, Fig. 6.52, are consistent and cannot be
disregarded as measurement variability. Similarly, component wise the
reflective and dissipative TL of ATD2 barely changed, whereas those of
ATD1 were unequivocally modified. Further analysis and confirmation
of the effects on ATD1 are provided below with the acoustic power ratio
decomposition analysis.

Acoustic power ratios

Moving to the main part of this assessment, the same 1D virtual twin
models for the “new” and the “clean” conditions of ATD1 were used
with the transfer matrix template built in GT-ise to reproduce the ex-
perimental results as from the decomposition linear approach. This is,
no further tuning of the models was performed specifically to reproduce
the experimental results. However, the impact of a non-uniform distri-
bution, with the copy of the model that produced the results shown in
Fig. 6.51) was investigated.

Specifically, the TM template produced four complex transfer matrix
elements, from which the scattering matrix elements were computed
and finally the transmission and reflection coefficients, T and R, could
be extracted. Therefore having all information needed to produce the
reflected and dissipated power ratios, with the same formulations of the
analysis of experimental data in order to allow for direct comparison.

The following is the analysis of such results; first, the effect of usage
on the reflected power ratio Wr/Wi is shown in Figs. 6.54 and 6.55, for
the experimental and modelled results respectively.
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Figure 6.54: Changes on the reflected power ratio due to usage - exp.
results.

From the experimental results, it can be observed that there is a
noticeable influence of the usage on the reactive behaviour of the system;
the following points can be highlighted:

� The overall trends in terms of the frequencies associated with
peaks and troughs are not affected

� The “clean” condition curve shows, in general, less pronounced
fluctuations, with a single exception between 1100 and 1200 Hz.

� Starting around 1300 Hz and above, the usage seems to increase
the reflected power ratio, with the values staying either equal or
above those of the “new” condition.

� The effect from the preceding item is thought to be related to
the fact that relatively higher frequencies are more affected by
geometrical changes at the substrate level.
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Figure 6.55: Changes on the reflected power ratio due to usage - mod.
results.

Regarding the modelling results, some aspects should be commented:

� The overall shape of the frequency dependence of the reflected
power ratio is essentially captured for frequencies below 1000 Hz.

– This is consistent with the claims of the software developer.

– The values of the two peaks in this frequency range are quite
close to those found in the experiments.

– Even above that frequency, certain aspects are reproduced.

– However, it is also clear that the model is not able to fully
reproduce the precise shape found in the experiments.

� The models are able to reproduce qualitatively the influence of
usage, but quantitatively the effect shown is less pronounced than
that evidenced in the experimental results.

– For these results, the model representing the “clean” condi-
tion with a non-uniform soot load distribution showed more
significant differences with respect to the uniform model than
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those found in the pressure drop simulation. However, this
only translates into an improvement of results in the low fre-
quencies.

– The frequency distribution of usage effects portrayed by the
“clean” results matches quite closely the experimental ones,
with the exception of a frequency band from 1000 to 1500
Hz.

– Another trait successfully represented in a qualitative way is
the fact that the device in clean condition is more reflective
at the highest frequencies displayed.

These results and observations indicate that, even though not com-
pletely precise, the 1D models prepared and the modelling approach
used are able to provide significant results in regards to reactive mech-
anisms.

Next, the effect of usage on the dissipated power ratio Wd/(Wi −
Wr) is assessed, starting with the experimental results which are shown
in Fig. 6.56; then, Fig. 6.57 shows the equivalent results from the
modelling approach.

Figure 6.56: Changes on the dissipated power ratio due to usage - exp.
results.
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Regarding the experimental results:

� It can be observed that for frequencies above 1000 Hz differences
are relatively small.

� As expected, and regardless of the condition observed, the atten-
uation produced by the device is essentially dominated by dissi-
pation, most notably beyond 900 Hz.

� The effect of usage is noticeable precisely below 900 Hz, where the
predominance of dissipation is not as forceful.

� The most evident effect of usage is smoothing out the curve, most
notably at the two frequencies at which the main spikes of the
reflected power ratio occur.

� Overall, as expected, dissipation is higher in “clean” conditions,
what can be an advantage when designing the eventual down-
stream silencer, as pointed out in the introduction.

Figure 6.57: Changes on the dissipated power ratio due to usage - exp.
results.
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When considering the corresponding modelled results, it is appar-
ent that while the model was able to reproduce, at least qualitatively,
the trends observed in the reflected power ratio, still the agreement to
experimental results is rather poor:

� Results from the model representing the new condition exhibit a
far smoother behaviour than that of experiments.

� In the case of the model with uniform load, the effect of usage rep-
resented is that of an almost constant increase with respect to the
new condition, not presenting any frequency-dependent feature,
which the experiments do have.

� The case considering a non-uniform distribution is better in the
sense that it at least presents some frequency dependence, yet it
does not matches the experimental properly.

These modelling results provide some hints suggesting that considering
the non-uniform soot load distribution is the proper way to account for
usage effect, and that such consideration is relevant at least from the
point of view of acoustic dissipation, even if results were not conclusive
in the case of PD.

6.6 Validation of the developed 1D methodol-
ogy on most complex devices

Up to this point the modelling workfront has guided the structuration
of the 1D modelling methodology postulated in Section 3.3.5, as well as
its complements. Now, finally the two most complex devices available,
ATD5 and ATD6, were used as test subjects to evaluate the capability of
the modelling methodology to produce satisfactory results from scratch,
only using CAD geometrical information. The results, that may still
be improved by tuning or small adjustments, were found to be quite
indicative.

Assessment procedure

As mentioned above, this time the experimental data obtained was not
used as an input for the iterative modelling, but as a benchmark for
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the ”final” 1D modelling results from applying the latest formulation of
the modelling methodology and its complements to the most complex
devices available, so that the validation test might include as many
complexities as possible.

Measurements of the experimental assessment

Experimental measurements were taken, the PD testing on CFTB as
usual but, on the TL side, only no-flow conditions were tested in the
ITR. Details are listed in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Information on the experimental measurements taken for
devices ATD5 and ATD6.

Characterization ATD

Test Facility Condition ATD5 ATD6

Pressure drop Min. MFR 50 kg/h

testing on Max. MFR 800 kg/h

CFTB Increase steps 50 kg/h

Transmission
loss testing

Orientation Direct & Inverse

on ITR Flowless 1 pulse amplitude

Preparation of modelling assessment

The developed modelling methodology in its final formulation was ap-
plied, based solely on the dimensions as obtained from the CAD files and
the monolith data supplied, and applying the guidelines for discretiza-
tion and element selection and using the recommended seed values for
the tuning and complementary parameters.
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ATD5

This SCR system offers the opportunity to assess a FT only device,
but with a flexible pipe element, a DEF injector, a perforated tunnel
mixer, curved pipe sections, an expansion volume of irregular shape
where additionally the mixer is placed, double SCR monoliths with the
presence of a separator in the gap between the monoliths, a relatively
short outlet contraction volume and an outlet pipe section with several
sensor ports.

Fig. 6.58 shows the cleaned-up CAD file (top) and the simplified
CAD (bottom) prepared to extract the diameters and volumes for the
1D model. The colours assigned to the cleaned-up CAD indicate the
different elements as identified from the discretization. The mixer was
presented back in Chapter 3 in Fig. 3.12 and as it is of the perforated
tunnel embodiment; it is represented as a sudden reduced section that
will be specified below.

Figure 6.58: CAD files prepared for ATD5 modelling; Cleaned-up CAD
(top) and simplified equivalent model (bottom).
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Due to the number of section changes and the “high density” of ele-
ments to be represented, even though it could fulfil the device definition
considered in this work, it is rather represented and treated by sections
in the 1D modelling as schematically represented in Fig. 3.12

Figure 6.59: 1D modelling approach used for ATD5.

The inlet pipe section was represented in high detail using PipeR-
ound elements only, as shown in Fig. 6.60 as the two longest sections
are a flexible pipe and a curved pipe section simplified and the adapters
connected to them had several changes in diameter that can act as re-
flective boundaries.

Figure 6.60: Details on the modelling of inlet pipe section of ATD5;
Extracted fluid domain (up) and 1D model (below).

Fig. 6.61 shows the modelling representation for the main shell of the
device; the orange line represent the separation of two functional groups
that were assessed almost as two separate devices: the mixer group and
the monoliths group. The presence of the mixer, represented in the
simplified CAD by a plate with a circular opening orifice in the middle
with an open area equivalent to that of perforation in the actual mixer,
is indicated in the figure by the light blue marking. These sections
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are represented by PipeRounds. On the other hand the monoliths are
represented with the Standard CatalystBrick and the small gaps by
PipeRounds; the gap between monoliths is represented by an equivalent
area as the presence of the separator previously shown in Fig. 3.12
occupies a certain portion of this empty volume.

Figure 6.61: Details on the modelling of main can section of ATD5;
Extracted fluid domain (up) and 1D model (below).

Finally, the outlet section includes the contraction, a toricone with
knuckles at both sides, and the outlet pipes, once again all represented
by PipeRounds as presented in Fig. 6.62.

Figure 6.62: Details on the modelling of outlet pipe section of ATD5;
Extracted fluid domain (up) and 1D model (below).
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ATD6

This ATD is rather an ATS composed of two devices, even three
following the criteria established for the modelling. It consist of two cans
placed close together, whence its description as “close-coupled”. For the
sake of the modelling, it is to be considered as depicted in Fig. 6.63,
giving an ATD treatment to the first can, the smallest one containing a
DOC monolith, whereas the second can includes two monoliths and also
a DEF injection port and a perforated plate precisely in the curved and
irregular shaped contraction-expansion volume between the two cans.
The second can is treated by sections similarly to ATD5, as it can be
seen in Fig. 6.65.

Figure 6.63: CAD file of ATD6 and initial approach for 1D modelling
as two independent devices.

The representation of the first can in the 1D modelling environment
is presented in Fig. 6.64; PipeRounds were used in order to represent
the volumes at both sides of the monolith.
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Figure 6.64: Details on the 1D modelling representation for the first
device in ATD6.

Figure 6.65: 1D modelling approach to represent the second device in
ATD6.

What would usually be considered as a FlowSplitGeneral between
two PipeRounds, or an array of PipeRounds as a expansion volume of
irregular shape, is treated almost a device itself due to the presence of
a perforated plate mixer. An auxiliary view of this mixer was presented
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on Section 3.1.1, in Fig. 3.15. Now, in Fig. 6.66 the CAD of this section
with the location of the plate mixer highlighted by an orange marking
is presented alongside its 1D model representation.

Figure 6.66: Details on the 1D modelling representation for the inlet
volume and mixer (highlighted in orange) of the second device in ATD6.

Next, the monoliths and the other empty volumes in this device were
represented as portrayed in Fig. 6.67; first the simplified CAD section
is shown in the top, then as the first monolith of this device is a SCRf,
it was necessary to have two versions, one for PD simulation, shown in
the middle, and the other for TL simulation, shown in the bottom.

Figure 6.67: Details on the 1D modelling representation for the monolith
can of the second device in ATD6; Equivalent CAD (top), model for PD
simulation (middle) and model for TL simulation (bottom).
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Finally, the remaining elements that constitute the outlet side are
represented in the 1D as indicated in Fig. 6.68. It is important to
remember that the larger opening was closed with a lid both in the
experimental measurements and the CAD representation; therefore, for
this characterization it can be regarded as a weird shaped volume.

Figure 6.68: Details on the 1D modelling representation for the outlet
volume of the second device in ATD6.

Results and discussion: Experimental

The experimental results will be assessed by first presenting the data
extracted from the measurements of both devices, and then present-
ing a comparative analysis with reference to selected information from
measurements of simple and intermediate geometry complexity devices.

ATD5

Pressure drop

Figs. 6.69 and 6.70 portray the PD measurements results and pres-
sure drop coefficients calculated from those. The PD exhibits the ade-
quate dependence to the mass flow rate, whereas the K factors present
the expected asymptotic behaviour. The level of PD reached rivals those
of the highest from the intermediate complexity category.
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Figure 6.69: Experimental PD results from ATD5 characterization.

Figure 6.70: Pressure drop coefficients, K factor, from experimental
characterization of ATD5.
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Transmission loss

Fig. 6.71 presents the raw and smoothed TL curves obtained from
ATD5 without superimposed flow up to 2000 Hz. It can be observed
that raw results have an oscillatory nature starting as early as 400 Hz,
and even with the smoothing processing the behaviour still evidences
some oscillations. Apart from the oscillations and from the presence of
a punctual spike, probably a resonance, at 1500 Hz, the results present
a relatively stable increasing attenuation tendency with the frequency,
from an attenuation in the order of 10 dB after the initial ramp and
finishing in the 25 to 30 dB range at 2000 Hz. Overall, the attenuation
provided can be regarded as relevant to take into account for the design
of the silencing element in the complete exhaust line.

Figure 6.71: Experimental transmission loss results from ATD5 at flow-
less condition.
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ATD6

Pressure drop

Figs. 6.72 and 6.73 portray the PD measurements results and pres-
sure drop coefficients calculated from those. The PD exhibits the ade-
quate dependence to the mass flow rate, and the K factors present the
right asymptotic behaviour. Additionally, this is the highest result of
PD obtained but, as mentioned in the preparation for the modelling
assessment, it can be discussed if it is a single ATD or rather a compact
ATS. No separate measurements of its first and second can could be
made, but the order of magnitude of its back-pressure is more likely to
be found in ATS than in a single ATD.

Figure 6.72: Experimental PD results from ATD6 characterization.
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Figure 6.73: Pressure drop coefficients, K factor, from experimental
characterization of ATD6.

Transmission loss

Fig. 6.74 shows the sound attenuation results at no flow condition
for ATD6; both raw and smoothed results are presented up to 2000 Hz.
A few aspects can be commented regarding these results: first, there
is a notorious increase in the oscillations with the increasing frequency,
which start to be relevant at around 1300 Hz and are prominent be-
yond 1550 Hz, to the point of not being completely compensated by the
smoothing process. Overall, the level of attenuation is quite stable from
400 Hz and on, staying mostly in the order of 20 to 27 dB except in
the spikes. Similarly to its category partner, this level of attenuation
is relevant as to consider it an important element in the design of an
eventual silencing element in the same exhaust line.
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Figure 6.74: Experimental transmission loss results from ATD6 at flow-
less condition.

Comparative analysis

In order to provide some context for these measurements, a compara-
tive analysis with respect to the most relevant parts in terms of PD, K
factor and TL from simple and intermediate complexity categories was
made. ATS1 (complete) is the natural choice from the simple geometry
group, whereas ATD3 and ATD4 represent the intermediate complex-
ity category in PD and TL, respectively. First, the PD comparison is
displayed in Fig. 6.75.
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Figure 6.75: Comparison of PD results, complex geometry devices
against selected previous measurements.

Regarding the perspective offered by this figure the following points
can be highlighted:

� The PD of ATD5 is almost identical to that of ATD3; differences
are within experimental uncertainties, including the extrapolated
part as it was not possible to measure ATD3 with mass flow rates
beyond 636 kg/h. This puts it in pair with the highest PD from
intermediate category devices, and its also about 1.6 times higher
than the results of ATS1.

� The PD of ATD6 is by far the largest of all the measurements per-
formed; about 1.9 times those of ATD3 and ATD5, and 3 times
as much as ATS1. Aside of the presence of three monoliths in-
cluding a WF SCRf monolith, the intricate and abrupt change in
direction in the bent section between the two cans is probably a
major contributor to this extremely high value.

� Regardless of having one more monolith than ATD3 and ATD5,
and the same amount as ATS1, the behaviour of ATD6 has an
evident strong quadratic term over the linear one from monoliths.
This reinforces the idea of curvature and geometrical traits being
strong contributors to these results.
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� As both ATD5 and ATD6 are SCR systems with DEF injection
ports and mixer as those characterized in ATS1-A in Section 5.3,
even if not of the same embodiment type, it is to expect that their
mixers should also induce turbulence, that particular flow pattern
also contributing to their high PD.

The pressure drop coefficients computed from the PD results pre-
sented in previous figure, are shown in Fig. 6.76.

Figure 6.76: Comparison of estimated K factors, complex geometry
devices against selected previous measurements.

Finally, the corresponding comparison of no-flow, raw TL results up
to 1000 Hz is shown in Fig. 6.77; the decision to keep the comparison
below 1000 Hz comes from this being the range assessed in the modelling
approach, and the fact that above that range all results are somehow
contaminated by resonant spikes or strong oscillations.
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Figure 6.77: Comparison of no-flow TL results, complex geometry de-
vices against selected previous measurements.

From this figure, the following can be observed:

� The TL curves for ATD6 and ATS1 exhibit a rather similar trend,
with the exception of the trough that ATS1 results have around
100 Hz. As ATD6 is rather a compact ATS, it could be said
that both ATS showed TL results that surpass those of individual
ATD.

� On the other hand, ATD5 and ATD4 also exhibit a similar trend
with some local differences, mainly attributable precisely to the
oscillations of ATD5 results. Once again ATD5 is in pair with the
highest result from devices from intermediate complexity category.

These pairs of similar results guide to the fact that, in the case of
ATD5 and ATD4 similar PD correlates with –considerably– similar at-
tenuation, whereas in the case of ATD6 and ATS1 a similar attenuation
corresponds to the maximal difference in PD.
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Results and discussion: Modelling

As the purpose in assessing these two specially complex devices was to
test the capabilities of the modelling, the comparison between the results
obtained from the models presented above, tuned with recommended
seed values and without further improvement were compared to the
experimental ones.

ATD5

Figs. 6.78 and 6.79 present the comparison of experimental and mod-
elling results for PD and TL of ATD5 respectively.

Figure 6.78: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled PD results
for ATD5.

In regards of the PD results:

� Considering that the modelled results are produced using the se-
lected seed values of the parameters in order to test the capabil-
ities of the methodology proposed, the results can be considered
satisfactory.

� Indeed if this methodology is used to account for a device for which
measurements are available, this would be the base results from
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which the iterative adjusting stage would start. If the method-
ology is being used with information from a CAD or even the
concept of a new device in design stages, these results would be
very indicative, without the need of measurement, probably as to
narrow down concepts or ideas before moving to more advanced
3D simulation or prototyping.

� Overall, the modelling results, while not precise, are close enough
so as to represent the device providing an clear idea of the PD at
each MFR.

� In particular, PD at the lowest MFR (below 200 kg/h) is slightly
underestimated: there is a interception of modelled and exper-
imental results at 200 kg/h and beyond that point the model
overestimates the PD to some degree, coming again very close
for the 800 kg/h MFR case. This is due to the model presenting
a stronger linear term as a consequence of the monoliths, whereas
it does not fully capture the quadratic effects related to the rest
of the device.

Figure 6.79: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled TL results
for ATD5.
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From the comparison of TL results, the following observations arise:

� The initial ramp is almost perfectly captured, which means that at
least the overall volume has been properly represented, which in
turn means the discretization and simplified representation used
for the most intricate portion of the device, that of the expansion
volume containing the DEF injection port and the mixer right
downstream of a bent, and upstream of the first monolith, was
adequately defined.

� The shape and order of magnitude is relatively well represented
between 100 and 310 Hz, exhibiting certain shift in the shape
alongside discrepancies within the 2 dB margin.

� At mid of the displayed frequency range (320 to 700 Hz) the major
differences arise: the model presents an almost flat behaviour,
which is with a punctual exception (at 560 Hz) more than 3 dB
below the experimental counterpart.

� Then starting at about 700 Hz the model again captures tenden-
cies to some extent, with some values also within the 2 dB margin.

ATD6

Figure 6.80: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled PD results
for ATD6.
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Figs. 6.80 and 6.81 display together the experimental and modelling
results for PD and TL of ATD5, respectively, in order to allow for
comparison.

From the comparison of PD results, the following can the highlighted:

� Similarly to what was observed in the ATD5 results, the results
from the model are satisfactory and can represent those of the de-
vice from the point of view of a conceptual design step, and could
also be considered a satisfactory starting point for the iterative
fine tuning process in regards of experimental data.

� Similarly to what was found with some devices from the interme-
diate complexity category, the agreement is excellent at the lowest
and highest flow rates considered, but the model overestimates the
results for all the intermediate mass flow rates.

� Once again the model results are more linear and less quadratic
than those of the experiments.

Figure 6.81: Comparison of experimental and 1D modelled TL results
for ATD6.

In view of these TL results, it can be observed that:
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� For this device the results are far more adequate, and the overall
behaviour of the curve is fairly represented.

� The initial ramp, while not fully captured, is almost properly rep-
resented; this suggest some minor volume missing, which is un-
derstandable considering the several simplifications used, and the
difficulties to represent properly the intricate geometry, particu-
larly in the volume connecting the cans, where once again DEF
injection port and a mixer are placed, alongside changes in direc-
tion and so on.

� The trough evidenced in the modelling results in the vicinity of
150 Hz can be linked to the shape of the experimental curve with
a shift.

� From 200 to approx. 750 Hz the model overestimates the atten-
uation, but the representation of the shape and even the order
of the discrepancies in part of that range still can be considered
acceptable.

� Above 800 Hz the model again underestimates the attenuation,
but this has been observed in previous models prepared, so it
is coherent with previously obtained results, even after proper
tuning.
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Conclusions and Future
Work

7.1 Conclusions

In conclusion, this thesis has provided a comprehensive investigation
into the acoustic and fluid-dynamic behaviour of after-treatment sys-
tems. A diverse set of after-treatment devices covering most of the com-
ponents, features and configuration seen in realistic production ATDs
have been characterized by experimental measurements and, as a neces-
sary complement, different modelling approaches suitable for engineer-
ing practice have been applied to reproduce results and to provide a
better understanding of the complex fluid dynamics and acoustic inter-
actions that occur within the systems studied.

The devices available were classified into categories according to the
level of complexity in their geometrical disposition and composition,
what allowed to assess the modelling work in an order of ascending
complexity. As schematized in Fig. 7.1, this order helped in two main
ways: first, it allowed to make the most of the iterative process of mod-
elling by structuring a methodology for each modelling approach used
and, secondly, it guided the inductive reasoning via direct comparison
to associate differences in results with the elements increasing the com-
plexity at each step.

291
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Figure 7.1: Order of ascending complexity followed in the assessment
of ATD within this research.

The experimental characterization consisted of experimental mea-
surements, which were developed using well established facilities and
techniques available in the hosting research centre. On the other hand,
the modelling tasks took advantage of 3D CFD and most extensively
1D modelling, attempting to reproduce the device behaviour and the
complete results of experimental measurements based on the concept of
virtual twinning for the devices and, as much as possible, the testing
installations.

During the research the following aspects were addressed:

� The significance and validity of acoustic characterization made
under laboratory conditions when applied to the actual operating
condition of the devices.

� The effects of the presence of the following elements or charac-
teristics, both in sound attenuation and back-pressure, of after-
treatment systems or devices:

– Auxiliary elements (mixers, fluid injectors, sensors and probes,
adjacent volumes for sensor ports, and separators).

– Monoliths, either FT or WF.
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– Gaps between monoliths.

– Irregular volumes.

� The eventual compliance of the additivity property of PD and TL
when several ATDs are arranged together as an ATS.

� The effects and implications of deep-bed filtration on the PD and
TL of a device containing GPF during its early service life, and
the potential benefits of considering such condition in the exhaust
line design process.

� The benefits of applying decomposition analysis for TL results,
and the deeper understanding of the effects and implications of
reflective (reactive) and dissipative effects on sound attenuation
produced by such application.

� The capabilities of 1D and 3D CFD modelling approaches to pro-
vide additional information for the correct understanding of inter-
nal phenomena, fluid dynamic or acoustic interactions.

� The convenience and potential of 1D-3D coupled simulation as
a profitable trade-off making the most of the advantages of each
individual approach while compensating their weaknesses.

The results of this study are expected to have significant implica-
tions for the design, characterization and analysis of either existing or
future after-treatment systems and, in the holistic view, the complete
exhaust line. Additionally, the methodology proposed, and some proce-
dures and analyses used have the potential to be translated into other
applications. To name an example, even if the automotive application
of after-treatment systems declines, several systems are shared with ma-
rine and industrial applications; also, the case study on the mixer can
be an example of how small elements that tend to be neglected can
in fact have significant effects. Finally, the way in which the coupled
1D-3D simulation was used could be translated into other applications.

The following sections are dedicated to recapitulate the most impor-
tant milestones, activities and findings of the main chapters:
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Significance of cold condition measurements to actual in-
engine conditions

In chapter 4, a new methodology based on the integration of several pre-
existing experimental facilities, processing techniques and theoretical
concepts was proposed and applied in order to determine the significance
of acoustic measurements taken under laboratory conditions (ambient
temperature and steady flow) with regards to actual engine operating
conditions, or at least engine-like conditions, with high temperature
and high-amplitude pressure oscillations. The test benches, Impulse
Test Rig and Unsteady Gas Stand, the processing technique (beam-
forming based wave decomposition) and the theoretical concept of time-
frequency coupling were all known to the research institute, but this
arrangement constitutes the first ever to allow for the direct evaluation
in controlled conditions of the performance of such extrapolation.

Having this methodology to evaluate the validity of cold condition
and controlled measurements for acoustic characterizations helps to
both fill a gap in the literature and to provide a previously missing ba-
sis for current engineering approaches to the problem. The assessment
presented in that chapter set the foundation and confirmed the validity
of the experimental and computational approaches for ATS and ATD
acoustic characterizations developed, presented and used in subsequent
chapters.

The proposed methodology was applied to ATD0, an ATD for a com-
mercial diesel engine which contains two monoliths placed in a single
shell, a DOC followed by a DPF. The lab-condition measurements were
performed in the Impulse Test Rig and provided the information needed
to formulate the scattering matrix at room conditions, just aside of ad-
ditional corrections needed to compensate for the flow and temperature
as required.

Additionally, measurements with hot and pulsating flow conducted
in the Unsteady Gas Stand alongside the application of the beam-
forming wave decomposition procedure provided the values of forward
and backward components. In this last step it was evidenced that wave
components upstream of the ATS had larger amplitudes than down-
stream components, just as expected.

Later, direct comparison was made between two sets of data, wave
decomposition of hot and pulsating measurements against the extrapo-
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lation based on the scattering matrix (as presented in Eq. 4.1) obtained
from cold condition measurements.

The first insights into the effects of different variables on the acous-
tic behaviour of the ATD were drawn from the values of transmission
and reflection coefficients obtained directly from the impulse test rig
measurements:

� Mean flow showed weak influence within the range tested, but its
effect was as expected.

� Pulse amplitude had weak influence within the range tested, but
its effect was as expected.

� Soot loading showed important influence on both sets of coeffi-
cients, especially on the transmission coefficients.

� In the case of temperature, the whole procedure of extrapola-
tion was applied as temperature changes also cause changes in
Helmholtz and Mach numbers.

A major difficulty associated with the noise-to-signal ratio of the
measurements was evidenced in several cases while applying the wave
decomposition technique. This constitutes a challenge for the applica-
tion of the procedure, even when the algorithm has been thoroughly
conditioned.

The baseline case scenario had the following 5 conditions; 300 kg/h
of mass flow rate at 200◦C of temperature, a frequency of 33 Hz and a
pressure amplitude of 0.25 bar with no soot load in the device. Then one
change in each condition was applied; the mass flow rate was increased
to 500 kg/h, the temperature lifted to 500◦C, the frequency to 100 Hz,
the pressure amplitude reduced to 0.1 bar, and finally an iteration with
soot load of 13 g/l. With these set of experiments carried out, the
results were plotted for the first eight engine orders (H2 to H16) of the
equivalent four cylinder, four-stroke engine, which is beyond the usual
range of interest for exhaust applications. Then the analysis of results
was focused on the upstream backward component and the downstream
forward component.

From the analysis of comparing results for the upstream backward
component as plotted in Fig. 4.9:
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� An overall acceptable agreement was found in the direct compar-
ison of results from the wave decomposition analysis of the Un-
steady Gas Stand and the scattering matrix extrapolation to all
the scenarios. Besides certain deviations, most of them within the
5 dB margin which is considered acceptable for model validation
in industrial practice, the tendencies were clearly captured.

� For the baseline scenario, the scattering matrix extrapolation over-
estimates wave decomposition except in the first order where a
slight underestimation could be observed, but for all orders the
differences are small.

� The case of decreasing the pressure amplitude from 0.25 bar to
0.1 bar caused the most evident differences between the two sets
of data, but even in this case the overall tendency was properly
reproduced. The differences can be attributed to the noise-to-
signal ratio.

� In the cases were soot loading, mass flow and frequency were in-
creased, the changes did not induce any significant changes in
behaviour; the trends were adequately captured, especially in the
last case, and deviations remained in the same order of magnitude
as for the baseline.

� The case with the temperature increase captured well the trend
and dependency with order number, but showed the highest de-
viation for any of the cases in the sixth order.

Likewise from the results for comparison of the downstream forward
component, as shown in Fig. 4.10, the following can be concluded:

� An overall fair reproduction of the results and trends was obtained
for all cases, but the level of agreement was slightly worse than
for the upstream backward components. This can be explained by
the pressure amplitude decrease caused by the passage through the
ATS, which in turn worsens the noise-to-signal ratio.

� Most deviations remained within the 5 dB margin, and those that
exceeded this range occurred above the tenth order.
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� The dependency on the engine orders was also properly repro-
duced and can be considered satisfactory; the most remarkable
discrepancies occurred either by a small margin at the lowest or-
ders or punctual at orders out of the usual range of interest.

� The case where the mass flow rate was increased from 200 kg/h to
500 kg/h, exhibited significant deviations in 5 out of the 8 orders
analysed, being the only case were the trend was not properly
captured. This was again attributed to the noise-to-signal ratio,
as the higher velocities associated with the increased mass flow
should cause strong turbulent fluctuations, which can be handled
by the algorithm with the higher amplitude of the signal upstream
of the ATS but not in the downstream side.

This comparative assessment indicates that the scattering matrix
extrapolation approach is capable of producing, at least qualitatively,
very indicative and representative information about the effects of ATS
on the flow upstream and downstream of the ATS in hot and pulsating
flow conditions, the estimations for the upstream side being better.

The theoretically expected effects of modifying each variable were
clearly reproduced and identified regardless of the approach (elements of
the scattering matrix, components drawn from the wave decomposition
or scattering matrix extrapolation), specially the effects of soot loading.

Therefore it can be concluded, within unavoidable uncertainties re-
lated with engine-like operation, that cold condition acoustic measure-
ments are fully capable to provide relevant information for the design
of the ATS to be placed in the hot-end of the exhaust line.

Case study on a complete SCR exhaust line with static
swirl mixer

The most relevant activities and findings from Chapter 5 are recapit-
ulated, first those general to the chapter and then covering the topics
addressed in each section.

Generalities

� A prototype SCR after-treatment system, composed of three de-
vices, which were conveniently simple in their geometrical con-
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figuration and axially aligned was selected to start the research
guided by the simple-to-complex philosophy.

� The assessment of the system involved both the experimental char-
acterization and computational modelling, the latter mostly fo-
cused on the 1D approach due to the predominantly simple ge-
ometries, but using a 3D approach when required.

� The ATS was characterized and then split into its composing
parts, offering the opportunity to characterize a set of devices
with simple geometries, as well as their combinations, and there-
fore account for possible interactions.

� The experimental characterization of the devices, its combinations
and the complete system was performed using the CFTB and
the ITR facilities presented in Section 3 to account for the PD,
pressure drop coefficient and TL.

� The computational work at this stage was centred in structuring
a modelling methodology based on the virtual twinning concept
capable to reproduce the measurements consistently through 1D
models.

� This part of the research, was organized from the modelling point
of view to follow an order of increasing complexity; this also helped
to organize and analyze the information as consigned in this doc-
ument.

� Comparative analysis between components, highlighting and ac-
counting for shared and exclusive traits of each one was a very
useful tool all along.

Assessment of individual devices containing monoliths

� The chapter started with the assessment of two of the devices ex-
tracted from ATS1, those that contain monoliths, ATS1-D1 with
two monoliths and ATS1-D2 with one, the three monoliths being
the same TWC.

� Regarding the results from CFTB measurements on both devices,
the expected behaviour was found:
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– The PD results exhibit a quasi-quadratic dependence on the
mass flow, including a quadratic term and a linear term asso-
ciated with the laminar flow in the channels of the monoliths.

– The pressure drop coefficient showed an asymptotic trend
with the increasing Reynolds number.

– From the comparative analysis between these two almost
identical devices it was found that the PD of ATS1-D1 is
almost exactly that of ATS1-D2 multiplied by 1.65 times,
a difference that can be attributed almost entirely to the
monolith, as the gap is very small.

� Regarding the results from the ITR:

– The effect of the flow for both devices matched what was ex-
pectable: increasing the flow also produces a certain increase
in the attenuation, which is associated with dissipative flow-
related effects, but without substantial changes in the overall
shape of the curve and trends.

– The attenuation of the double monolith device is larger than
that of the single monolith one, as should be expected, with
the exception of an unexplained spike in the single monolith
device that might be related to either a manufacturing defect
or an unintended modification caused during the splitting
process.

The overlooked effect of auxiliary devices

� A comprehensive set of PD and TL measurements were performed
on ATS1-A, which includes a mixer of the static swirl kind and
a side cavity with a port for DEF injection, a very representative
auxiliary device for SCR and some other after-treatment systems.

� Aside from the PD and TL measurements, a TL decomposition
analysis using the logarithmic approach described in Section 3.2.3
was applied.

� Remarks on experimental PD results:
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– Regarding the PD results, they match the expected behaviour,
both in terms of the asymptotic trend of the pressure drop
coefficient at high Reynolds numbers, and of the dependence
of the PD with the mass flow rate.

– The mixer contribution to the PD of the complete ATS is not
negligible, despite of its reduced size; its working principle,
which consist of inducing local turbulence to promote mixing,
explains this fact.

� Remarks on experimental TL results:

– The occurrence of negative transmission losses, which indi-
cate some flow noise generation in the device, was evidenced
when checking for the effect of a superimposed mean flow.
While this might be expectable in view of the geometry of
the device, it was further analyzed with the aid of the de-
composition analysis.

* Using the logarithmic approach, reflective and a dissipa-
tive contribution were identified.

* This negative transmission loss was found to be associ-
ated with negative values of the dissipative term.

* It was found that the dissipative term also becomes neg-
ative even in some cases where the total transmission
loss is still positive, suggesting that in those cases the
sound generated must be attenuated at the device itself.

– The occurrence of negative TL may require special care in the
mechanical design of the connection to the after-treatment
system.

– A more detailed and dedicated study considering the influ-
ence of the actual reflecting boundaries upstream and down-
stream of the device, such as that presented in [140], would
be necessary in order to fully analyze this aspect, but such
study is out of the scope of this research.

– Besides of the negative TL effect, other effects of the flow
on the TL of this device exhibited both the convective and
dissipative effects expected.
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– It has been observed that, while the attenuation of the aux-
iliary device itself is indeed small, when coupled to the other
components of ATS1 it produces a non-negligible effect, most
likely due to the presence of dissipative terms, and therefore
its presence should not be neglected in acoustic studies.

� A three-dimensional model was used in order to shed additional
light onto the experimental results; findings to highlight include:

– A resonant effect, similar to that of a side resonator, was
identified on the DEF injection port cavity.

– The overall importance of dissipative effects in the attenua-
tion of the device, even at low frequencies, was evidenced.

– Interaction in the form of significant coupling between the
acoustic field and the mean flow was identified, most notably
downstream of the mixer vanes, where the flow is highly ro-
tational.

� Finally, two 1D models were prepared, one following the same
steps and considerations as for all other devices, mostly based on
the experimental measurements and the geometry characteristics,
and a specific one prepared to match the findings of the 3D mod-
elling approach.

– For the experimentally based one:

* Similarly to the 1D models prepared for devices contain-
ing monoliths in Section 5.2, PD and TL results up to
1000 Hz produce satisfactory and indicative results.

– For the 3D based one:

* Information from the acoustic 3D computations was used
to adjust an equivalent quarter-wave resonator describ-
ing the resonance effects.

* The detailed results from the steady CFD computation
were used to estimate a local pressure drop coefficient for
an equivalent restriction downstream of the mixer vanes.

* The results may be regarded as acceptable, in the sense
that at least the dissipative terms and the trends rele-
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vant for the ulterior incorporation of such a model into
a model of the whole after-treatment are included.

� Overall, both modelling approaches were found to be capable of
producing useful information for the design process of auxiliary
systems.

Assessment of combined devices and additivity

� The results for ATS1 are fully consistent in terms of the relative
importance of the contribution of the different parts: ATS1-D1
(double monolith) has the largest contribution, followed by ATS1-
D2 (single monolith) and finally the auxiliary device, ATS1-A.

� Once all measurements for individual and combined devices were
available the opportunity to assess the additivity or interaction
between the devices both in PD and TL was exploited:

� Regarding the pressure drop:

– The pressure drop was confirmed to be essentially additive.

– The small deviations observed are attributed to the experi-
mental uncertainties and the effects due to the flow not being
fully developed upstream of some devices in the combina-
tions, which is only guaranteed for the first device in each
assembly.

– This conclusion is also supported by the fact that for the sum
options considered for comparison with the complete ATS1,
those that added two measurements are practically identical,
whereas the one adding three measurements is the one with
the most noticeable deviation.

� Regarding the transmission loss:

– It appears that ATS1-A, particularly due to the mixer el-
ement, simply adds up attenuation to whatever is located
downstream.

– For all the other cases, there are acoustic interactions that
make the results to be not additive within the low to mid
frequency range which is dominated by reactive effects.
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– For higher frequencies, in which the attenuation produced
is dominated by dissipative effects, the transmission loss is
essentially additive.

In view of these conclusions, the 1D methodology as structured up
to the simple geometry category level was found capable of producing
models with excellent PD results and satisfactory TL results, fairly ac-
curate for low frequencies (up to the 500−700 Hz) and at least indicative
for higher frequencies. Starting on this ground the characterization of
intermediate and complex geometries was assessed in Chapter 6.

Assessment of Individual After-treatment Devices

In this section a summary of the most relevant activities and findings
from Chapter 6 is presented, first on the experimental characterization
of devices, then moving into the modelling assessment and finally some
topic-specific highlights.

On the experimental characterization

� A comprehensive set of PD and TL loss measurements were per-
formed on diverse group of ATDs, from the intermediate and com-
plex geometry categories previously established, all of them rep-
resentative of realistic production parts.

� Regarding the PD results.

– All devices were tested on the CFTB installation, trying to
measure the PD due to the device in turn under mass flow
rates ranging from 50 to 800 kg/h, even though the test had
to stop at lower mass flow rate for two devices (ATD3 and
ATD4).

– All devices exhibited the expected behaviour as PD results
showed a quasi-quadratic dependence of the PD on the mass
flow rate.

– The quasi-quadratic behaviour has a linear component that
is related to the laminar flow that occurs inside the channels
on monoliths, either FT or WF, while the quadratic features
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are related with the interaction of flow with all other com-
ponents.

– Pressure drop coefficients (K factors) as a function of the
Reynolds number were also calculated from PD measure-
ments.

– All K factor results exhibited, within measurement uncer-
tainties, the appropriate asymptotic trend at high Reynolds
numbers.

� Concerning the TL results:

– All devices were measured without superimposed flow using
the ITR installation.

– Additionally, devices from the intermediate geometry com-
plexity group were also tested with superimposed mean flow
at three different mass flow rates, mostly 100, 200 and 300
kg/h, but in the case ATD3 smaller MFR were needed (150
and 220).

– The measurements with superimposed MFR were taken twice
each, using two different pulse amplitudes to excite the de-
vices in order to capture their acoustic response.

– It was thoroughly checked that small pulses translate into
TL curves with notorious oscillatory nature with the increas-
ing frequency, to the point that some measurements are too
“noisy” to extract information with confidence.

– In all cases measured with superimposed MFR, regardless of
the pulse amplitude, the effect of the flow was that expected:
some dissipative flow-related effects increased the attenua-
tion without substantial changes in the trends (minor shifts,
usually).

– All the measurements were smoothed in the post-processing
in order to make them friendlier for posterior comparative
analysis with modelling results, although some measurements,
mostly excited with small pulses, were still noisy after smooth-
ing.
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Comparative analyses between intermediate and complex devices
and, for convenient reference, ATS1 and ATS1-D1 from simple geometry
category, were made when possible. These comparisons allowed to make
the most out of the information produced and the inductive reasoning,
as for example, ATD1 and ATD2, are practically identical in terms of
geometry, but one of them has a WF monolith where the other has a FT
monolith, and therefore their comparison allows to attribute differences
to the differentiating elements, in the example the presence of the WF
monolith.

The following topics were assessed following the aforementioned
analysis approach:

Effects of bends and irregular geometries

Comparison between ATS1-D1, ATD2 and ATD3, that share the
double FT monolith arrangement, led to the following conclusions:

� The PD results of ATD3 are the highest of the three, and of the
complete intermediate complexity category, significantly higher
than those of ATD2 and even further of ATS1-D1.

� Considering ATS1-D1 as the base line for the PD of a device
were the linear term due to monoliths is predominant over rather
simple pipe and tapered volumes, the differences between it and
ATD2 are likely to be attributable to the intricate and curved
inlet geometry used in ATD2, in contrast with the simple conical
geometry of ATS1-D1.

� Similarly, the comparatively reduced pipe diameters and the highly
complex geometry of its expansion, contraction and intermediate
volume should be contributing significantly to the PD of ATD3.

� In regards of TL, the best attenuation was provided by ATS1-D1,
for frequencies above 400 Hz and below 100 Hz, whereas ATD3
has the larger attenuation between 100 and 400 Hz but out of that
interval its attenuation is in general lower than that of ATD2.
Therefore, the trends in attenuation do not correspond with those
in pressure drop, even for the low frequencies.
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Effects of the presence of Wall-flow monoliths

The comparison previously used as example, ATD1 and ATD2, al-
lowed to account for effects attributable to the presence of a WF mono-
lith as both devices share their overall geometrical configuration and
even were designed for the same family of engines:

� The differences found in PD, being the back-pressure of ATD1
about 1.6 times larger than that of ATD2 at 800 kg/s, is to be
associated mostly with the presence of the WF monolith, even
though CFD results also indicate some effects in the entrance to
the inlet side irregular bend that could explain partially the dif-
ference.

� Regarding the TL results, differences change sign depending on
the frequency range considered, and are not as large as one would
have expected from the significant difference observed in the PD.

Similarly, comparison between ATD1 and ATD4, allows to look for
differences between to devices that have TF-WF monolith combination,
but ATD4 having a less complex inlet geometry:

� Regarding the PD, their results are not so different, but still the
one with the less complex inlet geometry is also the one with a
lower back-pressure.

� In terms of TL:

– neither for ATD1 nor for ATD4 any significant changes due
to the flow could be observed except for the usual increase in
the overall attenuation level associated with the dissipative
effects of the increasing flow.

– In terms of the relative importance of the attenuation achieved,
it was found that the shapes are all very similar, at least up
to 1000 Hz. ATD4 reaches the highest attenuation, likely
because of its higher volume together with the presence of a
DPF. ATD1, which includes a GPF, follows a similar trend,
but with significantly lower attenuation values.
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On the modelling assessment

The 1D methodology, that started to take form with the assessment of
devices from the simple geometry category was extended and adjusted to
also cover devices with realistic geometries. Those from the intermediate
complexity category served to expand it.

Similarly to results obtained for simple geometry devices, the de-
veloped models were found capable of producing excellent PD results
and satisfactory TL results, fairly accurate for low frequencies (up to
the 500 − 700 Hz) and at least indicative for higher frequencies. 3D
CFD results provided complementary information as well, and coupled
1D-3D modelling was found to be capable of improving the base 1D;
however, such approach might still be regarded as a last resort when
very detailed results are needed, as the adaptation required for the cou-
pling is extensive when compared to individual 1D modelling, even if
the computation time is greatly reduced in comparison with a complete
3D CFD simulation.

The Very Early Life of GPF

The opportunity to help fill an identified knowledge gap regarding the
changes in back-pressure and sound attenuation taking place during the
first few cycles of use –a period often referred to as the early service life–
on devices containing GPF monoliths was seized. Understanding such
changes can lead to a revision of the boundary conditions to take into
account for ATD, silencing elements and therefore complete exhaust line
design.

To account for these effects, two states or conditions were distin-
guished, “new” and “clean”. “New” stands for never-used, and “clean”
refers to the state reached after some usage, with no soot cake layer due
to regeneration, and still without significant ash accumulation. Using
resources available in the following manner the matter was investigated:

1. ATD1 was selected as test subject, as it contains a GPFc that was
received sealed from factory, in the ideal “new” condition, and was
already characterized in such state.

2. An engine test bench, conveniently with the native engine of the
device mounted, was used for the device to urdergo the equivalent
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of a few hours and kilometers of use, approximately equivalent to
those of a brand-new car when reaching the final costumer out of
the car dealer.

3. At this point, the device is expected to have reached the “clean”
condition, as it is known to undergo a deep-bed filtration process
that partially fills substrate pores with a certain amount of soot,
which becomes in practice immune to regeneration, thus defining
the effective base substrate microstructure and cleanness of the
WF monolith and in consequence of the whole system.

4. The CFTB and ITR facilities were used again to characterize the
device now in the “clean” condition. As a precaution, only the
direct position, no-flow test was performed to avoid affecting the
deposited soot in any way. Inverse response was estimated from
reciprocity properties [40].

5. 1D models, two sets of models were prepared to represent the
clean condition, one considering a uniform load distribution and
the other considering a non-uniform one. The new state was rep-
resented by the previously developed model.

6. The linear approach of the decomposition analysis was applied to
both the experimental and the modelling results, in an attempt to
identify the role of reactive and dissipative effects on wave prop-
agation, as they may contribute significantly to important sim-
plifications in the design of the exhaust line downstream of the
ATS.

Findings of this assessment, separated by the steady or unsteady
behaviour studied, include:

� The steady flow results showed hints of the influence of in-pore
soot deposition on the dissipative behaviour of the ATS.

– The pressure drop of the device increased slightly with the
use.

– The substrate pore diameter was the model parameter cho-
sen to represent the deep-bed filtration in “clean” condition,
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keeping the rest of the model parameters at the same value
as for the “new” condition.

– For both conditions qualitatively good results were obtained,
with a tendency to slightly overestimate at low to mid mass
flows, and underestimate at high mass flows, the pressure
drop.

– As the influence of usage is also more apparent in the mod-
elled results, all this might indicate that the effect of load
distribution across the wall-flow filter may have a noticeable
influence on the overall pressure drop.

� For the unsteady behaviour, two power ratios (reflected and dissi-
pated) were used to highlight the relative importance of reactive
and dissipative effects, both in the experimental and in the mod-
elled results. In the case of the reflective/reactive contribution,
the main conclusions drawn from the experiments were:

– The effect of usage showed noticeable influence on the reac-
tive behaviour of the ATS.

– Overall trends were maintained in terms of peaks and troughs,
with the “clean” condition showing less pronounced fluctua-
tions up to 1200 Hz, and quite close to the “new” condition
above that frequency, which can be related to higher fre-
quencies being more sensitive to geometrical traits than to
microstructure.

� From the modelling work the following points are worth mention-
ing;

– The models are able to capture the overall shape of the fre-
quency dependence (if not its details) for frequencies below
1000 Hz, as well as some other aspects above that value. Ad-
ditionally, the values of the two highest peaks are quite close
to their experimental counterparts.

– The model was able to reproduce qualitatively the effects of
usage, showing that the “clean” condition is more reflective
at high frequencies. Even if the effect is less pronounced than
that observed in the experiments, it can be stated that the
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model provides significant results from the point of view of
reactive mechanisms.

� In the case of the dissipative contribution, the main experimental
outcomes were:

– The effect of usage induces relatively small differences for
frequencies above 1000 Hz, and regardless of the usage effect,
the attenuation is dominated by dissipative effects.

– The usage smooths out the curve for frequencies below 1000
Hz, most notably at the frequencies of the peaks of the re-
flected power ratio.

– Overall, dissipation is higher in “clean” conditions, as one
could expect.

� From the modelling results, one may conclude that:

– The description of the dissipative behaviour provided by the
model was rather poor, most notably in the case of the “new”
condition, where results are much smoother than the exper-
imental ones.

– The effect of usage, if a uniform loading distribution is as-
sumed, is represented by an almost constant increase in dissi-
pation in comparison with the “new” condition, whereas the
consideration of a non-uniform distribution introduces some
frequency-dependent features, thus supporting the assump-
tion that the non-uniform distribution of the loading across
the wall-flow filter has a significant impact on the dissipation,
even if it is not equally noticeable in steady conditions.

� As an overall conclusion, it appears that accounting for these ef-
fects, even if approximately, may provide significant advantages
from the point of view of exhaust line design.

Validation of methodology with most complex devices

� Contrary to the devices from the simple and intermediate geom-
etry complexity categories, the experimental characterization of
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these devices was limited. The PD was measured as usual, but
only no-flow measurements were taken for TL.

� Also, the computational modelling from previously assessed de-
vices was guided and investigated with the experimental results
as benchmarks. Now the models were prepared strictly following
the steps and guides of the developed 1D modelling methodology
and its components; for example, tuning with the recommended
seed values, and only when the results of those models were avail-
able the results were compared.

� PD results could still be improved by fine tuning, but as a first
approximation the results with seed tuning parameters can be
regarded as acceptable and more than indicative.

� Similarly, TL results could probably still be improved, for example
by using the GEM3D or the 3D CFD approach first, but being
the result of an unrevised first attempt and iteration based only
on the methodology they can be regarded as acceptable.

7.2 Future Works

Apart from improving the modelling methodology or the models with
further updates of the commercially available software, as it could be ev-
idenced from improving pre-existing models in GT 7.5, passing through
several editions all the way to v2021, this is likely to be the last or
among the last research related to acoustic of after-treatment and ex-
haust lines of Internal Combustion Engines. However, as techniques
and technologies are being inherited by hybrid, electric and alternative
powertrains, it is possible that the methodologies, analyses and com-
plements produced within this thesis could be adapted and somehow
implemented in other areas giving rise to future related works.
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